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FBI: Progress in Olympics blast probe

WEEKLY REVIEW

ATLANTA (Reuter) - US
investigators hunting a white
American man they suspect
holds the key to the Ailanta
Olympic Games bombing
said yesterday they are pursu-
ing “promising leads* and
making good progress.
The comb, a crude home-

made device made more
deadly because it was laced
with nails and screws, explod-
ed in a packed public park
during a rock concert in the
early nours of Saturday. A 44-
year-old Georgia woman was
killed and 11

1
people were

injured in the blast.

"We are looking for a white
American man who made a 91

1

emergency call immediately
before the blast," said a police

spokesman. The call, from a pay
telephone beside the popular

Centennial Park, was made half

an hour before the explosion.

Jamie Gorelick, deputy attor-

ney-general in charge of the

investigation, said investigators

are closely looking at the theory
that an American "was responsi-

ble.

"That is one of the principal

theories we are pursuing." she

said on NBC-TV’s Meet the

Press -when asked if the FBI is

looking for a "homegrown terror-

ist"

Gorelick told CBS TVs Face
the Nation-. “We have very
promising leads, but we're not

going to be releasing them as we
go along."
Georgia Sen. Sam Nunn told

the same program the leads were
not centred on one person or
group. He said the speed at which
the 911 call was processed was

also the subject of investigation.

White House chief of staff

Leon Panetta said the 900 FBI
agents assigned to the case "have
a lot of leads."

“They feel like they are making
good progress. ** Panerta told

ABC television.

President Bill Clinton yester-

day said called for sanctions

against, Iran. Iraq, Libya and all

other countries that promote ter-

roism.

He invited leaders of Congress
to the White House to discuss

expanding wiretapping and
chemically "lagging" explosives

to help crack down on terrorism.

Clinton told a croup of dis-

abled veterans he had invited the

leaders of Congress “to help to

agree on a package that will pro-

vide these additional protections

against terrorism and any other

measures we need to take to

increase the protection of the

American people."

British terrorism expert David
Capitanchik said the case is

beginning to look more like a
domestic group opposed to the

reelection of Clinton.

"Many of these people on the

extreme right of the American
political spectrum are very' con-
cerned that if Clinton wins the

election ... this time he will really

go for the guns and for these mili-

tia groups," he told Skj television.

Israeli expens echoed this

view, saying the amateurishness

of the bombing suggests it was
more likely the work of an angry

or frustrated .American than
international terrorists.

The type of pipe bomb used is

a popular weapon with US mili-

tias. But one of the main local

militia groups denied it was
responsible.

A spokeswoman for the “
1 1 2th

Regiment Miliiia-ar-Large for

the Republic of Georgia" told a

news conference: "It's so absurd
when they say we're doing some-
thing like this. This is the Iasi

thins we want."

The Olympic park, designed to

be the heart and soul "of the

games and a public passageway
between venues, was still closed

off and surrounded by yellow-

police tape yesterday, as forensic

expens sifted for clues.

International Olympic
Committee president Juan
Antonio Samaranch said he was
impressed by the work of the

security forces after the blast.

"We are very grateful to the

authorities for rheir excellent

response and for the security

measures thev have taken." he

told a news conference.

Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell
said the swift work of the securi-

ty forces saved "literally hun-

dreds" of lives.

French President Jacques
Chirac and Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu telephoned

Clinton yesterday to express dis-

may at the Atlanta park bombing,
the White House said.

Spokesman David Johnson
said Clinton took the calls while
flying from Washington to New
Orleans aboard Air Force One to

address a convention of disabled

war veterans.

Chirac and Netanyahu both
offered condolences on the blast

in Atlanta. They also said they

supported Clinton’s efforts to

fight terrorism ami offered what-
ever help they could prov ide.

Navon panel finds fault

with MDA, falls short

of calling for dismissals

Former president Yitzhak Navon (i%ht) and retired Tel Aviv District Courtjudge Ellahu Winograd present the Navon Committee's

findings at a news conference at Jerusalem's Bible Lands Museum yesterday. ikuc Hamm

Army lifts closure
AR1EH O'SULLIVAN

THE IDF announced late last

night that it was lifting the clo-

sure on Judea and Samaria
imposed early Friday, follow-

ing the drive-by attack near
Beit Shemesh in which three

members of the Munk family

were killed.

As of 4 a.iru, Palestinian

laborers are being allowed to

enter Israel, the arzny said.

The -restrictions had kept
tens of thousands of
Palestinians from their jobs.

The army said the lifting of the
closure would bring the situa-

tion back to that of July IS,

when 25,000 married
Palestinian men over 29 bad
entry permits.

‘Two generations wiped out

in one fell swoop’
Terror victims Uri, Ze’ev Munk buried

YOCHI DREAZEN

Gov’t pledges increase in

living standards for settlers

DAVID HARRIS

A NEW approach will be taken in

developing the territories which
will raise Israelis' standard of liv-

ing in Judea, Samaria, and Gaza,
Avigdor Lieberman. director-gen-

eral of the Prime Minister’s

Office, said yesterday.

Senior government officials

have begun working op a program
of far-reaching policy changes

that will affect the entire country.

Three committees of ministo'’

directors-general met yesterday,

and another is scheduled to

assemble today to discuss future

priorities; speeding up construc-

tion work, help to northern core

frontation line communities, and
developing the Gulf of Eilat

Speaking - to- journalists,

Lieberman said a new approach

would be taken to developing the

territories. - While refusing to

reveal derailed proposals in any of

the major policy areas, he pledged

to raise die standard of living.

improve public services, create

employment opportunities, and

bring industry to the settlers in

Judea, Samaria and Gaza.
Lieberman pointed out a series

of administrative anomalies in the

territories which will.be reformed.

For exarpple, be said, in 1991 a
'list of settlements was drawn up,

with- residents receiving consider-

able incentives to live there, but

those .in settlements . not mni-'

dotted have not been .entitled to

such help.

With regard to construction.

Lieberman said there was a 40 per-

cent slowdown in both the public

and private sectors during the last

five months of the Labor govern-

ment; this has led to a considerable

reduction in availability. The sta-

tistics Lieberman presented also

show a reduction in work being

carried out by the local, regional

and national planning authorities.

The plan is to build 60,000
apartments throughout the coun-

try, particularly in the central area,

during 1997 and ‘98. However,

the government also intends to

increase the- housing supply in

Eilat and the South, a program
that's been on hold for 10 years,

according to Lieberman.
(Continued on Page 2)

HUNDREDS of mourners attend-

ed the funerals of terror victims Uri

Munk. 53, and his son, Ze’ev, 30,

of Moshav Mevo.Betar. yesterday.

The two, along with Ze’ev Munk's
wife, Rachel, 24, were killed in

Friday morning's drive-by shoot-

ing near Beit Shemesh. Ze’ev suc-

cumbed to his wounds early yes-

terday morning.
“Two generations wiped out in

one fell swoop" said moshav
member Yoav-Lir. "Where do you
find the strength to bury a son and

a father, an entire family, in the

same day?”

In sharp contrast to the funerals

of Yaron and Effie Unger, killed in

a similar attack on June 9, many of

the speeches at yesterday’s funer-

als were noticeably political.

*T appeal to Prime Minister

[Binyantfn] Netanyahu and
Internal Security Minister

[Avigdor] Kahalani to help us
guarantee that these are last sacri-

fices," said MeirVezel, head of the

Mateh Yehuda Regional Council.

"Listen to our security plans; we
know how to defend ourselves."

MK Ze’ev Boim (Likud), who
represented the Knesset at the

funeral, said the location of the

attack was irrelevant.

"It doesn’t matter if this crime

took place within the Green Line

or outside of it." he said. "Their

blood must be avenged."

But the most politically charged
- and emotional - words belonged

to Rabbi Uri Dasberg, father of the

murdered Effie Unger.

"Ze’ev, Rachel, Uri. I didn’t

know you, but fate has brought us

together,” he said. "And lei me just

say that if someone is not doing his

job. no matter how short of a time

he’s had it, it’s time for a change.’’

All Ze’ev’s vital organs were

donated to the organ bank, and sev-

eral have already been used in

transplants.

83-year-old earns BA
AN 83-year-oId kibbutznik has

completed his BA in Jewish histo-

ry at Ben-Gurion University and
will begin studying for his MA
next year.

Ya’acov Vilan, of Kibbutz
Negba, traveled to Beersheba
three rimes a week for his studies,

never missing a lesson.

He completed his degree with

honors and was awarded a full

scholarship last year and will also

be exempt from tuition next year.

"That is the greatest honor an
elderly person can have," he said.

Vilan was the commander of
Necba during the War of
Independence. tttimi

THE Navon Con? mi nee appointed

six months ago to investigate the

Ethiopian blood donation affair

announced yesterday that there

were "many shortcomings in the

decision-making process” inside

the Health Ministry and Magen
David Adorn.
But the majority of the commit-

tee members did not recommend
the dismissal of anyone involved,

including MDA blood services

director Dr. Amnon Ben-David.

The United Ethiopian

Immigrants Organization reacted

with rage and disappointment to

the report. It declared it would
hold an emergency meeting of

communal leaders today to

demand that the government
establish a state inquiry commis-
sion into the whole gamut of

issues related to the aliya and
absorption of Ethiopian Jewry.

Former president Yitzhak

Navon. who chaired the six-mem-
ber committee, declared at a press

conference at Jerusalem's Bible

Lands Museum that "no racism

was involved" in the official deci-

sion to discard blood donated by
all Ethiopian immigrants because

of the relatively high rate of HIV
in the community.
*The [officials] were not evil.

They worried about stigmatizing

the community.” Navon said,

"although after the fact, we
believe they should have told the

immigrants the truth (when they

came to donate blood]."

Instead of an across-the-board

ban on accepting blood from
Ethiopian immigrants, the com-
mittee recommended that blood

should not be taken from anyone
who spent at least six months -

during the 1 0 years before coming
to donate blood - in any of 63
countries where AIDS is endemic,

including southern Asia and parts

of South America, the Caribbean,

and Africa.

In addition, blood would not be

accepted from anyone who
returned during the previous 12

months front an HIV-endemic
country; from hemophiliacs,

homosexuals, drug addicts, or

prostitutes; or from anyone who
had sex during the past year with

someone’ who is in one of the

above mentioned high-risk

groups.

Navon conceded that the largest

group that would continue to be

affected is Ethiopian immigrants.

For years, the Health Ministry

had appealed to the press not to

disclose the high rate of HTV car-

riers among the immigrants.

The committee was appointed

in February by then-prime minis-

ter Shimon Peres after the di.sclo-

JUDY SIEGEL

sure by Maariv investigative

reporter Ronel Fisher that the

immigrants' blood had been
destroyed without their being

informed by MDA. A few days
after publication, there was a tem-

pestuous and somewhat violent

Jerusalem demonstration by tens

of thousands of Ethiopian immi-
grants.

The committee had originally

included seven members; Navon;
retired Tel Aviv District Court

judge Eliahu Winograd; Youth
Aliya social worker Natmar
Hiliel; Ben-Gurion University

epidemiologist Prof. Lehaim
Nagan; Hadassah-University
Hospital hematologist Prof.

EJiezer Ruchmilevich; former MK
Yehezkel Zakai; and mow Labor
MK> Adissu Messele. chairman of
the immigrants’ organization.

The High Court of Justice ruled

that Messele had to resign

because he had publicly demand-
ed Ben-David’s firing; the organi-

zation's secretary. Shlomo Mula.
who briefly replaced Messele.

was subsequently forced to step

down as well. Rachmilevich. the

target of a more recent Fisher

investigation, chose not to appear
at the press conference.

While Hrllel and Zakai blamed
Ben-David for "lying” to the

immigrants, the majority of the

committee said the blood-dump-

ing policy was conceived in the

Health Ministry, and that the

MDA Wood sen-ices director had

merely continued a policy that

existed when he took office.

Navon said that the most dis-

turbing testimony, aside front the

blood controversy, involved the

failure of the rabbinate to recog-

nize the Jewishness of the

Ethiopian community.
The repon was presented first to

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, who asked the com-
mittee what could be done to pre-

vent the spread of AIDS within

the community itself. The mem-
bers urged serious educational

efforts among the immigrants to

cope with language and cultural

problems. This could be imple-

mented by setting up a well-

Financed interrain istry team
responsible to the Health
Ministry.

Convening a second press con-

ference in the museum after the

Navon Committee's ended.

Messele and Mula charged the

committee - "and others outside

who wanted to delay the report

until public interest waned” -

with "foot-dragging." They noted
that the commission charged with

investigating the murder of
(Continued on Pugc 2)
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Fsraerrebukes Palestinian Police

over peace accords violations

Monday, July 29. 1996 TO Jems<*» Poa

Arafat, in Saudi

Arabia, seeks work

for Palestinians
AR1EH O’SULLIVAN

THE IDF rebuked the Palestinian

Authority yesterday, warning that

every violation of the peace

accords will be met with sanc-

tions. This was relayed to die

Palestinians by OC Judea and

Samaria Maj.-Gen. Gabi Ofir in a

meeting with Palestinian com-

manders.

The meeting came following

repeated Palestinian violations of

the Oslo accords. The latest

occurred yesterday morning,

when Palestinian policemen at a

Ramallah roadblock opened fire

at a Border Police jeep preparing

to go out on a joint patrol. No one

was injured, though the shots hit

the jeep, ihe army said.

The Palestinians said the shoot-

ing was an accident, but Ofir

demanded an in-depth investiga-

tion.

He stressed to the Palestinian

Police representatives he met with

after the shooting that the move-

ment of Israelis in Ramallah could

not be restricted, and that he

would raise the incident in his

meeting with his Palestinian

counterpart.

"There is a policy of taking a

tougher line with all violations

now,*” a military source said. “The

army has been instructed by the

Defense Ministry to impose sanc-

tions. like declaring sections a

closed military area, which hurts

the Palestinians economically.

Palestinian and Israeli policemen confer after Palestinian police fired at an Israeli police jeep near Ramallah yesterday. (Ktmkd zigbam

wherever there are violations.”

The territories have been sealed

since Fridav’s deadly ambush

near Beit Shemesh in which three

Israelis were killed.

Ofir is also believed to have

Nofech-Mozes testifies in
wiretapping case

MIRIAM Nofech-Mozes, a direc-

tor and main shareholder of Yedioi

Aharonot, was summoned to give

evidence in the media wiretapping

case yesterday, after recent devel-

opments which led to the ques-

tioning last week of the daily's

publisher, shareholders, and
senior personnel.

Comptroller Yinon Angel was
also called to give evidence.
Yedioi security officer Haim
Rosenberg, under bouse arrest,

also was summoned for further

questioning for-alleged wiretap-

ping, “suborning witnesses,’ and
disrupting a police investiga-

tion.

The media wiretapping case
broke when police discovered a
bug on Nofech-Mozes's phone.

Ma'ariv publisher Ofer Nimrodi
has been charged with commis-
sioning the tap.

Last week, Yedioi publisher

Amon Mozes was questioned sev-

eral times under caution for his

alleged involvement in wiretap-

ping rival family members, whom
he is battling with in court.

A senior police source said that

police are also probing whether
Mozes was behind the commis-
sioning of wiretaps, via interme-

BACKGROUND
RAINE MARCUS

diaries, on businessmen and
Ma'ariv personnel.

Although police have had
hearsay evidence for more than a

year that Yedioi may have been
involved in commissioning ille-

gal wiretapping, the turning point

occurred when private investiga-

tor Ze'ev Laufer. awaiting trial on
14 charges of wiretapping, decid-

ed to cooperate with investiga-

tors.

Evidence given by Ya'acov
Tsur. who turned state's witness

against Nimrodi and others linked

Laufer with Yedioi. Tsur told

police that he and his Tormer part-

ner, Rafi Friedan, carried out
wiretapping on behalf of Laufer,

who he believed was employed by
Yedioi.

At the time, Mozes and
Rosenberg were questioned, but
since no concrete evidence was
available, inquiries were post-

poned and not pursued openly.

Over the last month, however,
police launched an undercover
investigation.

Police arrested Rosenberg last

Army beefs up
Jordan Valley force

REELING from the deadly
ambush of a Jordan Valley bor-

der patrol, the IDF has reported-

ly reinforced the area with regu-

lar soldiers and has started

retraining reservists in shooting,

charging, and throwing
grenades.

The regulars are from the IDF's
mechanized brigade and have
been in place "in the past few
weeks,” Army Radio said. They
have been assigned the sensitive

points along the border.

AR1EH O’SULLIVAN

The report said the soldiers were
transferred from action in Judea
and Samaria due to the faulty

reaction of the reservists during
the June 26 ambush.
Gunmen crossing over from

Jordan opened fire on an IDF
patrol, killing three soldiers and
then stole the vehicle’s heavy
machine gun as two other soldiers

fled without firing a shot.

An IDF inquiry into the attack

found that a second patrol, which
arrived much later, also failed to

engage the enemy or pursue them.

The brigade commander was dis-

missed.

According to the new orders, a

larger force will now respond to

any incident. Army Radio said.

IDF engineers have also cut down
the brush along the Jordan River’s

banks to give troops a broader

view. The IDF Spokesman
declined to comment on the

report.

We mourn the passing of our beloved

DANIEL SETH RUDEN
The funeral will take place today, at the
New Ra'anana Cemetery, at 3 p.m.

Estelle and Ell Ruden and Famlh

NAVON

The Jewish Agency for Israel The World Zionist Organization

share the grief of

Hatm Zohar
on the death of his mother

TEHILAH ZOHAR
and offer condolences to the family.

Avraham Burg, Chairman, The Jewish Agency
The Directorate and Staff

On the Shloshim for

DAVID BLUMBERG
We will meet at Herziiya Cemetery

on July 31 ,
at 6 p.m.

The Family

(Continued from Page 1)

Yitzhak Rabin "took less than six

months.”
The two demanded that Ben-

David (who is currently on a visit

to Russia and could not be

reached for comment! be fired

immediately. They added that the

eruption of the scandal led to the

stigmatization of the immigrants,

even to fears by kindergarten

teachers to bandage the cuts X)f

Ethiopian children or of other

pupils to six next to them.

•*We do not want to endanger

public health, bur all of our HIV
carriers are known - unlike those

in the rest of the population,”

Messele said. “We object to the

all-encompassing ban on accept-

ing our blood, which it is a privi-

lege for us to donate like every-

one else/'

The immigrants’ organization

will launch a "class action suit”

against die government and MDA
for refusing to accept their blood,

he added.

They said they regretted the fact

that violence broke out at the

January demonstration and would
do all they could to prevent a
recurrence, if additional protests

are called, but added; **If this does

happen, the government will be
responsible.”

No comment was available
from the Health Ministry.

raised the matter of Abed Salem kidnapped and brought to

Hirbawi, a Jerusalem resident Ramallah. The IDF sealed off the

who Palestinian security agents city due to that incident

PALESTINIAN Authority

President Yasser Arafat flew to

- Saudi Arabia yesterday and was

expected to ask King Fahd to

allow Palestinian laborers to

return to the kingdom to help

relieve the economic plight in the

West Bank and Gaza.

Arafat was also expected to dis-

cuss the peace process, direct

financial aid, and his recent meet-

ings with Foreign Minister David

Levy, French Foreign Minister

Herve de Charerte. and Syrian

President Hafez Assad. But the

return of Palestinians to the Gulf

was the uppermost issue in

Palestinian newspapers.

Ai Hayat al-Jadida, a newspaper

close to the PA, emphasized

quotes from Mustafa Sheikh Dib,

the PLO ambassador ro Saudi

Arabia, who said that Arafat will

discuss the effects of die closure

with King Fahd and ask that he

take in Palestinian workers “to

reduce die pressure on the resi-

dents of the West Bank and Gaza.”

The Gulf states and Saudi

Arabia expelled about 300,000

Palestinians after the Iraqi inva-

sion of Kuwait in 1990. Although

relations between Saudi Arabia

and Arafat have improved - this is

at least Arafat's third visit since

the Gulf War - Palestinian work-

ers have not been invited back.

"Die Netanyahu government is

in favor of easing the closure, but

JON IMMANUEL

uthoriry last Thursday night’s terror attack,

flew to which killed Rachel. & and

ind was Uri Monk near Bert,Shem«h-

Fahd to attributed to the Popular Front for

rers to the Liberation of Palestine push-

to help es back the prospect of a signifi-

bt in the cant increase in the number of

Palestinians being allowed to

d to dis- work in Israel soon.

direct Without economic prosperity,

nimeei- the Oslo peace process is

r David “doomed" said MK Ephraim

Minister Sneh, a declared candidate for the

Syrian Labor Party leadership- Sneh met

But the with Arafat in Gaza yesterday, the

[he Gulf first ex-minister to do so since the

ssue in elections. Sneh said that the peace

process requires joint combat

wspaper against terror, economic prospen-

>hasized ty in the PA territories and no

ikh Dib, expansion of settlements.

3 Saudi Arafat gave a militant speech on

ifat will Saturday at Al-Azhar University,

closure affirming that Jerusalem would be

that he “forever the capital of an indepen-

Cers “to dent Palestinian state” and count-

fte resi- ing slain bomb-maker Yihya

1 Gaza.” Ayyash, responsible for several

i Saudi bus explosions, as (he latest

300,000 Palestinian martyr,

qi inva- Sneh told Arafat that comment
although like that “could make Israelis

Arabia despair about peace.”

- this is WAFA the PLO news agency,

sit since quoted Arafat on the Beit

n work- Shemesh attack as saying: “We
back. should move carefully and with

raent is awareness to confront such behav-

Israel compensates Palestinian family

NIS 25,000 for infant’s death

week, and are try ing to discover if

Mozes ordered the alleged

offenses and how Laufer was
paid.

Laufer was charged with tap-

ping the phone and fax of Ze’ev
Mozes. whom Amon Mozes is

trying to oust from the daily. Tsur

and Friedan allegedly carried out

the bugging, and die tapes were
transferred to Laufer, who is also

charged with bugging Ze’ev
Mozes's lawyers.

He was also charged with bug-
ging the phone of Ya’acov Kedmi,
Ma’ariv's former marketing man-
ager, with the help of Tsur and
Friedan.

The pair reported the bugging of
Kedmi 's phone to Ofer Nimrodi
and his security officer David
Ronen, who decided to leave the

bug in place to provide disinfor-

mation to “the enemy.”
Police were told that Yedioi was

allegedly behind the bug on
Kedmi.
With Laufer's cooperation,

police are reportedly acting on
more concrete evidence. It is still

not known exactly what deal

Laufer reached with the district

attorney and police for his cooper-

ation and possible testimony.

THE Defense Ministry has report-

edly paid NIS 25,000 in compen-
sation to a Palestinian family who
sued Israel for the death of their

one-momh-oJd infant, whose
ambulance was held up at a
checkpoint during the closure

imposed after the wave of suicide

bombings.
“We reached a settlement and

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

paid them the amount which they

deserved,” said a Defense
Ministry spokeswoman.
She declined to say how much

the family was compensated. But
Palestinian sources told the

Associated Press the sum was NIS
25,000.

The case involved the family of

Shaker Shawahneh, who doctors

said died at Tulkarm Hospital on

March 9 after Israeli soldiers kept

the ambulance carrying him wait-

ing for over an hour and a half.

They said the boy. suffering from
pneumonia, died of hypothermia

and could have been saved had he

arrived earlier.

The IDF Spokesman said ai the

time that an inquiry found no link

between the boy's death and the

delay, which it claimed was only

30 minutes. Still, it reprimanded

an officer who was at the road-

block for “insufficient sensitivity”

in dealing with the situation.

Jakobovits calls for division of Jerusalem
FORMER British chief rabbi Lord Jakobovits

yesterday accused Israelis of living in “cloudy
cuckoo-land” and advocated a functional divj^
sion of Jerusalem, "if it were to lead to a gen-

'

uine peace.”

"Let the Palestinians fly their flag in the

parts which they already occupy,” he told the

Sunday Telegraph. “It wouldn’t mean shifting

a single person from one area to another. There
would be a relationship between, the two
authorities, but they would have their own
mayor.
"Giving freedom to people and recogniz-

ing their national aspirations is a Jewish
ideal.”

Jakobovits also supported returning the
Golan Heights to Syria. “Just as I can see no

POLICY

DOUGLAS DAVIS

; .. LONDON
reason why 'there cannot bp % ffaiestinuyi

. „
enclave within Jerusalem, if it were to I^ad to"*'.

a genuine peace, I see no reason why — there

should not be autonomous Jewish settlements,

in the Golan Heights under Syrian sovereign-

ty.”

The president of the Board of Deputies of
British Jews, Eldrad Thbachnik. applied to

support Jakobovits.

“We should pursue every possible avenue,
subject to guaranteed security, to secure
peace, even at some territorial cost I would go
further and say Israel would be much more
Jewish if it did not have to rule over two mil-

lion Arabs."
. ..However, aonJewish parliamentarian John

-^aumen of the British-IsraeJ

Parliamentary Group, said the proposal would
place parts oTJerusalern under, tire control of
“an alien orpnizatton,” and declared that

“many wifi disagree, with sadness, with Lord
Jakobovitz.”

Jakobovits, 75, was widely regarded as the

spiritual mentor of former British prime minis-

ter Margaret Thatcher, who knighted him and
later elevated him to the peerage.

He aroused controversy in the 19SQs when
he called for territorial concessions in tbe West
Bank and -Gaza Strip, prompting former
Ashkenazi chief rabbi SWoroo Goren to appeal

to British Jews to “spew him out,"

(Continued from Page 1)

The government also is promis-

ing large-scale financial help to

communities along the northern

confrontation line. That commit-
ment is being made to both

Jewish and Arab settlements.

Four Arab villages have already

been pinpointed for aid - Anrabe,

Fassuta, Ghajar, and Ma’ilya.

“Everything that Jewish settle-

ments receive, they’H receive,"

Lieberman said. “We see our-

selves as the government of

everybody."

In more general terms, he said

the government has every inten-

tion ~of improving the infrastruc-

ture in Arab areas, making partic-

ular mention of drainage and sew-

ers.

The committee examining the

development of Eilat has been
chaiged with speeding up
improvements to its transporta-

tion links with the rest of the

country and internationally.

Among the proposals being

considered is a train. No route

was mentioned, but existing

Treasury and Foreign Ministry

proposals include plans for rail-

way lines to Beersheba and into

Jordan.

No timetable has been set for

relocating and expanding Eilat

airport to a proposed ate some 10
km. north of town.

ifa PRIME MINISTER NETANYAHU
Howmanymore Jews must be sacrificed on the

attar of this suicidalpeaceprocess?

Stop demanding thatArab terrorists fight
terror against Israel!

"A leopard doesn't change Its spots-. *

and Chief P.LO. TerroristArafat will not change Ms
covenant - or his commitment - to destroy our

Jewish homeland, Eretz Yisraetll!

The Israel Defense Forces are a brave armyJJI Let them do
what must be done, to protect the people of Israel -

regardless of world opinion)!!

BEZEQ, The brad

Telecommunications Carp. Ltd.

Tender No. 63/97/0501/0
Light Commercial Vehicle

The following general conditions apply.

1. Pre-conditions:

a. Parties submitting bids must comply with aB laws, including the

requirement to keep account books, be an authorized trader;

hold valid licenses to bade, and comply with all relevant

standard specifications.

b. Willingness to proride a guarantee, as explained in the tender
documents.

c. Compliance with the 'minimum* conditions, given In tire tender
documents.

2. The tender documents can be obtained from the Tenders and
Ordering Department ofthe Purchasing Division, 1 5 Rehov hazvl
Jerusalem (Room 609), TeL 02-595614/5, between 9 a-m, and
12 noon, Sunday to Thursday,

The tender documents will be provided on submitting a receipt of
payment for IU5 1,000 (non-returnable).

The tender documents are available In Hebrew only. Prices should
be given CIP only.

* In brad, payment should be made Into Bezeq's Postal Bank
account no,W11757.

* Ovmeas suppliers should make payment Into Bezeq’s account
no. 12-901-97633/64, at the Jerusalem main branch of Bank
Leuml LelsraeL .

Tbe receipt, with details ofyour company, and authorized trader's
numbermay be faxed to 972-2-3781 15. Please phone afterwards
(phone numbers as above], to obtain confirmation of receipt
ofthe fax.

3. Bids should be placed In the tenders box at 15 Rehov Hazvi,
Jerusalem, not later than September 10, 1 996, at 6 p.m.

4. Ho undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid. or to order
the entire work from one source.

Bids sent by fax or telegram will not be considered.

Enough Holocaust museumslli Enough memorial
ceremoniesin Washington!

A strong and secure Israel Is the only true and fasting
monument for allJewish victimsII!

"Wherefore should tony sayamong the nations...where Is

Sponsored by VICTIMS OF ARAB TERROR
INTERNATIONAL (VAT)

Please contribute generously to help us continue our vital s

activities for Israel - especially at this rhfrfTT
. <

payable to: VAT INTERNATIONAL
In Israel: P.O. Box 32103, Jerusalem, TfeUFax. 02-821-106

In the USA: One Penn Plaza, Rm. 100, N.Y. 10001, TelTFtoc.
718-3752532

»
Noted speakers and documentaries available.

HELP MAKE A LITTLE BOY'SDREAM COME TRUE!
Sa
?^

hlr0
iS.

l

l
a y'year aM ** "to n*B to Keene, N.H. He is dying from

brain tumor. He made a wish to the Children's Wishfturidahon mat he would Bra to have 1 ,000,000 'get weft- canto sent to himbyAi^ist 15
,
so that he can make the World Book of Records before hecfies-Qards can bebought or made. Please send canto to:

D0RJr9

Craig Shlrgou
clo Children’s Wish Foundation «
32 Perimeter Center Eset §
Atlanta, Georgia 30346, USA g

•Phase pass this message on

|
SINAI SAFARI 2 DAYS PETRA

|
4 DAYS $199 including Wadi Rum ^

S Last minute booking

!

$169 : >|
8-_ • 5 Star Hotel in Petra*
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High Court overturns
Alperon’s parole

THE High Court ofJustice overturned the Parole
Board’s decision to release leading underworld
figure Ya'acov Alperon yesterday, saying the
decision was extremely unreasonable in light of
Alperon’s lengthy criminal record.
Alperon, 42- had served four prison terms prior

to his current one, starting in 1975. He received
parole on three erf these' occasions, but each time
returned to a lift of crime. His most recent parole,
which began in February 1993, lasted only two
weeks before he was re-arrested on chaises of
aggravated assauh and sentenced[to two years and
ninp months in prison, coupled with four months
and 1 9 days from his violated parole arid four-and-
a-ha!fyears from a 1 989 whore veatiict hap-
pened to be handed down ai the same time. Minus
the time he had already spent in jail during his
arrest, this came to

a
'sentence of almost six years.

Despite this sony record^ the Parole Board
decided last week to grant Alperon parole, for the

same reasons it had done so in 1993: The Prison
Service’s excellent report of his behavior in

prison and the Parole Board's impression of his

sincere dears to rehabilitate himself. In addition.

EVELYN GORDON

the board was impressed by two tetters -of recom-
mendation which police officials - filed on
Alperon’s behalf. The state then petitioned the

High Court against this decision.

Justices Aharon Barak, Shlomo Levine, and
Dalia Domer agreed with the state that this deci-

sion gave improper weight to Alperon’s personal,

good at the expense of thd public: interest. First of
all, they noted, having failed to rehabilitate him-
self after three earlier paroles, it would require,

considerable evidence of change to justify a

fourth - evidence which Alperon failed to pro-
vide. The Parole Board did not even address the
issue of his past recidivism in its decision.

“[Alperon] has abused the trust placed in him in

the past more than once," die justices wrote.

. Secondly, they said, the Prisons Service's
description of his model behavior did not mesh
with extensive police intelligence information

showing that Alperon was continuing to run
underworld activities from his prison cell The
Parole Board dismissed this information, on the

grounds that no indictment had been filed on
account of h. However, the justices found this
information credible.

Finally, they said, the Parole Board erred in the

importance it attached to two letters from police
officials. The first, from head of the police intelli-

gence department Cmdr. Hezi Ledec, mentioned
Alpeibn's “honest efforts „ id mend his ways,

and his good behavior in prison.*’ However, the

Parole Board ignored the bottom tine of the letter,

which was dial despite this. Letter considered

Alperon too dangerous to be allowed prison

leaves.

The second letter was from Asst. Cmdr. Rafi

Levy, spokesman of the Internal Security
Ministry, and praised both the way Alperon hon-
ored all his commitments cot the police and his

commitment to rehabilitation. The state, which
was told of this letter only at the Parole Board's
bearing, laterfound out that despite being on min-
istry stationery, it represented Levy's private

opinions and not those of the ministry. It asked to

send a letter of clarification on this point to the

Parole Board, but the board refused to accept »L

Prune Minister Binyamin Netanyahu hands his wife Sara her MA degree In educational psychol-
ogy, while Hebrew University President Prof. Hanoch Gottfireund looks on during a private cere-
mony at the university yesterday. (Nt»n shoroi

$ 1 ,000 hotel room launches new
controversy for PM’s wife

Police fear more violence if Alperon released
UNDERWORLD figure Ya'acov
Alperon, whose parole was over-

turned by the High Court yesterday,

managed, according to police; to run
his criminal business from his

prison cell Police alsothink the vio-

lent gangland wars, which have seen

several underworid kingpins
gunned down strewn in Tel Aviv,

migjht escalate if Alperon, with a

long record for violence and extor-

tion, were set See.

His brother Mussa lost a leg, after

a bomb was Ranted under the dri-

ver's seat of his car in January 1995.

No arrests were made, but police

said at tire time that the family

“surely knows who was responsi-

ble" far the attempted murder.

Several months later. Gad
“Shatz" Plume, a particularly vio-

lent criminal and an enemy of the

Alperon family, was shot dead out-

side aTfel Aviv cafe. Off the record,

police pointed an accusing finger at

theAJperons.

Ya'acov Alperon, between prison

sentences, is the undisputed teader

of die family. Soft spoken and intel-

ligent, he was die director of a debt

BACKGROUND
RA1NE MARCUS

collection agency which used vio-

lence to convince debtors to pay up.

One man was tied upside down to a
tree and beaten badly when he
couldn’t pay. Usually, the name
Alperon was sufficient for debtors

to empty their children’s saving

accounts.

.While awaiting trial on charges

connected with the collection

agency, Alperon was arrested for

stabbing a man who insulted him
during an argument
Ya’acov ’s brother, Nissim, was

recently released from prison after

serving an eight-and-a-half-year

sentence for narcotics and violence

charges.

WhQe his brothers woe in prison,

the youngest brother; Zalman, took

over the family businesses, which

included casinos here and abroad,

restaurants and debt collecting.

Sister Sboshana Alperon has also

been in troublewith tire law several

times. Both she, Ya’acov, and
Nissim were arrested far plotting to

Homosexual petitions

for spouse benefits

ADIR Steiher, the homosexual
partner ofa deceased army officer,

petitioned' the High Court of
Justice yesteiday to be granted cer-

tain benefits that spouses of
deceased officers normally .

receive. ...
Steiner lived with CoL Demon

Meisel, a senior medical officer,

from 1984 until Meiscl's death

from cancer in 1991. Steiner was
widely known as Meiscl’s live-in

partner. After Meisel’s death;

Steiner asked the army for the

compensation it normally pays
bereaved spouses. The army
refused, saying such benefits only *

apply to heterosexual couples, and
Steiner’s appeal of this decision is

currently pending before the Tel

Aviv Distinct Court.

Steiner has also asked to be treat-

ed as Meisel’s spouse for the. pur-

pose of memorializing him.

According to army custom, this

means the right to contribute to the

item on Meisel in the army’s
memorial book,- invitations .and .

free transportation to memorial
services, a gram for personal

memorialization of the deceased,

and a card and gift from the

defense minister on the deceased’s

yahrzeir.

The petition -noted that these are

all items of small . financial value.

but of grearmorid and emotional

significanceio Steiner.

Both the army and the Defense

Ministry refused Steiner’s request,

saying that, as with the compensa-
tion money. They see these benefits

accruing only to heterosexual cou-

ples. Steiner therefore petitioned

the High Court.

The petition, filed by tire

Association for Civil Rights in

Israel, argues that tire language of

the law does not specify heterosex-

ual couples only, nor does it speci-

fy spouses only. In fact, such ben-

efits arc generally given to live-in

heterosexual lovers, the petition

said, and therefore, according to

previous High Court precedent (in

the case of El Al Steward Yonatan

Danilovitch), they must be given

to five-in homosexual lovers as

well.

Furthermore, the petition noted,

the army has treated Steiner as a

Spouse in the past - for instance,

when conducting Meisel’s security

check, or when they paid for

Steiner to accompany Meisel over-

seas for medical treatment.

Not to give Steiner these bene-

fits; the petition charged, consti-

tutes unwarranted discrimination

on tire basis of sexual preference

and a violation of the Basic Law:
Human Dignity and Freedom. -

Group: Breastfeeding

treaty is often violated
JUDY SIEGEL

THE Israel Childbirth Education

Center (ICEC), basal in Haifa,

maintains that an international

agreement encouraging breastfeed-

ing is violated on a regular basis

here, “often with the knowledge and

approval of the Health Ministry.”

International Breastfeeding Week
wiD he marked from August 1 to 7,

with ah educational campaign to

persuade mothers that nursing is

best for their babies.

Six years ago, ihe Innocent!

Declaration on breastfeeding was
signed in Florence, Italy,, by repre-

sentatives of the World Health

Organization and UNICEF. The
declaration categorically slates that

breastfeeding is ihe bestwayto feed

babies and listed ways of promoting
it.
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Although Israel committed itself

to imptementing the declaration, it

does not enforce all of the commit-

ments: to bar photographs of babies

on infant formula packages and
require manufacturers to print ext

them the wards: “Mother's milk is

the beg food far baby.”

.

In addition, the declaration pro-

hibits distributing free samples or

advertising baby formula to new
mothers in hospitals or family health

centers. It also bars giving newborns

formula unless the mother specifi-

cally asks for iL

The ICEC says that giving formu-

la late at night is standard procedure

in most obstetrical wards, and that

other parts of die declaration are also

'

violated. According to the voluntary

organization, breastfeeding educa-

tion for women in hospitals is inad-

equate, and “those who do it are

sometimes poorly trained.”

The Health Ministry said that it is

aware of the declaration, and that if

Ab ICEC has any proof of viola-

tions, it would investigate them.

The ICEC calls for legislation that

would allow working mothers with

babies to continue breastfeeding: id

ensure that all health institutions are

“baby friendly”and help mothers to

. breastfeed; to enforce die Innocenti-

Declaration' provisions; and to

establish a national committee to

- initiate and coordinate activities

with the aim erf promoting breast-

feeding. . . .

assassinate judges, policemen, and
local council members. However an
undercover. agent in Ihe case was
proven a liar, and die three were

given light sentences.

Shoshana Alperon has since

become religiously observant, as has

Mussa Alperon’s wife, other family

members, and former journalist

Ycssj Hayman who worked with the

family at the debt collection agency.

WITH the dusi barely serried over the mud slune by
two ex-nannies, a new controversy brewed yesterday

over a pricy hotel suite ordered for Sara Netanyahu.*

The media jumped her. after learning that the’ price

tag for a suite ordered for her at the Grand Hotel in

Stockholm was SI,000 a night. Sara Netanyahu was
to have travelled ro Sweden next month to attend an
international conference on children.

“At a time when the government is cutting the bud-
get for family allowances and old-age pensioners.

Mrs. Netanyahu owes us an explanation of why she

indulges in such luxury.” Israel Radio commentator

Iris Mizrahi said.

Shai Bazak, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu's
spokesman, said Sara Netanyahu had nothing to do
with ordering the suite, and decided not to make the

trip as soon as she learned of the cost.

Bazak said the Foreign Ministry had made the

arrangements for the suite, and claimed the story was
leaked to hurt her image.
The Foreign Ministry also said Netanyahu was not

involved in making the arrangements and is launch-

ing an
_
investigation into the affair.

(Itim)
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Bomb explodes in

Kashmir, killing six
<'TWl

'* :• «v»A '* -V .'S *1

ANANTNAG. India (API - A

bomb kept inside a motorscooter

exploded near the headquarters or

a Moslem rebel group in Kashmir,

killins six people and wounding

17 others, police and witnesses

said yesterday.

So powerful was the blast that

26 houses in the neighborhood

were damaged, said Ghulam

Ahmed Bhstt, a police official m

Samal where the explosion

occurred Saturday evening.

Elsewhere in the northern stale,

where Moslem separatists are bat-

tling Indian troops for indepen-

dence, 17 people were killed in

the past 24 hours, the government

said in a statement. ..

“The bomb was real powerful,

said BhatL "It was so powerful

that 26 homes in the area were

damaged."
. .. r

Bhatt declined to give details or

the incident, saying it may hamper

investigation, but another ponce

official, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said the office of the

rebel* group was the target of the

bomb.
“We understand that two people

came- in an auto rickshaw and

wanted to park the vehicle near

rhe gate of the rebel group's head-

quarters" the officer said. A gun-

man posted at the gate told the

men to drive out. When they

showed reluctance, he fired at the

vehicle from his AK-47 rifle, he

said.
, ,

Some of the bullets hit the gaso-

line tank and that set off a fire and

the bomb that was inside the vehi-

C,

“The auto rickshaw became a

fireball and I felt as if there is an

earthquake.” said Mohammed
Alam. a witness who escaped with

minor injuries. “There was noth-

ing left but a big hole," Alam,

who was walking past the area,

said.

Anantnag is 55 kilometers north

of Srinagar.

Elsewhere in Kashmir. 1 2 rebels

and five civilians were killed in

various other incidents, the gov-

ernment said.

Ten rebels were killed in Kurali

Parey village in Baramullah dis-

trict, about 60 kilometers north of

capital Srinagar, when Indian

troops fired a! them after being

fired al yesterday, said a govern-

ment statement. The other taiali-

ties occurred in four other inci-

dents.

Kashmir is the only state in

India with a Moslem majority. In

the rest of India. Hindus account

for 82 percent of the 930 million

population.

A dozen militant outfits have

been fighting Indian soldiers to

make Kashmir break away from

India since 1989. Some want

Kashmir to become independent,

while others want it to join with

Pakistan. India's archenemy.

More than 14.500 people have

been killed since the insurrection.

Turkish doctors in battle

to save hunger strikers xvusaiilll — ~ . - .

anniversary of the founding of the Russian fleet.

ISTANBUL IReuter) - Turkish

doctors struggled yesterday to

save critically ill leftist prisoners

after the end of a two-month

“death fast” which has so far

claimed 12 lives.

The Turkish government, under

strong pressure at home and

abroad, partly accepted demands

on Saturday from the hunger

strikers for better prison condi-

tions.

More than 300 inmates imme-

diately halted their 69-day protest

but human rights workers said

about 20 lives were still at risk. A

1 2th inmate died overnight and

others were in critical condition,

ihev said.

"Hayati Can died on his way to

hospital in Bursa last night - he is

the 12th of the hunger strike.” a

spokesman for the independent

Human Rights Association UHD)
said.

About 170 prisoners had been

taken to hospital so far and around

20 of them were in critical condi-

tion, human rights workers said.

Others were being treated in

prison.

“There is one, Refik Unal. for

whom there may be no turning

back.” an IHD spokeswoman

said- She gave no further details.

The state-run Anatolian news

agency reported that doctors in

the western town of Izmir hud

managed to revive another

inmate. Guhen Isik. alter her heart

stopped beating early yesterday.

Vedat Oz. head of a crisis cen-

ter set up in the Health Ministry

for the hunger strike, told

Anatolian that several of the

patients suffered damage to inter-

nal organs, particularly the brain,

and had metabolic problems.

TWA probe focusing

on front of aircraft

LONDON (Reuter) - Recently-

released secret documents show

the British government knew

about transfers to Swiss banks of

gold looted by Nazis during

World War II, Jewish organiza-

tions said yesterday.

Greville Janner, a member or

Parliament, chairman of the

Holocaust Education Trust and

vice-president of the World

Jewish Congress, said he would

release documents and correspon-

dence from a new investigation

into the looted gold.

Jewish organizations have

worked for decades to find out

what happened to hundreds of

tons of gold they allege was taken

from Jews by the Nazis before

and during the war.

The British government has

long maintained it knew nothing

about the transfers.

“The released documents from

ihe US National Archives prove

previous denials by the Foreign

Office and the Minist^ of

Defense that the British did not

know of transfers as false.” said a

spokesman for the Holocaust

trust. . .

In May. after WJC examination

of declassified US government

documents, the Swiss Bankers

Association broke a long tradition

of secrecy over the wartime role

of member banks.

It said an independent commis-

sion could investigate the use of

the banks in neutral Switzerland

by Germany.
The Holocaust Education Trust

a letter was sent in 1942 bysaid

British Embassy in

Washington to the US Treasury

giving details of movement of

gold " from Nazi Germany to

Switzerland.

It also referred to a five-page

document dated February 1946

and written by the US. British

and French governments, esti-

mating looted Nazi gold at 540U

million.

The Foreign Office said it was

checking the"allegations.

“Mr. Janner wrote to the

Foreien Office a little while ago

about" these nutters.” a spokes-

woman said. “We made inquiries

and replied saying we were

unable to find any information. In

the light of his most recent letter,

received on Friday, we are mak-

ing further inquiries.”

SMITHTOWN. N.Y. (Reuter) - Investigators of the TWA Flight 800L^1
'

astrophe yesterday examined the relative positions

plane on ihe ocean floor, looking for clues to thefi'gMs final moments_

National Transportation Safety Board Vice

said an major debris field containing pans of the aircraft s front seenon

was two krns to the southwest of a debns field containing middle and

^ ThTplane waftra^elins to the northeast when it exploded in abaUof

fire on Julv 17. killing all 230 on board. “I guess it s fair to say that

things that come off first tend to be an indicator of what happened, he

^Francis declined to answer when asked whether the find was“
“jjj"

cation that the explosion occurred in the front of the aircraft as soime

news reports have said. He reiterated that investigators were unable to

conclude whether the crash was caused by a bomb, a missde or by

^TT^^uthw^siern debris field contained the front landing gear and

pans of first-class and business-class passenger compartments, as well

as the staircase that leads to the Boeing 747 s upper deck.

Navy divers on Saturday recovered the leading edge of the right wing.

Frandis^saiA
had -found the cockpit, Francis said; “No. Al

Dickinson, another NTSB investigator, said videotape footage of those

forward areas showed no signs yet of the cockpit.
V ,' v

“As far as instrumentation or the cockpit area, it does not reveal any

°f
Said ^dsf^-We'do know that’s a forward part of the fuselage.

Whether that includes the cockpit, we can’t tell. TJere s a lot of wreck-

age there and it’s just going to have to be analyzed.

"Francis and the others stressed that recovery of the victims was the top

priority, and noted that although two more minor incidents involving the

divers’ safety occurred overnight on Saturday, water conditions were

‘

"Divers' had recovered 150 bodies as of midday yesterday, and 146 of

thosehave been identified.

k* 24 hours, targeted

unsoecified rebel headquarters and firing positions, while populated

areaswere not hit, the military command said. Previous Russian air

Sdf oftim have hit Chechen villages, causing c iyil^ casualties.

There was- no immediate comment from the rebel side.

Three Russian soldiers were

Chechen 'police officers were wounded since Saturday m l 1 clashes

with the separatists, of them four in the capital Grozny, the military

command reported.

Bomb found on railway tracks in Smolensk
MOSCOW (AP) -A bomb was found on railway tracks near a

western Russian town, the fourth explosive device planted since a

Chechen guerrilla leader threatened to wage rail war against

Russia, officials said yesterday. '

. .

On Thursday, a bomb exploded on an AstraUian-wlgograd

passenger train soon.after.Ufr arrivaJ in VbrgogVad. The tram was
' __ . . .iL . ri.. ovnlncinn DL'hir.h (hmaSCQ OM CDT.
empty* at tfTeaijne ofihe^plosjon,.which damaged one car.

A day later, policeTound and safely detonated another bomb in

A
m^^ttacks followed threats from a man claiming to be

Chechen guerrilla leader Salman Raduyev, who earlier this week

announced plans to bomb Russian railway stations, saying he

viewed them as military facilities.

iiqht die in Iran border fighting

ICOSIA (Reuter) - Iranian shelling has killed eight people u
. • j northern TfZici. the

A return to Jewish roots...

LITHUANIA
Burundi ruler: No more Hutu refugee expulsions

. • ... i > n.j A... nf rstnhulSnn fnr thp

BUJUMBURA. Burundi (Reuter) - Burundi’s new

military ruler. Major Pierre Buyoya, said yesterday

that he was halting forced expulsions of Rwandan

Hutu refugees in a move apparently aimed at defus-

ing international criticism of his takeover of power in

a coup.

Buyova. a Tutsi, said his government would not

force Rwandan Hutus to go back to the homeland

which they had fled in fear of retribution for the mass

killings of Rwandan Tutsis by Hutus in 1 994.

An "army operation last week, launched before

Thursday’s coup, in which 15,000 Hutus were sent

back to Rwanda from northern Burundi was roundly

condemned. ... . .

More than 70,000 Hutus remain in camps in the

north.

NICOSIA (Reuter) — Iranian shelling Has killed eight people in a

clash on the border with Kurdish-controlled northern Iraq, the

Iranian news agency IRNA said yesterday.
. . .

It quoted an Islamic Revolution Guard Corps commander in tne

Iranian border town of Sardasht as saying that the eight; w«e

“outlaw aggressors." Several people were injured, IRNA said in the

report monitored by the British Broadcasting Corporation

IRNA said in an earlier report that Kurdestan Democratic Party

(KDP) military units crossed the Iran-Iraq border and attacked

several border villages" yesterday in western Iran.

ESTONIA
ST. PETERSBURG
A Jerusalem Post Travel Club tour planed

by Geographical Tours / Neot Hakikar.

FLAMES
o/REVOLT ..

The story of the.

IRGUN
(irgun Zvai Leumi)

FLAMES OF REVOLT
On February 1 , 1944 the Irgun Zvai Leumi, under thg leadership

of Menachem Begin, declared its revolt against the Bnteh In

Palestine. This proved to be a critical factor in me Bnten_

relinquishing their occupation, and in the birth offme state or

el. This thrillif

The Baltic States, before the Holocaust home to

hundreds of thousands of Jews, is only now, after the

demise of the Soviet Union, welcoming visitors.
demise of the Soviet Union, welcoming visitors.

With an English-speaking guide

we'll visit Vilna, the "Jerusalem of Lithuania and tour its
we’ll VI 5ll vnna, Uic jdU9a>«>> w. -

- *nv/n ,

ehetto synagogues, memorials, etc. Then to Kovna

(Kaons) and Riga (visiting the old city, gardien

etc.) and the Ramboli Forest. Next on the itinerary is

Tallin, capital of Estonia on the Gulf of Finland, with its

port and old city. From there we II cont,n“® St-

Petersburg (Leningrad), Russia's second largest city. We II

visit its museums, the Czar's Winter pal ®c®' 1

J p
famous Hermitage Museum, the Peter and Paul Fortress,

the cruiser Aurora (where the 1917 revolution started),

the Piskaryovskoje Cemetery, and stroll along the banks

of the Nieva River and the renowned Nievsky Prospect.

And that's not all. „ . . . . .

.

We'll stay in first-class or quality tourist hotels, travel in

air-conditioned buses, be accompanied by a full-time

English-speaking guide from Geographical Tours in Israel,

and a local guide where necessary. The price includes all

this plus the round-trip flight, half board accommodations

(breakfast and evening meal) and admission to all sites.

No Shabbat travel. Vegetarian menu available.

THE DATE:

AIUI l| CUIM —

Israel. This Sinning, authentic 1 00 minute videocassette
.

documents the complete story of the daring young men and

women who made up the Irgun, the large-scale operations they

undertook, and earth shattering events they caused, which

shook the world and the Jewish community in Palestine.

Includes Interviews with Irgun fighters, British soldiers,

historians, and archive film footage.

JP Price N1S 75.00

Indonesian police break up fresh protests

JAKARTA, Indonesia (Reuter) - Indonesian authorities clamped

down on protests in Jakartayesterday, a day after the worst noting

in the city in more than two decades, with police using tear gas and

cane chaises to break up demonstrations.

RioL police beat and chased away demonstrators at two places in

the city, leaving several bleeding and taking more than 20 people

into custody, witnesses said. _ ,

But the violence was at a far lower scale than on Saturday, when

thousands of people went on the rampage after police stormed and

took over the headquarters of the Indonesian Democratic Party

(PDI), evicting activists barricaded within.

,
- To; The JP Video Collection, POB 81 ,

Jerusalem 91000,

4 1 Tel
—

! Ptease sendee Flames of Revolt TTie Story of the Irgun.

I Enclosed is my check for NIS 75.00, payable to

j
The Jerusalem Post Credit card orders accepted by phone.

I VHS-PAL VHS-NTSC (N. America)

Name —— ——— :

.Code.

[Fqnjwrseas NISI2j00^^=_===j?|

Monday, August 26 - Tuesday, September 2,

inclusive.

THE PRICE:

US$ 1,825 per person in a double room.
. for

*,v— | r . ,

US$ 278 extra for a single room.

For reservations and further information:

The Jerusalem Post Travel Club

Tel. 02-6221 679 Fax. 02-2361 61

Sun.-Thur., 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Ask for Nicole or Tqv«l

The vary waters of We, acconfingto the

Jewish, Christian and MueBn traditions.

are said to flow from the Holy Land of

the ancient Middle East region. Ybt

today's politicians are charting a

perilous course: their policies could

bury the area under desert sand and

concrete, shatter hopes for lasting

Joyce Shlra Starr, Ph.D., is a
recognized authority on water

policy end an expert on the

Middle East Bringing a unique

perspective to fills topic, she
makes it dramaficaliy dear that

mankind's water endowment
cannot be left to tha

concrete, shatter nopas tor lasting 2™
peace, and pose a threat far beyond the domain ofthe powerful.

Immec&ata rsafity.

JP Special Price NIS 89+ NIS 5 for mailing I

NORTH AMERICAN JEWISH CHORAL FESTIVAL

Matthew Lazar, Fowfccr arib Director

presents a gala

THURSDAY EVENING. AUGUST 1. 1996 AT S P.M.

HENRY CROWN AUDITORIUM
OF THE JERUSALEM THEATER

featwrhis 200 singers from die Uwifeb States.

Canaba» Swefcen, South Africa anb Israel

Coribwctors;

MATTHEWlAZAR

JOEL CAPLAN * NVRTTCOHEN * AHARON HARLAP
TAM] KLEJNHAVS CAROL KOZAK WARD “

ERICAVmiZ CHARLES 05B0RNE

Spedal Guest Soloists:

DAVID BV/RGER * JACOB BEN-ZJ0N MENDELSON
ALBERTO MIZRAHI * CHARLES OSBORNE

Tickets: NIS 30

Available at Jerusalem Theater Box Office

I
To: Books, Th* Jwusatem P03t POB 81, JsrUB^em 91003.

Ptease w«J me Covenant OvirMhMe BKrtBmWWw*.

ismiasaREsacs&i**
VISA Q1SOMC OWNERS AmEx

CC NO. -Exp. JO No.

I
Name.

Address.

cay- Corin_ JfeL {day)_

Signature.

Har Nof Gardens, Jerusalem—’— «'! MvvUvlII
Exclusive Har Nof Project Few Apartments Remaining

4 rooms soovonn5227,600

$287,000
'5 rooms, ground floor, scenic view,

ii
® moms, 50 sqjn. balcony, garden, $338,500

MaiWe floors, modem kitchens, apartments ready in eight months.
Knees according to exchange rate of NIS 3.20 =$1

.

Discounts forcash payments,
Nof Real Estate TfeL 02-3751*1, Fax. (KKJ75162

j-lsten to Arutz 7, 711 and 1143 AM. lOS FM

!*

id. c
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Plot is a Hal
of mirrors

film review
ADINA HOFFMAN

FLIRT

Wrinen and direaed by Hal Hanley. Hebrew
ihte: Flirt. gS minutes. English, German and
Japanese dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Not rec-
onnianded far children.

With Bill Sage, Parker Posey, Martin
Donovan, Dwight Ewell, Elina
Lowensohn, MUw Nikaido and Hrf
Hartley.

S'
I INCE 1988, when he directed
.his first full-length feature,

’The Unbelievable Truth,
American independent filmmaker
Hal Hartley has acquired a small
but devoted following, and rightly

so. Hartley’s comically dissociated
view of die Long Island suburbs
(and in Amateur, of New York
City) is singular, crisp and playful,

and his quietly honed brand ofver-
bal and visual stylization come as a
relief both from the assembly-line
movies of Hollywood and the vio-
lently derivative genre flicks

cranked our by so many young
film-school grads and Tarantino
wannabes.
Hartley is, in other words, still

engaged in the admirable, and
these days (in the US) almost
unheard-of task of trying to make
his films new - attempting with

each of his pictures to gently sur-

prise his audience and himself and
to expand the possibilities of what
a script and characters can do. For
his exploratory gusto alone, the

director deserves high praise.

The inevitable drawback of gen-
uine experimentation, of course, is

that by definition it isn't guaran-

teed to “work.” In the case of Flirt,

for example. Hartley has made a
game attempt to replace traditional

narrative form with a kind of fic-

tional fugue, but the results are

questionable. After a promising

start, the movie devolves into a
self-conscious intellectual exer-

cise. This is not to say that Flirt

should be dismissed out of hand:
as failures go, it’s interesting.

The film opens in New York
City, in 1993, with the words “I

feel disgusting ” spoken by a pret-

ty young nude (Parker Posey) who
lies in bed and demands to know
from her lover, Bill (Bill SageX if

they have a future together. In a
few hours, shell catch a plane for

Paris where another boyfriend

awaits her, and before she leaves

she wants to know if she should

hold out hope for a relationship

with Bill. .

In the same clipped, slightly ele-

vated register favored by all of

Hartley’s people. Bill tells her that

he can’t answer right now but that

he'll go get a car and drive her to

the airport. Instead, he walks down
the block to a telephone booth

where he calls another woman.

Margaret, and demands to know if

they have a future together, if he
should hold out hope for a rela-

tionship with her...

It’s fairly pointless to recount the
rest of die story - which is inten-
tionally so spare and generic that it

borders on die banal. Even in these
early scenes, Hartley fiddles with
the idea of so-called universal
themes like love, commitment,
ambivalence, passion, and obvi-
ously flirtation. By letting the char-
acters echo each others’ lines
exactly, though, he works a glee-
fully absurdist twist on the roman-
tic notion of lovers who share a
“common language.” Not wily do
these people share a common lan-

guage, they're damned to speak
these words and these words alone,

and in a way it renders true com-
munication impossible.

But this, it turns out. is just the

beginning of the joke. When the

first section ends, the film shifts to

Germany, in 1994, and to a
strangely familiar conversation
between a middle-aged German
homosexual (Geno Lechnert who
demands to know of his young
African-American lover (Dwight
Ewell) ifthey have a future togeth-

er. He has a plane to catch in a few
hours and-, well, you get the pic-

ture. The story proceeds, with the

identical situation and exact same
dialogue as the New York section.

There are variations in setting,

gender, race, language (that is,

German instead of English), die

actors’ blocking and inflections,

but basically die script and the

slightly^ detached, ironic air And
they shift only slightly in the third

and final section, set and shot in

Tokyo in 1 995. This rime the story

of the character who must know
his lover's intentions before he
catches a plane, etc., features

Hartley himself as the traveler, a
film director finishing a movie in

Japan, and a shy-eyed dancer,

played by Miho Nikaido, whose
recent off-screen marriage to

Hartley sounds almost scripted, die

final, halloooo in this odd echo
chamber ofa movie.

Hartley was brave to think be

could repeat the same story three

times, word for word, and still

keep us interested. He was also

mistaken. It’s a preening and self-

absorbed device that requires us to

forfeit all interest in more conven-

tional forms of suspense (not just

in terms of plot, but also dialogue:

as a question is posed, we already

know what t|»e answer will be.

even in Japanese). We’re asked

instead to turn our attentions to the

subde adjustments in the director’s

technique, his ability to minutely

vary die emotional pilch of each

new version. It might be effective

in serial music, but the filmic

equivalent is tedious.

Phenomena: Naked
came the strangers ...

NUDITY is just a cosrume
for Dancenoise. a two-
member company which

“mixes moving, dancing, theatri-

cal images and comic images."
"I’m fascinated by the visual

image of a naked woman's body.”
said Lucy Sexton who. alone with
partner Anne lobst. will be
appearing at the Phenomena per-

formance-art festival in

Jerusalem.
"U has to do with images of

women, and when we are naked
but wearing high heels and a wig
and smoking onstage, thai

becomes quite striking. But really

it is all matter of fact to us. it's

like: This is the costume we are

wearing now. We are always set-

ting the nudity against something
very everyday.” Sexton said in an
interview from her New York
apartment.

The duo started out 13 years

ago, when the two dancers, just

out of Ohio State University,

decided to perform together and
on the spur of the moment creat-

ed the name. "We did something
that had dance in it and we were
interested in music-making.”
Dance continues to be central to

their work, “but we started per-

M1CHAEL AJZENSTADT

forming in nightclubs and that

shaped'us. We had to be fast and
shon in order to get people's

attention." As their act took
shape, it began to involve a lot of
dialogue and “it became more
mixed with comedy. We started

talking with the audience."
The'iwo are always coming up

with nev. material! "The show
that we will do in Israel was basi-

cally created in the past two
months. It is a combination of
some material developed in our
nightclub shows and some mater-

ial from our version of Sartre’s

No Exit."

On the road the two usually

appear by themselves, but in New
York they also Jo larger presenta-

tions. such as a version of
Chekhov’s Three Sisters.

The major change between this

new show and previous
Dancenoise material is the use of
music.

“We created, together with
Mike lveson who "is with us
onstage, some original music for

this show. I feel like music is hap-

pening all the way through it."

What kind of reaction are the
two looking for in an unfamiliar
country?

"It would be nice if they enjoy
it; we like to entertain. But we are
going to take everyone with us on
a journey which gets non-linear,
we hope they stick- with it."

Dancenoise also has a political

message. "After all, we are react-

ing to 'the world and that by itself

becomes political. We are react-

ing to images of women, to

advertising images. But it is first

and foremost about what happens
to us onstage and so it’s a little

less political than it used to be in

the past”
Dancenoise occasionally per-

forms in large spaces such as the

Lincoln Center or the Brooklyn
Academy of Music, but usually it

prefers to do its act in nightclubs

and other intimate spaces. “We
like to feel the audience and see

their reaction.”

Dancenoise performs at the

Phenomena Festival in Jerusalem
August 3. 4. 6 (10:30 p.m.1. On
August 6 (6) there is a seminar
with the two artists who will dis-

cuss their work as well as perfor-

mance art in New York in gener-

al.

... while local artist shows
‘People Who Lose Pants’

Director Hal Hartley puts the same dialogue into many mouths.

The conceit just might have
worked had Hartley genuinely

imagined the story anew each time

and treated less superficially the

shifts in place, race, culture and

language. Instead, the panels ofthe
triptych operate redundantly, as the

same scene repeated with minor
variations by students in an acting

class.

Occasionally, a flicker of new

meaning will emerge, but Hanley
quickly' steps in and returns the

action to its preordained track.

Instead of widening the relevance

of the characters’ dilemmas, this

generalizing literalism flattens

them our and offers a rather fright-

ening if facetious view of romance
in the global village. True love, in

Hartley’s terms, has a lot in com-
mon with the ubiquitous Big Mac.

ANAT Schen is a night per-

son "because then it's eas-

ier to feel like a pipe.

Things can come through more
easily."

The things are Schen ‘s painting

ami drawings influenced by and
influencing the dozen or so per-

formance art pieces she’s done
since her first Pipsim (“Beats"

»

in 1982.

Performance art "is abstract

theater, a series of plotless linked

images or live visual arts in space

and time," Schen explains. “I’ve

heard it defined as time-based
art. It’s not enough that an audi-

ence comes to see my paintings

or drawings, because they are

past and done. Performance art

gives me the immediate link with

the audience that I need.”

Her latest, a reinvention of an
installation she first did in 1985.

is The Performance of Clouds I &
People Who Lose their Pants

)

which contains “high- and medi-
um-level clouds, meteorological

data and soap operas on moni-
tors. poetry .and healing tech-

niques like t'ai chi and bioenergy
which we need to survive in the

modem world and to enhance the

quality of our lives.”

Comem, Schen says, is a by-

product of what the audience
sees and understands from her

HELEN KAYE

pieces which “are a collection of

images over time that are com-
posed into a structure."

She perches easily on an
uncomfortable office chair. Her
shon hair is fuchsia, pink and
blonde. Her nails are silver-

specked blue and she has a

Chinese dragon tattooed on her

rich! arm. A sensible big straw

hat and kind eyes complement
the punk look.

Her own career as a perfor-

mance artist came “from a gut

feeling after l covered a few
shows as a reporter for IDF
radio." She’d majored in art at

the Thelma Yellin Arts High
School in Ramat Gan where
she’d waffled between theater

and painting.

The Performance of Clouds l*£

People Who Lose their Pantsi
premieres on August 7 at

Phenomena, the interdisciplinary

puppet and performance arts fes-

tival in Jerusalem. August 3 to 8.

During the day. the kids will be

able to choose from a bunch of
puppet plays including shows
from Germany, the' Czech
Republic. Italy and Holland in

and around the Train Theater in

the Liberty Bell Garden.
Come "evenings, the adult

action moves to the Talpiot

industrial area where audiences

can see a mix of local and
imported performance an/visual

theater including the world pre-

miere of Janie' Geiser's (US)
Some Velvet Morning which
explores the mythology of the

American West.
Geiser is also one of the four

judges who will determine the

winner of the N1S 20.000 Plus

Arts prize which will be awarded
to the Israeli artist or group for

the most unique interdisciplinary

approach to any event in the fes-

tival, including the puppet the-

ater.

Winning would be pretty good
for the 37-year-old Schen, who
hoots at the idea that she makes a

living from her an. She teaches

part-time at the An Teachers
College and makes props for the-

aters and TV.
She performs with and directed

the nine-member company who
"aren't professional actors. The
problem with actors is that they -

already have a very fixed idea of „

.

what performance is and so it's

difficult to get a pure concept out

of them."
The first Clouds, she says,

"was a five-minute solo, very

minor, timid and shy. This one is

almost an extravaganza."

Cupid, draw back your bow-ow-ow: Love blooms at Keshset Eilon

WITH all those bows
around, there’s little

wonder that Cupid felt

right ai borne at Keshei Eilon, the

violin master course which com-
bines archery with fiddle playing.

So like everyone else at Kibbutz
Eilon, Cupid drew back his bow.
striking Evgenia Epstein, 23, and
Sergey Ostrovsky, 21.

The two met at the Fessah ses-

sion .in 1993, were a couple by the

summer master course that year

and were married in 1994. This,

year, they're gang back again to

coach with die likes of Shlomo
Mintz, Andrea Cappelietti, and
Kesfaet music director Yitzhak

Rashovsky. They also will play in a

chamber ensemble and perform

solo in concerts before their peers.

. They revel in all of it, even

though -performing “puts a lot of

pressure on us. The other students'

criticisms are very bard, very

searching, but we learn a lot,” says

Ostrovsky, who has just signed a

contract to play first violin with the

Israel Chamber Orchestra.

Epstein, who freelances with the

ICO, the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra and other local orches-

tras, says site likes to practice in die

kibbutz costume shop, with its

racks of gay Purim costumes,

“because it’s far away and quiet."

Ostrovsky grabs whatever room
he’s given, and both have scholar-

ships from the America Israel

Foundation to attend the master-

courses every year.

She was bom in Ekaterinabuig,

attended the local music high

school and immigrated to Israel

with her parents in Ortober 1990.

Her coach at die Tel Aviv Rubin

Academy told her about Keshei
Eilon, and she attended her first

session that Hanukka.
He grew up in Gorky, the only

violinist in a family of pianists. He
finished the Gorky junior conser-

vatory at age 1 3 and the Academy’s
high school at 16, and immigrated

HELEN KAYE

to Israel with his family in 1991.

The notice of his expulsion from
the Tel Aviv Rubin Academy - "I

talked back" - and his fifth place in

Italy’s Lipizer Competition came
almost the same week.

He was also concertmaster of the

Young Philharmonic for two years

and Epstein was his deputy last

season.

Hearts and flowers aside (and

Ostrovsky sent Epstein flowers

every day when they were court-

ing), the young couple are typical

of the talented string players from

around the world who comprise

Keshet Eilon ‘s student body for

three weeks every summer.
This year's mastercourse, the

seventh, started July 26 and will

end with a gala concert on August
8 at Jaffa's Noga Theater. The fea-

tured work will be the world pre-

miere of a violin sextet. Opus 52.

by Lebanese composer Bashara El

Khoury.

Cellists are attending for the firsi

time this year. The students will

also play in three chamber ensem-
bles “to accustom them to the

styles." says Keshet Eilon adminis-

trator Gilad Sheba.

Mintz. who has been involved

with the project since the begin-

ning, will give three masterclasses

during his 13-day stay, including

one called “Everything you ever
wanted to ask Shlomo but didn’t

dare.”

That could be a lot of questions,

because there are 42 .students, 20 of
them Israelis.

The rest come from more than a

dozen countries including

Singapore, Armenia. Korea and
Poland.

Of course, it's the archery which
makes Keshet Eilon unique among

summer music camps. It takes the

same muscles to wield both kinds

of bow. Siring musicians take to

archery like kids to ice cream, and
the archery practice improves the

musicians’ coordination and con-

centration.

This year US Olympic coach

Bud Fox will be at the butts set up
on the lawn watching with happy
incredulity as tomorrow’s
Perlmans, Piaugorskys and
Zukermans shoot bulls-eyes after

15 minutes.

Personal assistants: If the task is menial, it’s theirs

THE major Hollywood pro-

ducer and her personal

assistant slid into the back
of the limoosine after another mad
shopping spree. This time, the

producer had purchased 25 CDs.
"Herer she said, shoving the

music discs at the assistant— we ’1J

call her Carol - across the dark-

ened cab. "Take off the cello-

phane."

Personal assistants in

Tinseltown: Those who have
arrival have them. Those on die

way up wish they did.

“She can do the 'meat of her life,

and I’ll take care of the rest,” .said

Bonnie Krarneri, personal assis-

tant to actress Olympia Dukakis.

“She doesn't have to worry about
the minutiae.”

The job" of personal assisting

includes a. splash of glamour,

mixed with a heavy dose of
drudgery and, sometimes, a heap-

ing helping of pride to swallow.
Personal assistants see and hear
everything - that is, while they

dump the trash, pick up the dry

cleaning, answer the fen mail and,

on occasion, peel the wrappers off

compact discs.

Or catch' a Lear jet from Las
Vegas to Burbank to pick up a for

coaL That’s what Robert Urich

ordered his assistant to do one
morning back in 1981, when he

was filming the television series

VEGA.
As the then-assistant, Olivia

Barham, remembers it, the scene

called for Uricb to wear a for coat.

But Urich didn’t want just any fur

coat off the rack from the

CONSTANCE SOMMER
LOS ANGELES

wardrobe department He wanted
his own wrap - the one at home in

suburban Los Angeles.
So Barham spent the next three

hours retrieving the said coat
aided by numerous limousines and
a Lear jet that waited at the

Burbank Airport while she sped

out to Urich ’s Sherman Oaks
home.
“I thought this is so trippy,” said

Barham, who now works for Star

Trek's LeVar Burton. “I'm 22
years old and I can't believe I’m
spending SI 0,000 to pick up a for

coat”
Personal assistants say the

money flying out of every window
can be heady, but it’s rarely theirs.

According to the Association of

Celebrity Personal Assistants,

salaries average about $800 a

week and out of that many pay for

their own health-care benefits.

So the quality of the job depends
largely on the personality of the

employer.

Carol - who asked that her real

name not be used - quit after only

six months, sick of chasing to

Beverly Hills (o' procure the

Finicky producer’s favorite snack.

(AP)

Entertainment, both live and liquid

FORGET the Otaoberfest in Munich. We have

an Angustfest in Ashkelon, complete with beet

It’s called Briza and although it features all 23

varieties of Carlsberg arid Tuborg beers, the festival

has drafted big-name performers to draw m the

crowds,AugusflO to 16.

Yehuda Poiiker and Arcadi Duchin will appear on

opening night, with Poiiker presenting the show of

bis hit disc. The Child In You. On August 12, Jose

Feliciano and David. Broza will sing together and

solo. Last but not least, for those who missed Shlomo

Anzi at Tzemah, the singer will reprise his show Two

on August 15.

They’ll appear in the 9.000-seat amphitheater at the

Ashkelon Park. Tickets cost NTS 60 to NTS 99. but

for those who Jack the means, there are plenty of free

shows by groups from Turkey, Greece and Italy.

They’ll appear every night on one of two stages at

either end of “Beer Alley." the broad avenue where

ihe beer, and food, stands will be sel up.

Festival spokesman Tzvika Shafir stressed that

beer will not be sold to minors, and that identification

will be required if there is doubt about a customer’s

age.
. , .

Furthermore, written security regulations are m
effect, supervised by Ashkelon police. Helen Kaye

Eddie Freudmann & David Miller
invite you to join them at either

|{

me/fooad/aaSAarv/r p
Full program of entertainment & activities for af( the family H
Both hotels offer synagogue, health dub, exquisite gardens, C*

swimming poofs and a beautiful succah. Cf

Stays between 4 & 10 nights, available from Sept 26. H

Cost from $845 (7 nights) per person in twin room. h
half board C^AT not ind.)

£{

QvHfren under 4 free on B/B, From 4-18 yrs. 50% sharing room with 2 adults.

For details & reservations, please call: Eddie or Vivienne

09-829805 / 339171 (evening 09-614146). Fax: 09-829802nn

SEE IT IN HEBREW
HEAR IT IN ENGLISH

!

MIDNIGHT PRAYER
(Tikkun Hatzot)

July 30 at 8:30 p.m.

A new production that deals with the identity

crisis of a young Sephardi man torn between

the ultra-orthodox Ashkenazi sect which

adopted him and his Sephardic origins, in a

world where the two communities are

completely separated.

BOX OFFICE: 03-523 3335 « FAX: 03-5230172 • SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-524521

1

The Cam eri Theatre can flow be found on the Internet at the folSowing address:

http:mvw.cameri.virtual.co.il

THE THEATRE OF TELAVIV LocatedhftaJ

m r —Y? Street, the Caman te just a tew imuites' walk I

*ii breachfrort hotels. Easiy accessible by bus wtari.
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American injustice

P
RESIDENT Bill Clinton’s decision on

Friday to reject Jonathan Pollard's appeal

for clemency was a poorly-rimed and ill-

advised act which raises serious questions not

only about the American system of justice, but

also about the American president and his rela-

tionship with the Jewish community.

On ihe surface, the Pollard case would appear

to be open and shUL While serving as u US
naval intelligence analyst. Pollard passed along

classified information to Israel. He was cap-

tured after being turned away by the Israeli

Embassy in Washington, convicted and sen-

tenced to life in prison. Given the vast amount

of material that Pollard reportedly gave his han-

dlers, as well as its sensitive nature, one could

be forgiven for assuming that justice was serv ed

in this instance. Yet, even a cursory examination

of the circumstances surrounding the case

reveals that Pollard has fallen victim to what

can only be described as an act of arbitrary

injustice.

In receiving a life sentence. Pollard was pun-

ished far more harshly than others caught spy-

ing for friendly nations by American officials.

In the pasr 1 2 years. 1 1 such men and women
have been convicted in the US for spying. Most

received sentences ranging from two to four

years. Only Steven Salas, convicted and sen-

tenced to 14 years in 1993 For spying for

Greece, received more than 10 years in prison.

Since both Israel and Greece are close allies of

the US. it is inexplicable that Pollard was sin-

gled out for such a harsh sentence, while others

received relative leniency.

Indeed, at no time in American history has

anyone convicted of spying for a friendly nation

received a life sentence. Pollard's life sentence

is the equivalent of that which was given to

Aldrich Ames, the central figure in one of the

worst cases of treason in American history.

.Ames, who was a senior CIA officer, passed

along information to the Soviet Union for years,

right under the noses of his superiors. He
exposed American agents in the USSR, leading

to the capture and execution of at least 10 peo-

ple, and significantly weakened the ability of

the US to gather information against its Cold

War rival. By contrast, Pollard spied for a US
ally and is not known to have caused any direct

harm to US agents. It defies both explanation

and justice that a similar sentence would be

meted out to these two men.
Adding to the sense of unfairness is the fact

that Pollard agreed to plead guilty and waive a

trial in exchange for a promise from the US
Justice Department that it would ask for no

more than “a substantial sentence." it being

understood that Pollard would not receive life in

prison. In effect the government ignored the

terms of the deal and sent Pollard away for life.

Moreover, as American columnist Sidney Zion
has pointed out, Pollard’s sentence was based

lately on disinformation spread by Ames, who
tried to cover his own tracks by laying the

blame on Pollard for the capture of US agents in

the USSR. Even now that the truth has come
out. the US intelligence community refuses to

admit its error, and Pollard languishes in prison

as a result.

That Clinton chose to ignore the circum-

stances of Pollard’s case is troubling, though not

surprising. President George Bush also rejected

Pollard’s plea. But the manner in which Clinton

chose to publicize his rejection of the appeal is

worrisome. While his spokesman was making
the announcement to reporters, Clinton was
meeting separately with American Jewish lead-

ers. whom he failed to inform about the deci-

sion. Seymour Reich, head of the American
Zionist Movement, even asked Clinton directly

about Pollard, but failed to receive an answer.

This is the second time that Clinton has reject-

ed an appeal from Pollard, and in both

instances, the rejection coincided with Clinton's

meetings with representatives of the Conference

of Presidents of Major American Jewish

Organizations. It is hard not to view such a pat-

tern of events as nothing less than a slap in the

face.

Though Clinton has been one of Israel’s

warmest and closest friends in the White House,

he would do well to rethink the manner in which

the Pollard issue has been handled. The facts

that Clinton maintains a 1 7-point lead over

presidential challenger Bob Dole, and that most

American Jews are likely to support him in any

event, do not mitigate the dire need to bring this

sad story to an end.

In explaining his rejection of Pollard’s appeal.

Clinton said that to shorten his sentence would

be unwarranted and that it would undermine the

goal of deterring others from committing simi-

lar acts. Such logic is flimsy at best, as the cir-

cumstances dearly indicate. The singling out of

Pollard to serve as an example, while others

receive a slap on the wrist. Is ethically indefen-

sible and judicially reprehensible. It behooves

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu to contin-

ue to pressure the United States on this subjecL

For over 10 years, Pollard has sat in jail, having

spent more chan half that time in solitary con-

finement Pollard did the crime, and he has done

the time. And now. he should be set free.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ALSO GUILTY

Sir,-The epidemic of fatal traffic

accidents on Israel's roads is one of

the most talked -about issues, but

very little is being done about it. In

the past year, many heavy trucks

were involved in fatal accidents and
the drivers in many cases were ei-

ther unqualified for the vehicles they

were driving or had been forced by
their employers to work hours be-

yond safe driving.

The description of the accident in

your issue of July 17 is typical. A
contractor, S. Barashi. anxious to

make the maximum amount ofmon-
ey by using the cheapest labor possi-

ble, smuggles in an Arab worker

who has no permit to work in Israel

and has no valid driving license for

the heavy vehicle be Lben has him
drive. In effect, he has handed a

deadly weapon to an unqualified

person and ordered him to use it.

This contractor is thus guilty of at

the very least manslaughter of the

two women, if not murder, and

should be charged accordingly.

In addition, all contractors should

have to abide by stringent safety

rules set up by the appropriate com-
mittee. They should be required to

use only qualified workers and pay
them union rates as well as full

social benefits. Israel cannot contin-

ue to base its construction industry

on the exploitation of workers.

FRUM1E KASTEN
Jerusalem.

MISSPELLING
Sir, - Dr. Ko9lowe writes a silly

letter (July 12) about the many mis-
spellings of his name. 1 have lived in

Israel since 1975, I lived in two
other confidents before that and not
once has my complicated name been
misspelled.

It is unfortunate that your corre-

spondent tried to make light of a
serious issue: has our prime minister

been the victim of inattentive bu-

reaucrats, or has he used aliases, and
if so, for what purpose? We have the

right to know the answer to this and
other questions about his past and it

would be easy for him to allay our
anxieties, but he hasn't done so.

RAFAEL COSLOVSKI'. MU.
Rishon Lezion.

KASHRUT
Sir, - Being an Orthodox Jew, I

have had to think twice before at-

tacking a body which looks after my
interests. Finally, though, I felt

somebody had to say it.

If a catering hall can have its

kashrut certificate taken away be-

cause at a party someone brought in

a belly dancer, surely the moment
the offending advertisement was
seen, the rabbinate should have tak-

en action.

I therefore believe Ihe question is

not “Who the — is Chacko?”, but

where in the name of heaven are

those who are meant to care for the

good of our souls? It has been for

ages an axiom that kosher food also

means a kosher place and surely that

also includes how you advertise the

establishment.

JOSEPH LUHZER
Jerusalem.

DISGRACE
Sir, - I think it is a disgrace that

the Olympic Committee has accept-
ed a Palestinian delegation to the
Olympic Games. The Olympics are

supposedly a politics-free arena, but
in this particular case a political

statement has deliberately been
made - despite being grossly
incorrect.

This decision showcases to the

whole world that the Palestinians
belong to an internationally recog-

nized sovereign stale by the name of
Palestine. Palestine, to refresh some
memories, was in fact a combination
of Israel and Jordan, and has by no
means been reclaimed or renamed to

suit whatever negotiations are cur-

rently taking place. Let us remember
that to participate in the Olympic
Games one must represent a coun-

try, not an autonomy or some fake

state.

Furthermore, the memory of the

slain Israeli sportsmen of the 1972

Munich Olympics, victims of
Yasser Arafat’s cold-blooded terror,

makes it disgusting to see the repre-

sentatives of this man bearing his

face on their uniform badge at the

very games that they, in the name of
their so-called country', so crueliv

defiled.

YOSSI LEVY
Tel Aviv.

MYANMAR: LONG-TIME
FRIEND OF ISRAEL

Sir, - 1 refer to your editorial of

July 14, "The Lady as a beacon.”
I always considered your paper to

be objective and impartial. Hence I

am shocked to read the groundless

allegations mentioned in your edito-

rial which smack of the smear cam-
paign of the opposition.

Your editorial quotes the Amnes-
ty International report. Amnesty In-

ternational in its 1995 report accuses

146 countries, including Israel of

violating human rights in varying

degree. The IDF reply in your issue

of June 20 calls that “Amnesty re-

port ‘irresponsible,’ ” with which I

agree. Allegations in Amnesty Inter-

national reports about Myanmar are

also one-sided and lack accuracy
and perspective.

With regard to the alleged deten-

tion of the NLD members, they were
not "locked up" as mentioned.
Tney were called in for questioning

and sent back home. Don’t you
think that law-enforcement agencies

have the right to prevent lawlessness

and disorder? As to thought police,

it is sheer absurdity. The whole
Western media is filled with opposi-

tion views, not the others’ voice

which is silenced or blacked out by
the syndicated media.

Regarding the allegation about

the death of James Leander Nichols,

he had a history of high blood pres-

sure and heart problems. More than

six medical treatments were given to

him during the last two months of

his incarceration. He did not die in

prison nor under unclear circum-

stances as you said. He died at the

Yangon General Hospital of heart

failure.

You compare Myanmar with any
Middle Eastern terrorist dictatorship

or pariah states. Does Myanmar ex-

port terrorism or killing squads? In

fact. Myanmar, as a ftend of the

Stele of Israel, has stood by it for

more than 40 years since its birth,

even in the most difficult times such

as 1967, 1973 and in the Gulf war.

TheJerusalem Postseems to have a
short memory. As to the economic
boycott it would be wise to ask the

chamber of commerce before you
write anvifamg about it.

KXAWZEYA
Embassy of the Union of Myanmar
Tel Aviv.

meir ronnen

‘Fake right, go left’

S
PORTS have been called

good training for politics.

While the implications of
that are a bit disturbing, it is a fact

that skills picked up on the bas-

ketball court or soccer field can be
usefully applied to political life.

Take, for example, the injunc-

tion to “fake right, go left.” We
know that right-wing politicians

can get away with gestures and
actions for which their left-wing

counterparts would be pilloried

Thus, the historians tell us that

only Richard Nixon could have
gone to China and only
Menachem Begin could have
given up the Sinai. And in previ-

ous elections some voters recon-

ciled to the idea of concessions

for peace were tantalized by the

slogan "Only the Likud can” -
though precisely what it was the

Likud “could” was left vague
enough to avoid alienating its tra-

ditional supporters.

Of course, a good fake works in

either direction, and the previous

government could get away with

actions which would be far more
damaging to this one. Operation

Grapes of Wrath, for example,
produced little more than a slap

on the wrist from domestic opin-

ion. the international media and
the “community of nations”

because it was launched by a

Labor government demonstrably
committed to the peace process;

had a Likud government done
something even less violent it

would have been raked over the

coals.

Still, the “fake left, go right"

variant of political deviation is

less common and far less inspir-..

ing, which is why so many
observers, analysts, and interested

parties have invested so much
effort since the elections in trying

to understand “the real Bibi."

Political cryptography vacillates

between two interpretations. The
first, based on the Yitzhak Shamir
precedent, is that the premier is a

true believer determined to stick

MARK A. HELLER

to his campaign hardline themes
and positions! and that in his

approach to questions of Israeli

flexibility, compromise and con-
cessions in the peace process “he

can, but he wonV This interpre-

tation prevailed in the media fol-

lowing Netanyahu's visit to the

US.
The second, tprecedent:

Menachem Begin, at least con-

cerning EgypO is that the premier

is a master strategist who really

does intend to advance the peace

process and used the campaign to

True believer or

master strategist?

The real Netanyahu

must soon emerge

build political capital on which he
can draw as he makes the neces-

sary decisions. In short, “he can,

and he will."

THIS interpretation is gaining

ground in light of the actions

taken (and not taken) before and
since Netanyahu's meeting with

President Mubarak, including eas-

ing the closure freimposed fol-

lowing last week’s terror attack),

the non-closure of Orient House,
and the Levy-Arafat handshake
on the Erez lawn.

The Hebron redeployment,
albeit with some cosmetic alter-

nations,^ seems all .hutjaJforegone.

conclusion, and the government
has even prevailed upon President

Weizman to pardon two
Palestinian women convicted of
murder so they can be released -
imagine the reaction from the

right if Shimon Peres had done
chat. There are also persistent

reports of an emerging policy on
settlements which implies not

doing less than the previous gov-

ernment, but also not much more.

Ail these developments cause

serious apprehension among the

prime minister's most hardline

constituents, but as long as be

uses enough politically-correci

rhetoric they will not constrain

him because they know they can-

not mobilize anything close to a

majority against him.

Even if Netanyahu only “goes

left” a little bit, initial expecta-

tions among the Arabs were so

low that any sign of flexibility

will be welcomed as evidence that

the peace process is not dead, and
the opposition will have no choice

but to applaud these inadequate

but still positive indications of
change.
This isn't to say that a decisive

verdict on “the real Bibi" can
already be given, only that the

prime minister, despite criticism

from within his own party, is

pragmatic enough to have con-

cluded that blind adherence to

pre-election slogans is irresponsi-

ble and harmful.

But serious challenges lie

ahead, including the possibility

that disgruntled settlers will try to

push the government further and
faster than it wants to go; the

probability tint Bill Clinton will

be re-elected, and die certainty

that permanent-status negotia-

tions will start once die outstand-

ing business of Oslo 2 is cleared

away.
Eventually, pragmatism wifi not

provide much guidance. Either

the true believer or master scare;

gist will have merge: -lUnal

. then, the prime mfeistercarr pros-

per by standing Teddy
Roosevelt's aphorism on its head
and continuing to “Talk loudly

and cany a small stick."

The. writer is senior research

associate at the Jaffee Centerfor
Strategic Studies. Tel Aviv
University.

Cynical use of emotion
THE German role in return-

ing the bodies of two miss-

ing Israeli soldiers may
have been portrayed as a humani-
tarian gesture, but it was primarily

designed to justify German sup-

port for Teheran’s fundamentalist

regime.

For the past three years the US
has sought to isolate Iran (and

Iraq) via'a policy of “dual contain-

ment" designed to weaken their

regimes and limit their ability io

conduct terror. Commercial links,

technology transfer for military

buildup and credits have been

blocked to these countries; their

leaders have been denied access to

the resources they seek to develop

nuclear and other weapons of

mass destruction.

In contrast, Germany has had no

policy of containment, even after

German firms were shown to have

provided deadly technology to

Iraq.

Germany sells Iran many of the

resources the L^S has sought to

embargo, as well as providing

massive credits to pay for them.
This trade enriches German firms,

which make even higher profits in

the absence ofUS competition for

the Iranian marker. German
financing also allows the Iranians

to divert foreign currency to the

purchase of advanced weapons

and technology, including nuclear

components, material and training

from Russia and China, and mis-

sile technology from North Korea.

For many years German leaders

such as Chancellor Kohl have jus-

tified this close relationship with
the Iranians on the basis of “a crit-

ical dialogue” with the fundamen-
talist leadership. In this dialogue,

we are told, the Germans attempt

to persuade the Iranians to turn

from tiie path of terror and aban-
don the quest for chemical, bio-

logical and nuclear weapons. This
was also the justification for the

meetings between the head of
German intelligence, Bemd
Schmidbauer, and his Iranian

counterpart
But critics of the “critical dia-

logue" in Jerusalem and

GERALD M. STEINBERG

Washington note that, billions of

dollars in profits aside, the

Germans can show nothing for

their relations with Iran. The fun-

damentalists are still m power,

propped up by consumer goods

and financing from Germany;
Hizbullah and Hamas are still ter-

rorizing Israel and the rest of the

world.

German dealings

with Iran? The
government must

make a strong

public stand

opposing them

Indeed, Germany has come
under increasing criticism, both

dpmesticaJly and in Western
Europe. Britain, Holland, Norway
and Denmark have joined the US
in blocking commercial relations

with Iran, and Australia is consid-

ering similar steps.

THIS IS why Kohl and
Schmidbauer sought to maximize
the publicity accorded their role In

returning the bodies of the

Israelis, and to use ibis role as evi-

dence of the success of the critical

dialogue.

German planes were used to

carry' the soldiers* remains to

Israel. Schmidbauer was visible at

every step of the process, includ-

ing high-level meetings with
Israeli officials and even a -press

conference, which was broadcast,

in Germany. He also used’ the

promise of future “break-

throughs.” particularly regarding

Ron Arad, to justify continued

trade and links between Germany
and Iran, adding he was “opti-

mistic that additional missing sol-

diers and prisoners might be
released."

This is a cynical manipulation of

emotion, both of the families of

the Israeli MIAs and of the public

at large, and it is time for the gov-
ernment to make a strong public

stand in opposition to any further

German dealings with Iran.

After the Holocaust, Germany,
of all countries, should be most
sensitive to the cynical use of the

remains of Jews for commercial
gain.

Under the cloak of a “humani-
tarian gesture." Germany’s negoti-

ations with Iran effectively facili-

tate the undermining of Israel’s

security. Iran, the world’s chief

supporter of terrorism, the major

opponent of the peace process, is

attempting to build weapons of

mass destruction capable of

killing millions of Israelis.

No German gesture can balance

these threats - and this our gov-
ernment must make clear immedi-
ately and in no uncertain terms.

Evidence indicates that in any
case the exchange wasn’t primari-
ly the result of German mediation
but a response to internal

Hizbullah pressure for the return
of terrorists’ bodies and the

release of prisoners. If Hizbullah
is really interested in further

exchanges, there are many other

mediators, including the Red
Cross, the UN, Egypt - even
Yasser Arafat.

Hizbullah leader . Hassan
Nasrallah pledged to continue the

negotiations in order no gain the

freedom of70 HizbuDah prisoners

still held by Israel or the SLA, and
has even promised to look for Ron
Arad, or at least for information-

on his fete. No one really needs

German assistance; and (other

than easy profits) there can be no
justification for Germany's trade

and credit relationship with Iran.

Israel should stop providing the

fig leaf under which Germany
continues to allow a rogue state to

buy weapons of mass destruction

and finance worldwide terror: .

-(
•

The writer is a senior researcher
at the BESA Centerfor Strategic

Studies at Bar-Ilan University.

B
etween 1950 and »967

my reserve unit spent many

a lone night laying

ambushes along the Green Line,

to the north, south and west of

Jerusalem. These operations

didn’t stop infiltrators getting into

Israel, but they helped.

The Green Line was incredibly

long and it required a lot of bods

to patrol it Its only advantage

was that you knew exactly where

it was supposed to be.

The Green Line has long gone,

and with it ihe comparative sense

of security - the fedayeen groups

notwithstanding - that it used to

afford.
.

The area around Beil Guvnn

and Mevo Betar. always a yawn-

ing gap in our security arrange-

ments, seems more insecure than

ever, as Friday's ghastly drive-by

shooting points up. Little wonder

residents of the area are worried.

The fedayeen didn't have cars.

They had to come and go on foot.

And they didn’t have automatic

assault rifles either, though a few

were armed with Swedish sub-

machine guns (our weapons

weren't any better).

Today's terrorists are theoreti-

cally better off. They have a wide

range of short and long-range

weapons to choose from. But

sophisticated weapons are hard to

smuggle and hide.

The so-called Halhoul group

responsible for the last two drive-

by killings must have limited

resources, for ballistic tests show

that they have been using the

same weapon, now linked with

three sets of killings.

On the other hand, the murder-

ers have no need of missile

launchers. Firing from a car

affords closing to point-blank

range.

The car itself is a means of

instant escape. It can be back in

home territory even before our

security forces are alerted.

The fedayeen couldn’t have dri-

ven cars across the border. Roads
were permanently cut or blocked

off. So the fedayeen came in

through wadi beds, well below

the skyline.

WHAT WE have to do is make
most of the drivable side roads

Send in the

buljdozers arid

;
make most of the

drivable roads into

Israel totally

impassable

into Israel totally impassable -

even if this means making Israeli

drivers go a long way around
. before getting to where they want
to go in the territories.

And every other road has to

have manned, frilly effective road

blocks. Only then will Israelis liv-

ing within what was once the

Green Line be reasonably safe

from this particular form of mur-
der.

There's time to do it before the

closure is lifted again. A bulldoz-

er or ditch digger can finish the

job m a few minutes.

Under the best of pie-in-the-sky

circumstances, with a real peace
agreemenu vigilant and effective

Palestine police - not to mention
thousands of properly deployed
Israeli forces - the absence of a

Green Line isn’t going to be con-
ducive to a hermetically sealed

border.

Even during current closures,
today’s infiltrators, trying to look
for work, come daily on foot over
tire hills. They don’t even bother
to keep off the skyline. When
caught, they are sent back without
even a fine.

Nevertheless, these Arab work-
ers, the great majority of them
breadwinners who are not active
terrorists, whatever then- feelings,

are less of a threat to onr society
.than the hordes of foreign work-
ers attempting to settle here per-
manently. Ai least tiie Arabs, or
most of them, go home at night.
Eveiy time we lift the closure,

as lift it we must, we simply have
to find a workable solution to the
particular problem that caused us
to enforce it yet again.
We may never get It totally

right,. "We have no alternative but
to go ai trying.

The writer is a veteran contrib-
utor to The Jerusalem Post.’
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another diplomatic scandal
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Off Long Island, Echoes From Lockerbie
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.... Washington

AS the movement to repeal welfare
boiled across the Senate last week,
a noteworthy chart appeared on the
chamber floor. Decorated with a

sketch of a creeping infant, if advertised a
Democratic amendment to provide vouch-
ers to those children— as many as four
million'— who could be- dropped from gov-
ernment rolls if the bill betomes law.
- Through an eerie enumeration, the poster
specified what the vouchers could buy:

Clothing.

Diapers.’

Cribs. -

Medicine..

,

School Supplies.
’

That the Democrats' hopes for the wel-
fare, poor has been reduced to a plan to

salvage somediapers speaks volumes about
the national debate. That the amendment
failed Says even more.
There’s no doubt that the Republican bill,

whidi passed the House and Senate and will

be sent to the White House as soon as this

week, would “end welfare as we know it’%

(TO quote a. certain President, now im-

mersed in his re-election drive.)

The risk is that it may also end poverty as
we know it By making it even worse.

To the puhlic, that may seem unimagin-
able, so wretched are the nine million chil-

dren and four million parents who now
receive aid, and so discredited is the pro-

gram that sustains them. But the Republi-

can plan does not “reform” welfare, which

is known as Aid to Families with Dependent
Children. Technically, it abolishes it

It's a Free Market

By PETER MARKS

M ORNING after morning, they

stood shoulder-to-shoulder in

their identical dark uniforms,

meticulously combing the mud-
dy hillsides for the shredded remains of a

jumbo jet

It seemed, at the time, that the members
of the local Dumfries and Galloway Con-

stabulary and the other Scottish police offi-

cers and British soldiers who joined in the

recovery had an impossible task. Pan Am
Flight 103 had disintegrated into an un-

countable number of fragments when it

exploded over Lockerbie. Scotland, on Dec.

21, 1988, raining pieces as big as the cockpit

and as minute as a luggage key over hun-

dreds of square miles.

Much of the debris fell on the old market
town of Lockerbie, and in the days after the

crash, the townspeople dutifully fished seat

belts and broken toys and charred bits of

fuselage out of their gardens and stacked

them, for collection, at the curb. Bodies, too

— 259 in all — tumbled out of the sky and
onto rooftops and lawns. In the surrounding

countryside, searchers planted small flags

next to the tiny impressions made by the

bodies that landed in the damp earth.

The view from that hillside, where I stood

as a reporter eight years ago. came back
vividly last week— even before yesterday's

explosion in Atlanta evoked images of yet

another form of terror. Compared to the

teams now searching for evidence in the

crash of T.WA Flight 800 off Long Island,

the investigators who spent weeks looking

for wreckage in the Scottish grass were

lucky, at least in the conditions under which

they had to look. At Lockerbie, the authori-

ties and recovery experts did not have to

contend with punishing waves, poor visibili-

ty. submerged victims and the corrosive

effects of sea water on their most important

evidence, the broken jetliner itself.

And that, undoubtedly, was an advantage

in the investigation of the crash of Pan Am
103. Just seven d3ys after the disaster, the

British authorities announced that they had
conclusive evidence that the Boeing 747 had
been destroyed by a bomb. It has now been

more than 10 days since Flight 800 broke

apart and fell in flames into the sea, and
investigators counted it a major accom-
plishment last week to have recovered the

recorders of in-flight data and conversa-

tions, and to have located two of the four

engines, even as they kept trying to locate

the rest of the 230 victims.

At Lockerbie, forensic scientists quickly

established that two parts of the metal
frame of the jet’s luggage pallet, the struc-

ture that contains the baggage in the jet’s

holds, showed the effects of high explosives.

(Metal fragments also were found in some
bodies.) Within months, investigators had
concluded through the recovery of tiny frag-

ments of electronics that a plastic explosive

made from Semtex had been hidden in a
radio-cassette player that had, in turn, been
hidden in a suitcase.

The combing of the countryside yielded

other evidence that led to the indictment in

November 1991 of two Libyan intelligence

agents in the bombing. The indictment said

one had purchased a shirt in Malta, where
the luggage containing the radio-cassette

player had been put on a flight before being

transferred to Pan Am 103. The indictment

said a fragment of a timing device was
found embedded in that shin,

in the American psyche as well as the

annals of investigations of terror in the air,

Pan Am 103 is the forerunner to T.WJl 800.

Continued an page 3

Poor

In its place, it offers laissez-faire hopes
that, faced with the consequences of bad luck

and •oorchoices, the needy wQl somehow
sha: - .ip. No doubt, some wilL

But the weight of the evidence suggests

that most either cannot or will not lift them-
selves from poverty in an.economy where,

for more than two decades, the bottom has

been dropping out for low-skilled workers. In

a nation, that already has the highest -child

poverty rates in the industrialized world the

poor may indeed get poorer. And more nu-

merous and desperate as welL
-Wbatevei^the lAU's^^ubstantive

if succeeds brilliantly in what may
- - *nv. — ... .

Continuedon page 4

By JASON DePARLE

.Jim Vest /impact visuals

Welfare as we know it a woman with her 7-month-old son filling out an application at a job fair run by the City of Detroit in 1994. Thousands applied for a few hundred jobs.
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The World

For Europeans, Cuba Hasn’t Lost Its Magic
By BELLA THOMAS

LONDON

E
UROPE and the United States are

clearJy at odds over Cuba. The new

Helms-Burton law. which could al-

low American courts to punish for-

eign companies that ’‘traffic” in property

confiscated from Americans, could yet pro-

voke a serious crisis between America and

some of its principal allies. In a sense, the

issue isn’t so much Cuba as the extent to

which one country can force others to com-

ply with its own legislation. But the quarrel

reveals something deeper — the different

perspectives in which the United States and

Europe view Cuba itself.

It is not that Europeans idealize Cuba in a

political sense, as was fashionable in the

1960’s and 70’s. Officials of the European

Union in Brussels say that they are keen to

promote democracy in Cuba but that they

do not believe the embargo has worked or

will work. There is a strong case to suggest

that it has been counterproductive; it pro-

vides Fide! Castro’s regime with its strong-

est underlying rationale.

Turning the Screw
And for good or evil, a nation that has stood

up so doggedly to a neighboring superpower

moves people on this side of the Atlantic. So

the more the Americans turn the screw on

Cuba, and try to forbid others to do business

there, the greater its allure for the rest of the

world. It is the simplest psychology in the

book: the appeal of the underdog. This was
not nearly as marked during the long years

of Soviet subsidies, when Cuba too could be

accused of aggression. But the mood is dif-

ferent now.

Cuba is not conceived of as a utopia any
longer by most left-wing intellectuals in Eu-
rope, but the retreat has been gentler and

less radical than it was with the case of the

Soviet Union. This may be partly because

Europeans don't have to think about Cuba all

the time — it is a long way away, and it

doesn’t needle Europe in the same way that

it does the United States. In addition, even

Europeans who reject Communism tend to

have a less apocalyptic view of it than do
many in the United States, particularly now
that it is all but over in Europe.

Americans often argue over what impor-
tance to give the dictatorial aspects of the

Cuban system, in light of some of its more
positive achievements such as education and

health care, particularly in contrast to the

glaring inequalities in the rest of Latin

America This debate has been less heated in

Europe (except perhaps in Spain, where
exiles broadcast many of the iniquities). But

Europeans in general accept the ambiguities

without forcing a conclusion: they have the

leisure to think both things at once.

The issue they know more about is the

American embargo, which does make them
sit up. This is what preserves Cuba’s radical

chic in the streets of European capitals, in

London, for instance, there are bars like the

Bar Cuba or the Cafe Fidel, with wails

smothered in revolutionary memorabilia Of

Bella Thomas is a British journalist who
writes about Latin America and has trav-

eled to Cuba several times.

Foreign tourists on the beach at Varadero, Cuba, with the Hotel Melia Varadero — a joint venture between Cuba and Spaniards —
Angel Franco/Thc New York Times

in the background.

course Cuba has always been an intoxicating

subject Revolutions are more so, and Che
Guevara remains a pin-up rivaled only by
James Dean. (Cafe Fidel, in one of London's

richest districts, was ser up by an Italian who
said she chose the name because it was "a
bit outrageous.” although she added: ”I‘m
not interested in politics anymore, but 1 love

the man.” The cafe inside is actually a highly

sophisticated restaurant, serving Italian

food, and is patronized by smart, convention-

al professionals.)

Europeans are now going to Cuba by the

tens of thousands. They have a lot more to

say when they return, not all of it about

politics. The history of the island's political

passions is a source of romance. The Spanish

colonial buildings are a further pull. The
island’s partially forbidden nature provides

magnetism. And then, given the tourist’s

choice between Miami and Havana, many
choose Havana simply because there is

something hard about the glitter of Miami
and mean about its streets.

Europeans are also charmed in Cuba by
the features that they do not have at home
(and that they would doubtless be bard put lo

live with) : the gentle pace of the streets, the

fact that the crowing of cocks drowns the

noise of cars in city centers, and the distinc-

tively anti-modem air given off by the tex-

ture of the cities, which can be an enthralling

contrast to the bright sheen and sharp edges
of their own metropolises. The wide-winged
Chevrolets, the dim. white lighting, the crum-
bling architectural surface of Old Havana
and the capacious vaulted rooms of public

spaces all give ample room to frolic in

nostalgia for a seemingly distant pasL If they

go into people's houses and absorb some of

the appalling conditions in which people live,

they may get a sense of the arduousness of

the Cuban existence; but if they stick to the

streets they need only wonder in amazement.

No to Smugness
Paul Hollander, in his book “Political PiL

grims which looks at the way many West-

ern intellectuals were captivated by particu-

lar Communist countries, says that, in Cu-

ba's case, it represented “an alternative to a
smug and undynamic or inauthentic social

order in their own countries.”

This tendency may have declined, bur oth-

er fears in Western society— of environmen-

tal degradation or consumerism— still work
in Cuba’s favor. Mr. Castro has capitalized

on those by casting Cuba as an environmen-

tal haven, although this happened because of

the shortage of fuel and fertilizers, which
was obviously not planned. •

Cuba is also surreal; Breton and other

early surrealists had a heyday there in the

192D’s. I could only think of them when, for

instance, ! found two young boys fast asleep

in a hotel elevator, or when someone tiptoed

up to me in the street and whispered he could
do me a special deal in chickpeas. On a
deeper level anthropologists refer to Cuba’s
dominant religion, Santeria, as a form of

sincretism. in that several different beliefs

merged and blurred. Cubans today seem, in

a sense, to be trying to do the same with

politics: they are communists and capitalists

at the same time and simply ignore or gloss

over the contradictions.

And European businessmen, at least until

Helms-Burton, have been traveling to Cuba
in droves. (Spaniards, so closely tied to Cuba
over the centuries, invariably feel they are
coming home.) Not all businesses have made
much money. Some are just gambling that

the embargo will inevitably collapse. Others

are there for short-term profits. But they

know, in the long run. like the owners of the

Cafe Fidel in London, that Cuba has a thor-

oughly marketable edge. Mr. Castro no doubt

enjoys the paradox.
A European ambassador to Havana re-

ported a lighthearted conversation with Mr.
Castro at a reception that, in an oblique way.
hints at die difference between Cuba's rela-

tionships with America and with Europe, and
how be plays- one against the other. The
subject was Manuel Fraga, the president of

Galicia and Franco's former Information

Minister— a significant pillar of the right in

Spain and the only Western dignitary who
was prepared to entertain Mr. Castro abroad
in the early 1990's. The two had much to talk

about because Mr. Castro's father was a
“GaUega” Mr. Castro was describing how
much he admired Mr. Fraga; “He is a good
man.” he said. “1 would not even mind
meeting Margaret Thatcher In fact, if I

had been a European, perhaps I too would
have been on the right” Part of Mr. Castro's
charm is his ability to stagger his audience.

It is this very unpredictability that frustrates

Americans, but that can, partly because they
have less at stake, still fascinate Europeans.

The Language Wars

To the Barricades, Speaking in Tongues
By CRAIG R. WHITNEY

Paris
EVER mind the French military might that

rumbled down the Champs Elysees and roared
overhead on Bastille Day. The struggle closest

to French patriotic hearts is being fought out at

the Olympic arenas of Atlanta — and not by the athletes.

The French Foreign Ministry includes a whole
office devoted to spreading the. French language; its

head, Margie Sudre. insisted vehemently on giving the

French language its full due in Atlanta as the second
official language of the Games. So 1,000 French-lan-

guage interpreters have been in place to roam the
Olympic village; scoreboards are written in French as
well as English, and Mrs. Sudre was there in person on
opening day to check up. on how well the American
organizers kept their promises to be multilingual.

French Fries Allowed
Americans may have trouble understanding why the

French care so much about their language's survival in

an increasingly anglophone world. For all the official

prickliness about French industrial espionage, no one in

the United States talks of banning french fries as a
subversive influence. But in French-speaking Quebec,
stores are banned from using signs with English words in

bolder type than their French equivalents.

There is lots of talk in Europe, too. about cultural

diversity these days, but on this side of the Adamic the

phrase stands for the desire to preserve the separate
cultural and linguistic identities of the European nation

states even as they move toward closer unity. Nobody
wants nationalistic rivalries like the ones that caused two
world wars, but nowadays nobody wants a United States

of Europe, either, a federal state where everybody sees

the same movies, buys the same store brands and speaks
the same language.

If that kind of federalism ever did triumph here,

survival of the fittest would probably mean that the

common lingo would turn out to be English. So France
resists — and so does Germany— purling up a valiant

fight to spread the culture and the values their languages

bear, along with commerce.
In Germany's case, proselytizing for the tongue of

Luther and Goethe is partly a way of telling people that

Hitler and the Holocaust are not all there is to German
history. The larger reason for the sensitivity, and the one

Germanv and France share, is that the Continental
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tongues are so badly outnumbered in the world today.

French, notably, remains the official language of 21

countries and the co-official language of five more;

including Canada But the number of French speakers in

all of them — about 200 million —- does not even equal the

population of Brazil, where the lingua franca is Portu-

guese. English, though, is used by one out of every seven

people on the globe.

European colonialism is what originally spread

French (as it did English. Portuguese, and Spanish) so

widely. Now, the French language is helping keep the

*

Nancv Carpenter

colonial-era ties alive. Mrs. Sudre, who heads the Franco-
phone Secretariat in the French Foreign Ministry, was
born in French Indochina in 1943 and didn't even learn
French, her father’s language, until she was 8 years old.

Ho Chi Minh’s revolutionaries expelled the French colo-

nial regime in 1954. but Vietnam has invited France’s
President. Jacques Chirac, to Hanoi next year, for the
seventh annual meeting of the 49 nations or the franco-
phone movement, or Francophonie, which includes lands
where the language is culturally respected if not exactly
widely spoken.

“I don’t think that you can compare the situation of
French in the world with English,” she said. “The
English that is spreading around the globe is really
Anglo-American, not Hie pure English of Shakespeare's
day.We want to tryto preserve the richness, subtlety and
precision of the French language against the challenge of
this new form of English."

Purity of language and the ideals of freedom get
talked about a lot at gatherings of the Francophonie, but
France also wants to preserve economic influence in the

,
worRL and is wary of the advantage that speaking
English gives to English-speaking countries like the
United States in global trade.

French speakers are not the only ones with a rnessi-
aide urge. The German Government spends 5200 million
a year spreading German and German culture through
150 Goethe Institutes in 70 countries, but the German
effort lacks the defensive overtone of the campaign Jed bvFrance^which spends $1 billion on francophony. u doesn’t
bother Germany for example, to call the programs that
run computers die Software." The French, on the other
hand, insist “togfcier is better.

The New Battleground
More people In places like Poland, Hungary and theCzech Republic 'speak German than French, and the

French fear that in the long run their £
European union will wane as
members. French used to be the language of diplmSwnot of war and m part France yearns for theiE2H
influence that it had when Cardinal Richelieu
rand had to be listened to In the royal

So Mr. Chirac insists that theLSSlSS
organizations nowadays should be able to spe^kpS- reason. France is eager toimmKST?
tiro-Ghali, who speaks fluent French

eve* thoughhfuSZX
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Ideas&Trends

By SUSAN GILBERT

T
E teen-agers on the American women's gym-
nastics team arrived in Atlanta for the

Olympics with their prospects for victory
clouded by injuries: one had a four-inch stress

fracture in her leg, another had tendonitis in her fore-

arm and wrist The team members played through the

pain and won a gold medal. But their quest for glory

might cost them their health, doctors
:
say.

All athletes risk injury, but the danger is particular-

ly great for young female gymnasts whose growing
bodies are especially vulnerable. Writing in The New
England Journal of Medicine last week, three doctors

criticized organized gymnastics for the physical and
emotional hardships it imposes on young girls. Although
girls and boys begin training between ages 5 and 7, giris

have a limited time — usually from 12 until 19 — to

compete. While the sport rewards strength in male
gymnasts, who complete weD into their 20’s, it prizes a
small childlike body in the female athletes.

Training for more than 20 hours a week puts girls

and boys at risk of stress fractures and spinal damage
like scoliosisand spondylolysis, says Dr. Lyle J. Micheli,

director of sports medicine at Children's Hospital Medi-

cal Center in Boston and one of the authors of the journal

article Elite athletes train for 45 boors a week. “Pve

Intense training can suppress

estrogen, delaying puberty

and causing 18-year-olds to

resemble 12-year-olds.

seen gymnasts and former gymnasts with a high inci-

dence of hack deterioration; wrist problems and knee

problems that can be quite debilitating and limit their

activity as adults," Dr. Micheli said.

Girls* intense training suppresses estrogen produc-

tion, delaying puberty and causing 18- and 19-year-old

Olympians to resemble 12-year-olds. The lack of estro-

gen keeps their bones thin and puts them at risk of

osteoporosis. Estrogen production and bone density

return when they ease training or leave the sport. They

begin menstruation— though sometimes not until their

mid-2d’s— and fertility is unimpaired.

Still, some permanent damage may occur. “We
fhinir fine bone trabeculae, part of the structure of the

bone, is lost and doesn’t tome back, and this leaves the

girls at risk of arthritis Dr. Micheli said. They may
also never reach their ftiH adult height, he said.

There may be long-term psychiatric consequences

too. As many as 82 percent of these girls have eating

disorders, compared to about 2 percent of the general

population. “I see- bad eating disorders and a lot of
- oirfiv .

Kerri Strug of the American gymnastics team executing an Olympic vault that led to a sprained ankle.

Price

Male gymnasts are prized for

strength, females for their

small childlike bodies.

depression in gymnasts when the sport ends," said Dr.

Barri Katz Stryer. a child psychiatrist and clinical

instructor at the University of California at Los Angeles

and one author of the New England Journal report.

The idea that these gymnasts are at their peak in

their teen years reflects trends as whimsical as those

dictating hemlines. In the past, top Olympic female

gymnasts were in their 20’s, occasionally even their 30’s,

but younger gymnasts came into vogue in 1972. when

Olga Korbut of the Soviet Union won three gold medals

and a stiver medal at age Id. The trend continued when
14-year-old Nadia Comaneci of Romania won a gold

medal in 1S76.

Favoring the Pixies

Coaches, judges and television audiences now favor

pixielike gymnasts. “The routines have changed to ac-

commodate them," said Dr. Ian R. Tofler. another author

of the report who is director of child psychiatry -at

Children’s Hospital in New Orleans and secretary of the

International Society for Sports Psychiatry. “The Yur-

chenko vault requires gymnasts to be lightweight and

agile, but it’s the most dangerous event."

The sight of girls tumbling in mid-air has helped

turn the sport into one of the most popular Olympic

events. It has also increased their chances of injury and

even death. Kerri Strug of the American team fell during

the vault and sprained her ankle Tuesday night, only to

make history by getting up to do it again. In a 1988

competition in Japan, Julissa Gomez, an American Olym-

pic hopeful, broke her neck and later died.

While acknowledging the dangers. Luan Peszec, a

spokeswoman for U.SA. Gymnastics, which oversees

American training, says, “A lot of people make inaccu-

rate accusations that female gymnasts are pushed too

hard but the athletes can speak about this better than

anybody else. Kerri has said she wanted to do the vault

and win the gold medal more than anything."

• U.SA. Gymnastics has proposed several changes to

make training safer for girls, including educating coach-

jes about nutrition, child psychology and too much train-

ing. The problem. Dr. Micheli said is enforcement

So far, the only actual change is the decision made
last month by the International Gymnastics Federation

to require the athletes to be 16 before entering interna-

tional competitions. It remains to be seen if that will ease

the stresses of training.

Dr. Tofler sees two possible benefits: Girls will be

able to delay their most intensive training, and the tide

may turn in favor of taller, more physically mature

female gymnasts.

Plane Crashes and Politics An Echo
The Latest Casualties Are Factual

Senator Alfonse M. D’Amato and F.BX Assistant Director James K. Kallstrom at a Long Island news conference on the crash.

By MATTHEW L. WALD

• SMITHTOWN, N.Y.

The day after T.WA. Flight 800 exploded

In the skies south of Long Island July 17,

the local congressman announced, that one

of the black boxes had been found Over the

next few days, the President’s chief of staff

said Investigators were looking closely for

signs ofterrorism andhad detected “chem-

ical leftovers” on plane debris. The Gover-

nor told the world, including the anxious

families, that divershad found “dozens and

dozens” of additional bodies.

At the time, all of the statements were

wrong. The people who usually disseminate

information after such incidents, the inves-

tigators from the National Transportation

Safety Board, said little publicly.

The hours after a plane crashes are a

time of information chaos, a torrent of

purported facts, many of which turn out to

be false. But in this crash and the last big

one, the Valujet DC-9 that plunged into the

Everglades in "May,, something more has

been happening: culture clash.

On one side are the old hands in aviation

who know where the answers are. In this

case the answers are in the debris nine

miles offshore and 120 feet down, waiting to

be pried from the sea by divers and decod-

ed by metallurgists, Chemists and comput-

er specialists. It could take months.

Grounded
On cheotherside are elected officials, who

are of late drawn to such accidents to see

and be seen, to offer comfort to the victims

and reassurance to the public and press.

Flanked by cameras and microphones, they

eagerly spout information, even if it later

turns out to be false.

The approach has its perils, as Secretary

of Transportatxxi Federico Pena discov-

ered after going to the Everglades in mid-

May to declare that- Valujet was safe. The

airline was grounded weeks later.

Thrown Into the mix of agencies and

politicians in the T.WA. crash is a top F-B.J.

official who acknowledges that he has never

dealt with a plane that crashed in water. Yet

by its si»» alone .the F.BX has come to

dominate the investigation-even though it is

not in charge unless foul play is officially

determined.
FJ3.I. involvement has created several

sources of information where usually there

is only one, the safety board. The N.T.SJL Is

a jealous agency that has in the past given

an unceremonious boot to officials of other

agencies who disclose any findings. Last

year, it yanked aNew York State investiga-

tor off a subway collision case because he

persisted in publicly offering theories ana

explanations before the board was ready.

In the case of T.WA. flight 800, the board

bas been unable to turn away high-ranking

elected officials, who may misspeak or not

fully understand what technical experts

have told them. The resulting spectacle had

the Federal official in charge of the recov-

ery and investigation, Robert T. Francis of

the safety board, announcing that human

remains were being brought to the surface

as fast as possible while Governor George

E. Patafcl was implying that large amounts

of human remains were being bypassed.

The White House finally stepped in, to

impose discipline, if not necessarily order,

on the flow of information. President Clinton

contradicted his chief or staff, Leon Panetta,

after Mr. Panetta’s comments on terrorism

and cautioned against premature conclu-

sions Then Mr. Panetta met with the

chairman of the safety board, James Hall,

and officials of other agencies to resolve

what Mr. Francis later called the “furor" of

conflicting information.

Mr. Francis then stated publicly and

sternly that his agency would be making the

announcements — although in theory it had

been all along. Mr. Patald said later be had

given out the information as be understood

it at the time. In a separate news confer-

ence, Mr. Francis said, "Miscommunica-

tions are always unfortunate."

An Information Fix

But the board’s information system,some
of its officials realize, is outmoded. The

cycle of sending people into the field every

rooming and holding a progress meeting

every evening followed by a news confer-

ence at 8 or 9, worked better before the age

of all-news television. And in this crash,

there is even less tolerance than usual for

the normal delays of an aircraft investiga-

tion, and a sense that the trail of the bad

guys (if they exist) is growing cold.

But if politicians are tempted to step in

again, they might consider the fate of Mr.

Pena. At a recent Senate Commerce Com-
mittee hearing, he was quizzed by Kay
Bailey Hutchison of Texas, who was on the

safety board in the mid-1970’s- During her

tenure, she said, secretaries of transporta-

tion never went to crashes — why did he?

Mr. Pena said he went to make it clear

that the safety board is in charge. The

Senator replied that the board had always

performed well for itself.

Ms. Hutchison said that Mr. Pefla should

think about leaving the safety board to do Its

Job, “without calling press conferences that

tend to confuse the situation.”

Continued From Page 1

Although the F.B.I. and other agencies say

they have yet to determine what caused the

T.W.A crash —- late last week, mechanical

failure had not been ruled out — there are

eerie echoes of Lockerbie, and they seemed
to reverberate more loudly by the day.

Even the recovery of the T.WA. cockpit

voice recorder brought back memories of

Pan Am 103. Officials of the National

Transportation Safety Board said the de-

vice had recorded normal cockpit conver-

sation, followed by a brief, unexplained

interruption, then silence.

“I got goose bumps because it reminded

me so vividly of Pan Am 103," said Vincent

Cannistraro, the CXA.’s former chief of

counterterrorism operations, who led the

Pan Am 103 investigation. He added that on

the Pan Am cockpit recording, “a crunch-

ing sound like the airplane breaking up"

also interrupted the pilots’ conversations.

“That was the bomb."
In the days after the bombing. Lockerbie

— where Scottish officials had set up their

headquarters for investigating the crash

and dispensing information to the world’s

press, which descended on the town — was
bustling but emotionally muted. The town

hall became a makeshift morgue; there

were few public displays of anger over the

pace of the recovery, as there have been

since the T.WA. crash.

It was not that victims’ families had no
complaints. In their 1990 book, “The Fall of

Pan Am 103” (G. P. Putnam’s Sons), Ste-

ven Emerson and Brian Duffy reported

that a week after the crash, many British

and American families “still had no word
on when they could recover the bodies and

at least give them a proper burial.” Locker-

bie itself was not just a crime scene; II of

the town’s residents died after the fiery

debris from the jet struck their houses.

But Lockerbie was not media-driven

New York. Scottish police officials had
tried to persuade relatives not to go to

Lockerbie for fear the experience would be

too traumatic. Many did go, but they were
largely shielded from reporters.

Perhaps the ferocity and swiftness with

which some T.WA. 800 family members
have taken their case to the news media —
and the media's desire to hear them — can

be traced to the experience of Pan Am 103.

Many Pan Am 103 families, furious at what

they viewed as security lapses in airports

before the bombing, and Government indif-

ference to them after it, formed support

and lobbying groups. Their vigilance, some
officials have said, helped keep pressure on

investigatory agencies to find the bombers.

It was an investigation that had started

in the hills and meadows around Lockerbie,

a search so painstakingly executed that,

months after the crash, some relatives of

the victims were getting heartbreaking re-

minders of what had happened over Scot-

land. So meticulous had the Scottish police

been, in fact, that when some of the victims’

clothing was returned to American fam-

ilies, it came back cleaned and pressed.
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RU 486: It Isn’t Just Popping a Pill

By GINA KOLATA

M ARCIA B.. a 30-year-old married sociologist

who lives on the West Coast, knew she was

pregnant as soon as she missed her men-

strual period, and she knew she did not want

to have the baby. “I did not want to be pregnant one

second longer.” she said. It was too early for a suction

abortion, but she discovered she had another option. A
clinic nearby was participating in studies of an abortion

pill, called RU 486 in France and mifepristone in this

country, and she could have an abortion with this

method immediately. So she seized the opportunity.

In retrospect, she says, “Anyone who thinks it’s

just a matter of taking a pill is going to be let down.”

Mifepristone is expected to be widely available

soon in America and has already been used by more
than 200.000 women in Europe. The Population Council,

a nonprofit organization, obtained a license to market

the drug in the United States from its maker, the

French company Roussel Uclaf, and tested it here, in

clinics like the one that Marcia visited. On July 19, an

advisory committee to the Food and Drug Administra-

tion concluded that the drug was safe and effective,

clearing the way for the agency to license it for sale.

What are the practical realities, though?

Abortion rights groups said that if the drug is

approved, abortion will become more private and more
widely available. Worried about violence and harass-

ment from opponents of abortion rights, fewer and
fewer doctors are willing to give surgical abortions.

Fully 89 percent of counties have no abortion provider.

Yet in a survey last year of obstetrician-gynecologists

by che Kaiser Family Foundation, half said they were
likely to use mifepristone if it is approved.

Not Yet a Home Remedy
Dr. Elizabeth Newhall, who tested the drug in her

Portland, Ore., clinic, Everywoman's Health, said it

would be easy for gynecologists and for many internists

and general practitioners to offer the drug, and eventual-

ly, she said, “I have no doubt that women will be able to

do this at home." For now, though, the Population

Council intends to restrict its use to doctors’ offices.

“We are making women hang around in clinics in

my opinion because we do not want anything bad to

happen to anyone who takes Che drug,” Dr. Newhall said.

"The political aftermath would be so horrendous" if a

woman cook the drug and hemorrhaged at home.

The cost differences are negligible. A mifepristone

abortion is expected to cost the same as a suction

abortion, about $250.

What about the experience? Dr. C. Wayne Bardin, a

consultant to the Population Council, said 82 percent of

women who took the drug reported intense uterine

cramps, a dull pain that. Dr. Newhall said, is like the

spasms from appendicitis or a gallstone attack.

Suction abortions also can hurt, “l think the pain

attached to a suction abortion is much worse, “ Dr.

Newhall said. “While it is much much briefer, the pain is

more intense.” In a suction abortion, a woman lies on a
table and receives several shots of a local anesthetic in

her cervix, like the kind a dentist uses before drilling. A
doctor uses an instrument to grasp and pull her cervix

open, inserts a flexible plastic tube into the uterus, and

One woman says she left the

clinic not knowing whether
she had had an abortion.

suctions out its contents. After several minutes, it is

over, although cramps can last for a half hour or more.
“It takes from one hour to two hours from your

arrival at the clinic until you leave.” Dr. Newhall said.

Marcia B., who asked that her last name not be used
because her mother does not know about her five

abortions, has tried both types. She has had four suction

abortions and has worked in an abortion clinic, so she
knows what they are like. She said the amount of pain is

unpredictable. “I had one that barely hurl — it was like

mild menstrual cramps,” she said. But, she added, the

last one she bad “was excruciating.”

She found out that there are drawbacks to mifepris-

tone abortions, too. The first hurdle was “the time

commitment,” Marcia said. It required three visits to

the clinic, the first two lasting for hours.

On her first visit, on a Monday, Marcia had an
exam, tilled out a questionnaire and gave informed

consent. She was at the clinic for several hours before

she finally took three mifepristone tablets and went

home The pills block the action of the hormone proges-

terone, which is necessary to sustain a pregnancy.

The Next Step
On Wednesday, she returned to the clinic for the

next step of the abortion, taking another drug, misopros-

tol, that makes the uterus contract and expel the em-
bryo. Then she waited for the abortion to begin, joining a
handful of other women in the clinic, in a room equipped

with cots and two bathrooms. At five weeks since her

last menstrual period, Marcia’s pregnancy was one of

the earliest — a few of the women were 10 weeks
pregnant (The Population Councfl's studies included

women who were up to 10 weeks pregnant, butthe group
has only applied to market it forwomenwho were up to 7

weeks pregnant)
"I definitely noticed a pattern,” Marcia said. “The

women who were later in pregnancy had a much harder
time. They had really bad cramping and a lot of bleeding.

It was kind of alarming.” She said they soaked through

pad after pad as their uteruses emptied. .

“Those of us who were early were sitting there

saying, ‘When is this going to happen?’ ” Marcia said.

She waited at the clinic for six or seven hours, she said.

Nothing happened for the first three or four hours, then

she bled a little. But she left die clinic not knowing
whether she had had an abortion.

“A couple of days later, I was spotting a little and L

passed something," she said, which she thought might be
the remains. And then her pregnancy symptoms disap-

peared. She returned to the clinic and was proclaimed no
longer pregnant.

Her experience was atypical Dr. Irving M. Spitz of

the Population Council said that 54 percent of women
had their abortions within four hours after taking miso-

prostol. Only 8 percent had to wait more than 24 hours.

Dr. Beverly Winikoff of die Population Council said

that women said they “like this method overwhelming-
ly.” and that women praised the mifepristone abortions

as being more “natural” and for giving them “control”
But Marcia said she didn’t feel that way. “With a
surgical abortion, you have the advantage of knowing
that when they turn the machine off you are not pregnant

anymore,” she said But with mifepristone, she said, she
had no idea when or even whether her abortion would be
complete. Natural? “That is baffling to me,” she said
“To me it seems incredibly unnatural”
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New Contract

For the Poor
Continued From Page 1

deeper purpose: putting an electioneering President

rirm
|f Ite si^stbe measure as is, president Clinton wiU

appear to have fulfilled his famous pledge about enduig

JSfareTn truth, he will have abandoned the vision mat

animated the slogan. Having sought office with the aim

of a redefined social contract - health care for every

American - he will be seeking re-election with a bill

that begrudges poor infants their Pampers.

IfJhe vetoes the bill. Mr. Clinton can preserve his

allegiance to his original purpose, which promised more

for the poor while demanding more from them. But he

can also expect a rainstorm of Republican

here to Election Day. In sending back a welfare bill for

the third time, he will insure a parade of 30-second

television ads calling him a back-tracker and a fiip-

flopper, a pledge-breaking defender of the status quo.

Welfare slogans are often at odds with welfare

substance, as Mr. Clinton himself well knows, being a

master of both. He underscored the distinction last

week, in giving earthy consideration to what die Senate

called welfare reform. “You can put wings on a pig. but

you don’t make it an eagle,” he said.

No Promises Now
But what the President didn’t say last week was

equally important. He didn’t say he would veto the bill.

“He keeps his promise and he abandons his princi-

ples — or he keeps his principles and abandons his

promise,” said Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New
York, Mr. Clinton’s most vocal Democratic critic.

“Thai’s the dilemma he’s in.”

While the President is caricatured as a defender of

the status quo, it’s his activism that has landed him in this

thicket.

“End welfare as we know it” — it was remarkably

bold and utterly vague, this snippet of 1992 campaign

rhetoric that now holds social policy hostage. Had a

Republican first said it, he or she would have been

diagnosed with a case of hard-heartedness. But Mr.

Clinton, a child advocate and husband of a child advocate,

brought the notion instant credibility.

And great misunderstanding. Many people heard

only the first two words: end it But Mr. Clinton was
mindful of the as-we-know-it qualifier. He was calking

about new training programs, expanded chile} care, uni-

versal health care and, if need be, last-resort government

jobs for those who exhausted a two-year limit

When he finally put his plan in writing, in June 1994,

it would have “invested” an extra $10 billion over five

years in the hopes of future payoffs. Now he faces a plan

that heads $70 billion in the other direction. It cuts $60

billion from the anti-poverty budget and ends welfare by,

well, ending welfare.

Under the Republican plan, families may receive no
more than five years of benefits in a lifetime, and states

***Jt*4 mifrnm. ’ •*
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The Republican bill offers

more than earlier versions,

but whom will it hurt?

can set much lower limits— as little as, say, 30 days.

According to estimates by LaDonna Pavetti of the

Urban Institute, if the five-year limit were in effect today,

about 2 million adults, with 4.5 million children, would be
instantly shorn from the rolls. They are among the

nation’s least educated people, and are concentrated in

the most blighted areas. In Detroit, 67 percent of the

children receive welfare in the course of a year; in New
York it’s 39 percent On what will they get by?

The Republicans havraTt answered that question as
much as they've turned it around: the middle class
supports itself, so why can’t the poor? With a handful of
Democratic allies, they’ve put the status quo on trial.

“We know the present system is a complete disaster.”
said Representative Oav Shaw, a Florida Republican
and an architect of the House bilL

Senator Joseph Lieberman, a Connecticut Democrat,
says the apocalypse is now. “Millions of children are in

poverty, with their parents leading lives of desperation
and hopelessness" he wrote last week, in urging the
President to sign the bOL

Virtually no one defends the current system, whose
ameliorative successes are invisible (money for shoes or
a bowl of cereal) and whose major flaws are on full
display. It is an affront to prized values — work, family,
initiative and independence. The public hates it for good
reasons (its indulgence of the indolent) and for bad
reasons (its disproportionate support of racial minorities,
who stay on the rolls longer).

Ilie Risk of Chaos
But tb say the current system has failed is not to say

• it can’t get worse. The few Democrats trying to salvage
the safety net include the system’s most acute detractors.
Mr. Moynihan s fame originally derived from his wam-mgahout illegitimacy. Edward I. Koch, former Mayor of

Snm hi
0* a career of denouncing freeloaders.W

?^

P

0”1 m Wstory when we
will permit children to starve?”

^ Republican bill would not do
tiiaL Indeed, It offers more than last year’s version

care money, more medical care), which ispartly what tempts the President to sign iL
’ ”

,
starvation; it’s just additional chaoshurt and need The Urban Institute estimates the bill willdmte 2.6miniOT people below the pover^ih^- wTfomention what it might do to those already thereThe nation’s most successful job-placement nro-gramfor welfare^P^ts.in.River^drSTTiromS
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has received benefits for more than
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in a Room Full of Smoke at RJR Nabisco
By BARNAJBY J.FEDER

P
ICTURE this job listing: Wanted,
|

chief executive for tobacco/food
company with restive sharehold-
ers; duties include shedding high-
ly regarded food operations, re-

viving tobacco products that have been de-
clining for decades and competing at home
and overseas with larger, deeper-pocketed
rivals; must have thick skin and get used to
being called a “merchant of death." -

Since leading such a company is not most
top-flight managers’ idea of ftin, the board
of RJR Nabisco Holdings had. few obvious
options when gruff Charles M, Harper told
them he wanted to.quit last December after
18 months on the Job! They could have begun
an arduous search for an impressive outsid-
er, though experience suggested that any
recruit znzght come with one eye on the exit.

They could have promoted one of their two
seasoned vice chairmen, but one of them, H.
John Greeniaus, the chief executive of Na-
bisco Holdings, had scant interest in tobac-
co, and the other, James W. Johnston, had
been shunted Into restricted roles by Mr.
Harper after failing to light up the strug-
gling tobacco business.

The other choice— and one reached unan-
imously and quickly — was Steven F. Gold-
stone, who had recently been named presi-

dent after coming to the company as part-
time general counsel less than a year earli-

er. Mr. Goldstone, SO, who is shorter than
average but not as slight as be looked next
to the 0-foot, O-inch Mr, Harper, had rapidly

become the chief executive’s most trusted
strategic adviser. He had also impressed
the board with his ability to speak clearly

about the most complicated issues and won
the respect of other RJR executives who.
found him far more approachable.than his

boss.

When toe appointment of the little-known

Mr. Goldstone was announced on Dec. 5,

tqany on Wall Street regarded him as a
possible short-timer in the executive parade
that has marched through RJR’s New York
City headquarters since 1989 when RJR was
taken private by Kohlberg Kravis Roberts&
Company in the largest leveraged buyout in

history. Of his six predecessors, the longest
reign had been Ibe four-year stint of Louis
V. Gerstner Jr, who cut out on the last year
of his five-year contract in 1993 to take the

more lucrative and influential job of turning

around LB-M.
. These days, though, it looks as thoughMr.
Goldstone, a cigar smoker who gave up
cigarettes at his doctor's insistence 17 years
ago, has every intention of staying indefi-

nitely — and he has the directors* strong

backing to do so. He was elected chairman
in May as Mr. Harper completed his transi-

tion to retirement.

Clearly, stability at the top would give the
company a better shot at solving some
problems that have festered in the tumultu-

ous yearr since the buyout Like every to-

bacco company, RJR has had to battle

growingpublic condemnation of its products

and marketing practices, wave alter wave
of lawsuits and the threat of tougher Gov-
ernment regulation.

But it also has its own set of woes.Though

it had revenue ol 516 billion last year, it

continues to lose ground at home to the
Philip Morris Companies, a much larger
rival, and is outgunned in the race to expand
globally by both Philip Morris and BJLT.
Industries of Britain. It is stili struggling to
stem a long decline of premium brands like

Winston and Salem. Mr. Goldstone, like his
counterparts in the 1980's, is chafing at the
low value Wall Street places on RJR stock.

“What the market wants out of this com-
pany is a sense it is in control of its fate,"

Mr. Goldstone said.

The closer Mr. Goldstone comes to satis-
fying the market, of course, the more as-
sured will be his place in the anti-smoking
lobby’s pantheon of arch-villains. At the
same time, though, Mr. Goldstone, a corpo-
rate lawyer who had never run a company,
would win not just acclaim on Wall Street
but the chance to cash in on a rich, incen-

tive-laden contract, including a bonus of

200,000 shares if RJR's stock, which closed
at $30.25 on Friday, reaches $43.75 in the
next three years.

Mr. Goldstone sympathizes with Wall
Street’s skeptical attitude, which he sees as
a predictable response to RJR’s rocky histo-

ry since 1988. It was in October of that year
that F. Ross Johnson, then chairman and
chief executive, ignored the advice of Mr.
Goldstone, his outside lawyer, and an-

nounced a bid by an investment group that

he led to take RJR private.

The ensuing buyout battle, which Mr.
Johnson and his team, including the appre-
hensive Mr. Goldstone, lost to Kohlberg
Kravis, raised RJR's stock price beyond
Mr. Johnson's wildest dreams. But it also

cost him and many of his senior lieutenants

their jobs. And it saddled RJR with $25
billion of new debt, much of it junk bonds
with interest rates that climbed as high as

17 percent •

As RJR’s new owners, Kohlberg Kravis
recruited high-profile executives to clean up
the financial mess. First came Mr. Gerstner
from American Express, who impressed
subordinates with his attention to detail but
who also made it clear from the start that he
saw the company as a stepping stone to

other jobs, several company insiders say.

After a brief interlude when two execu-
tives from the Gerstner team.acted as co-

chairmen, Kohlberg Kravis lured Mr. Har-
per, who was then 66, from Conagra Inc. to

finish the financial restructuring. Mr. Har-
- per, who had given up smoking after a heart
attack, was renowned for building Conagra
from a small Nebraska foodcompany into a
multinational giant He closed his tenure

' with the introduction of the spectacularly

successful Healthy Choice food products.

His primary missions at RJR were to
pare debt and; split off Nabisco, the food-V-

corupany, from RJR’s tobacco operations.
t

But the spinoff plan bogged down in a bliz-

zard ofanti-tobacco lawsuits after the initial

public offering in January 1995 of 19.5 per-

cent of Nabisco’s stock. Frustrated, Mr.
Harper announced plans in December to

return to his home in Omaha to be with his

ailing wife, and be persuaded the board to

turn over the reins at RJR to Mr. Goldstone.

It was not a hard seU Mr. Harper, who
goes by the nickname "Mike" but has been

Changing Tastes
RJR Nabisco is struggling to halt the decline in domestic sales of two of its three

major full-price brands. Sales in billions of cigarettes

Source: Wheal. First Securities
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called Big Foot behind his back, was known
for intimidating subordinates. “Conflict is

extraordinarily desirable in coming to good
decisions,” an unapologetic Mr. Harper said

recently.

Maybe so, but in this case, it wasn't
enough to produce the sort of results that

would have made him a hero to the RJR
board. The company's share price inched up
8 percent on his watch, to 530.25 from
$28,125, while shares of RJR’s archrival,

Philip Morris, soared nearly 80 percent in

the same period.

To be sure, Mr. Harper could assert that

forces beyond his control were at work,
including Kohlberg Kravis’s sale of its 40

percent stake in the company. Earnings
also suffered from a ferocious price war
initiated by Philip Morris in 1993 in response

to Mr. Gerstrier's earlier bid to grab market
share with bargain cigarette brands.

Still, Mr. Harper delivered no pleasant

surprises to offset such setbacks, and Mr.
Goldstone, who had joined RJR in February
1995, quickly established himself as a poten-

tial leader.

His rapid advance from part-time to full-

time work, and in October, his promotion to

president, were welcomed by many senior

RJR managers, who were only too happy to

drop by his office and let him serve as
mediator with Mr. Harper.

Mr. Goldstone’s mosr obvious assets —
the legal skills and financial experience

accumulated during his years as a lawyer
specializingin corporate mergers and ac-

quisitions—became steadily more valuable
as lawsuits piled up, along with demands
from dissatisfied shareholders fed by Ben-

nett S. LeBow and Carl C Icahn, to hasten

the Nabisco spinoff.

"You couldn’t have designed a better per-

son to lead the battle against LeBow," said

Lawrence R. Ricciardi, the former RJR
general counsel and president, who eventu-

ally followed Mr. Gerstner to I.B.M.

Perhaps his most deft feat was winning

the trust of so many senior RJR executives

while working so closely with the increas-

ingly unpopular Mr. Harper. “His finger-

prints are on all my key decisions," Mr.

Harper said. “He participated in the impor-

tant people changes, and not just by saying,

‘Yes, Mike.’
”

Mr. Goldstone has been involved in RJR
affairs much longer than most outsiders

realize.

The son of a manager at a nightgown

factory, he grew up in the Westchester

County suburbs of New York City and went
straight to work as a Wall Street lawyer
after graduating from New York University

Law SchooL He represented RJR when it

acquired Del Monte in 1979 and Nabisco
when it merged with Standard Brands in

1980, four years before the food company
was acquired by RJR. He caught the atten-

tion of RJR’s general counsel, Mr. Rio-

ciardi. during a 1994 review of tobacco liti-

gation and became Mr. Ricciardi's first

choice as successor when he departed.

Before moving from his law firm to RJR,
Mr. Goldstone said, he gave considerable

thought to the anti-tobacco sentiment in the

United States.

“If I believed a lot of the stuff I’ve read I'd

be troubled,” he said. “But I’m comfortable
that it's a legitimate pleasure for adults

with known risks.” He noted that he takes

flying lessons, exposing himself to a danger
that his friends describe as lunatic “Not to

sound too red-white-and-blue about it, but
taking risks is what this country is about,"
he added.

Asked about the recent comment of Bob
Dole, the likely Republican Presidential

nominee, that tobacco isn't necessarily ad-

dictive to all smokers, he said: “Millions of

adults enjoy the products and alSo millions

have chosen to stop smoking without the aid

of treatment centers, clinics or drugs. 1

don't think there's a lot more to add on the

issue."

Mr. Goldstone’s more immediate concern
is not smokers’ perception of health risks,

but investors' qualms about the risk of

buying RJR stock. To court disgruntled

shareholders, he pushed through a dividend

increase and a $100 million share* repur-

chasing program this spring.

The measures were modest compared
with what investors have come to expect
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PERFORMANCE m U.S. DOLLARS IN LOCAL CURR.

Week Week YTD YTD Dividend YTD
Country Index % Chg. Rank % Chg. Rank Yield Index % Chg.

Australia 193.35 -0.8 8 2.1 19 4.40 163.75 - 3.6

Austria 178.50 -0.2 3 2.3 17 2.05 137.36 5.8

Belgium 209.60 -0.6 7 0.2 22 4.22 157.86 4.0

Brazil 171.65 -5.5 26 24.4 1 2.04 31&B0 29.2

Britain 231.64 -0.5 6 0.5. 21 4.25 220.82 0.3

Canada 155.97 -1.7 14 5.1 9 2.31 155.15 5.8

Denmark 306.66 -0.9 10 6.2 8 1.93 238.45 9.5

Finland 191.42 -0.4 5 2.3 16 2.77 180 58 5.9

France 188.42 -1.1 11 5.0 10 3.24 148.58 8.0

Germany 170.78 -1.3 12 . 4.3 12 1.85 131.49 7.9

Hong Kong 412.38 -2.2 16 6.4 7 3.50 409.42 6.4

Ireland 275.13 0.1 2 7.7 5 3.58 239.82 6.8

Italy 75.28 -4.0 22 2.1 18 2.58 85.84 - 1.7

Japan 148.40 -1.5 13 - 4.2 23 0.75 101.57 0.5

Malaysia. 530.89 -4.8 25 9.4 2 1.76 509.63 7.4

Mexico' 1128.63 -3.3 20 9.0 3 1.42 9372.76 7.4

Netherlands 262.92 -2.4 •17 3.7 14 3.36 214.78 7.6

New Zealand 83.07 3.0 1 4.3 13 4.29 63.31 - 2.1

Noway 248.65 -0.9 9 7.5 e 2.10 215.25 8.5

Singapore 385.14 -3.8 21 - 5.4 24 1.51 251.39 - 5.3

South Africa 336.13 -4.3 23 -128 25 226 327.63 6.7

Spain 173.16 -2.7 18 4.8 11 3.53 165.49 9.0

Sweden 338.31 -2.1 15 8.4 4 2.59 329.72 7.7

Switzerland • 238.64 -3.0 19 1.1 20 1.66 178.94 6.3

Thailand . 144.91 -8.7 28 -13,9 26 2.32 142.35 -13.5

United Stales 258.88 -0.4 4 3.0 15 228 258.88 3.0

[COMPOSITE INDICES

Europe 206: 18 -1.4 2.6 3.19 177.32 .
'4.4

Pacific Basin 160.56 -1.7 - 2.8 122 112.12 0.7

Europe/Pacific 179.46 -1.6 - 0.3 2.16 136.81 2.4

World 204.64 -1.1 1.2 2.21 175.06 2.9

WORLD INDEX
in U-S. dollars.
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Exchange rates Friday

Lest

Friday

Week
% Chg.

Year
Ago

Japanese yen to the U.S. dollar 108.37 107.95 +0.38 88.15

German marks to the U.S dollar 1.4822 1.4865 -0.28 1.3815

Canadian dollars to the U.S. dollar 1.3745 1.3691 -0.39 1.3671

U.S. dollars to the British pound 1.5545 1.5455 * +0.58 1.6004

Source: Bloomberg Financial Martete. e' change rules as ofFridays Neat ttirt dose

annually from Philip Morris, but RJR hopes
that by moving in the same direction for the,

first time since 1988, it can show Wall Street

that it no longer should be trading at such a
large discount to its rivaL

Mr. Goldstone also argues that the com-
pany is in a better competitive position

overseas — an explosive growth market —
than most American investors realize.

While smoking in the United States has
declined 20 percent in the last two decades,

exports of American cigarettes have more
than tripled. And the big producers, includ-

ing RJR, have invested billions of dollars to

acquire production capacity in newly open
markets in Asia and Eastern Europe. In the

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe alone,

where tobacco was formerly controlled by
state-run monopolies, smokers light up 700

billion cigarettes annually, compared with
500 billion in the United States.

American companies’ share of world cig-

arette production is just 13 percent, but
consumer surveys show smokers’ prefer-

ences in many countries shifting toward
“American blend" products like Philip Mor-
ris's Marlboro and RJR’s Camel and Win-
ston.

“There's a 10-year window to grab
enough market share that you are too big

for even Philip Morris to crush when the

dust settles,” said Jason Wright, a company
spokesman. Mr. Goldstone predicts that the

company's $3.2 billion international opera-

tions will grow at least 10 percent this year,

and by steadily increasing percentages for

many years after.

A reminder of how hard it could be to

meet such goals cropped up in RJR’s sec-

ond-quarter earnings, reported on Tuesday.

International sales were flat because of

economic disruptions in Russia. Over all,

the company had operating profits slightly

above Wall Street forecasts, although there

was a net loss of $27 million after absorbing

a $246 million charge for restructuring at

Nabisco.

For now, RJR is focusing most of its

international effort on building its leading

brands in big markets where toe company
already has a significant presence, like its

heavily advertised program for Camel
Lights in France. One of its toughest tasks

will be reversing toe decline in its share of

cigarette sales in the United States, now
down to about 25 percent. The erosion has

come despite the strong performance of its

discount Doral brand and toe stunning turn-

around of Camel, after decades of weaken-
ing sales, into one of toe fastest-growing

premium brands.

One of RJR's newest marketing ploys has
been toe creation of the Moonlight family of -

\

brands, specialty cigarettes like Metro and
City Lights that are sold in nightclubs, dis-

cos and other urban gathering spots. They
are aimed at smokers looking for novelty,

juch as microbreweries have been a hit

among beer drinkers seeking more variety.

The company also maintains hopes for

Eclipse, toe nearly smokeless cigarette that
it is now test-marketing. So far, it is per-
forming better than Premier, toe compa-
ny’s previous stab at creating a market for
products that primarily heat tobacco rather
than burn il If either toe Moonlight line or
Eclipse gains even 1 percent of the $45
billion market, it would be toe industry's

most successful product introduction since
the 1970's.

At toe same time, toe company continues

to experiment with adjustments in the taste,

packaging and image of its mature brands.

The newest Winsron slogan, “No bull," for

example, is an allusion to toe absence of

additives, like moisturizers and flavors, in

toe tobacco of Winstons being test-marketed

in Florida.

“We are trying to put innovative ideas

behind a portfolio of products," Mr. Gold-

sione said. "Salespeople get charged up if

they get a sense they are working for a

company that isn’t brain-dead."

Most tobacco analysts say toe industry is

undervalued and a few argue that RJR is

actually a better bet than Philip Morris at
current levels. Still, Wall StreeL remains
skeptical: in recent months, Philip Morris
has traded roughly 12 times its projected
cash earnings, while RJR has been at 8
times. If toe gap closed to toe single point
that prevailed in 1988 before RJR became so
beholden to its bondholders and to Kohlberg
Kravis, RJR's share price would soar by
about 40 percent, to around $42.

"Most companies trading at eight times

cash earnings are in miserable shape," Mr.

Goldstone said. "We’re not We’ve just got to

demonstrate we’re through punishing

shareholders." Even a lawyer would have a

hard time arguing.
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July 22-26: Small Stocks Continue to Slide as the Bond Market Waits to Hear From the Fed
Sources Bank Rate Monitor: Bloomberg FinancialMarkers: The Bond Buyer Darastream;

Goldman. Sachs: /BCS Money Fund Report, MemII Lynch Standard & Poor is. Ryan Labs
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PRICES
Demesne EQUITIES

Broad market Down 0.44%
S.&P. 5

D

O index • 635.90

Blue chips UP 0.85%
Dow 30 industrials 5,473.06

.«$ Small capttaBzaUon Down 2.17%
Russell 2000 index 314.57

TOEHB Xvi-

DOMESTIC BONDS

Treasuries Down 0.24%
Ryan Labs. Total Return 185.69

j Municipals (Ip 0.05%
Bond Buyer index 114.38

m Corporates Down 0.16%
7k Merrill Lynch Master index 801.50

’
• .

"

*v -
- +is%

AROUND THE WORLD

European stocks Down $.44%
F.T.-Actuhries Europe 206.18

Asian stocks Down 1.73%
F.T.-Actuaries Pacific Basin 160.56

Up 0.10%
New York cash price $385.70

Fotargn indexes are givenm dollar terms.

+15%

YIELDS
BONDS OTHER INVESTMENTS

Long bonds 7.01% Money market funds 4.80% •

H 30-year Treasuries Up 3 basis pts. Taxable average Up 2 basis pts.
p

m Notes 6.27% H| Bank C.D.’s 5.07%
i

SB 2-year Treasuries Up 7 basis pts ® 1-year small savers Up 3 basis pts.
4

Municipals 5.99% Stocks 2.32%
Bond Buyer index Down 1 basis pi. =' S.&P. 500 dividend yield Up i b.p.

tOOoasispomts = > percentagepoint

90-SAY RELATIVE TREND +100

Change in Caste points.
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‘

J

-100

Changem +100

basis points.
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A Storm Surge of Terror
Olympic officiaJs and the Atlanta host commit-

tee made the correct decision in going ahead with

the Gaines yesterday. The fact that they announced

the decision promptly does not indicate they made
it casually. They consulted with the White House

and Federal law enforcement officials before dawn.

As a result, most Americans awakened to receive

simultaneously the news of the attack at Centennial

Olympic Park and the announcement that the

events scheduled for yesterday would continue.

Terrorists vary in their political goals. But

their psychological game is almost always the

same. They want to put the public and their leaders

into a panic that weakens their will, their judgment
and their faith in their political structures — what
President Clinton called “the spirit of our own
democracy.” Prudence and persistence are the

qualities that can and were brought to bear against

the initial surge of dismay that everyone feels when
killers convert the most dreadful fantasies into

reality. “We must be firm in this,” Mr. Clinton said

yesterday as he applauded the response of local

officials and promised an intense Federal investiga-

tive response. “We cannot be intimidated by acts of

terror.”

Sadly, the tactic of intimidation and even
the structure of the bomb had a sharp historical

edge for Atlanta. The city and the region suffered

through a rash of such bombings over three decades

ago. The bomb — a shrapnel device stuffed with

nails and other sharp objects — was of a type used

in the South in the 60's. That history is recalled here

not to prejudge the origin of this attack, but to make

After Mr. Mandela
Few leaders in recent history have forged a

popular sainthood as durable as Nelson Mandela's.

The veneration the South African President re-

ceived on his trip to Britain and France early this

month inspired one cartoonist to portray him walk-

ing across the English Channel. More important,

two years after his election, Mr. Mandela retains

the trust and support of his people. South Africa’s

transition has been astonishingly smooth, largely

due to Mr. Mandela’s commitment to democracy
and reconciliation.

But his term expires in 1999, and the 78-year-old

Mr. Mandela might step down sooner. His succes-

sor, undoubtedly, will be a mere mortal What will

happen then? The answer is probably nothing. South

Africans are a lot calmer about the question than
foreigners, who tend to believe that the success of

the transition rises and falls with Mr. Mandela. In

fact, the African National Congress’s depth is im-
pressive. The Cabinet and provincial governments
boast many capable leaders.

Mr. Mandela has said he would like to be
succeeded by Deputy President Thabo Mbeki, who is

running much of the Government day-to-day and
met last Thursday with President Clinton. There are

credible challengers for the A.N.C.’s nomination, but

it is now Mr. Mbeki’s to lose. Given the A.N.C.’s

tremendous popularity, so is the presidency.

The uncharismatic Mr. Mbeki is a choice de-

signed to soothe whites and foreign governments
and investors. He was influential in persuading Mr.
Mandela to adopt a conservative economic plan that

ties the country's economic future to outside invest-

ment Ironically, the main threat to South African

stability after Mr. Mandela leaves may arise from
this decision, which emphasizes the investment

climate over the needs of poor blacks.

Editorial Notebook

Signs of Bad Times
For urban sociologists. Grand . _ .

Central Terminal nowadays offers A jUaXlGrr
an arresting rush-hour spectacle. J C* .
Commuters sprinting by ticket win- In \JTcl
dows glance reflexiveiy upward at a
vast empty space that until recently was occupied by a

big board that posted arrivals, departures, track num-
bers and destinations, all in legible white letters on
rotating black shutters.

The station is being renovated and the board has
gone. Arrivals and departures are now listed on tiny

television-like screens in obscure comers of the vast

station. Station authorities promise that larger electron-

ic signs will be installed in a few years to compensate for

loss of the big board.

I confess to admiring the station’s restoration. Bui I

also hope that the people in charge take the problem of

signage seriously. Over the years, New York has been
almost aggressively indirferent to travelers who need
plain, easily visible directions on how to reach their

destination.

A decade, ago. for example, the Port Authority and
the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Commission prom-
ised to improve the signs to and from Kennedy and La
Guardia Airports and the various tunnels and bridges to

New Jersey. Yet according to American Automobile
Association engineers, airport signage is still erratic and
furtive. At crucial turns in heavy traffic, motorists look

in vain for trailblazers, the little medallions bearing
symbols of airports, bridges and tunnels.

The literale and less literate are equally baffled by
New York signage. A former Yale president, Benno
Schmidt, confessed in a Times Op-Ed article in 1985 that,

even though he was a New Yorker, “Every time I go up
the Harlem River Drive in search of the Henry Hudson
Parkway, my pulse quickens with fear that 1 wtil wind up
on the George Washington Bridge. Parkways north of the
city remain a maze. Long Island is inscrutable.

”

This is an old complaint, shared by tourists and

A Landmark Vanishes

In Grand Central

residents alike. So I was pleased
to hear it echoed by no less than
the city's new Transportation
Commissioner, Christopher
Lynn. On the telephone, he could
“I’m giving top priority to betternot have been clearer: “I’m giving top priority to better

and simpler signs.”

He has his work cut oui for him. Nothing is more
basic than street signs, but even the busiest intersections

in midtown Manhattan are often missing signs on the

comers. I have heard craning bus passengers shout,

“Can somebody say where we are?" and hope for an
answer. Moreover, with impressive ingenuity, street

signs are often located out of range of street lamps, so
they can barely be read after dusk.

In subways, the maze of letters and numbers is so

confusing that even native New Yorkers frequently give

inaccurate directions to baffled strangers. After using

the subways and buses in Paris, London and Berlin, I

have concluded that mass transit in New York is as

difficult to fathom as the maze of colored lines on the

maps in every subway car Above ground— whimsical-

ly, and for no apparent reasons — motorists will find

signs reading “To Javits Center” (which is way over on

the West Side) on random comers on the Upper East

Side.

A curious aspect of this urban blight Is that it could

be ameliorated at modest cost to City Hail Wistfully,

hopefully, fatalistically, this New Yorker suggests the

following to Commissioner Lynn and other reformers:

1. Embedding street numbers and names on comer
buildings, costs to be shared with owners;

2. Generously scattering signs showing directions to

Lincoln and Javits Craters, to major museums, and to

East and West Side drives;

3. Offering prizes to designers for a more coherent

subway map;
4. Restoring the big departure board at Grand

Central. KARL E. MEYER

Our Welfare System Is Hardly a Total Failure

the point that these evil acts come in waves.
After being buffeted with assassinations, bomb-

ings and hijackings, the United States enjoyed a
decrease in such acts during the early 90’ s. The
Olympics had been blessedly free of violence since

the horrendous assault oq Israeli athletes at Munich
in 1972. Now, alas, we seem to be back in a storm
surge of violence. The hopes for a prolonged cessa-

tion in’ Ireland and the Middle East have dimmed.
Murderous terrorism has in recent years touched
Manhattan, Oklahoma City, American troops

abroad and, if the worst suspicions prove true, the

Long Island crash site.

This grim list argues for a smart and firm
response from the American Government, especial-

ly given our role as the bellwether state when it

comes to a coordinated international offensive

against terrorists of all stripes. Mr. Clinton got off to

a good beginning with his resolute comments and
quick tactical response to the Atlanta bombing. Now
he needs to keep the pressure on the Justice Depart-

ment and other law enforcement, intelligence and
military units involved in fighting terrorism. That
means a continuing focus on the immediate prob-

lems. as well as a searching review of the Govern-
ment's spending and strategy during what could be

a protracted spasm of terrorist attacks.

In the next few days, there will be plenty of

what-ifs about Atlanta. Under concentrated Presi-

dential leadership, Washington needs to be asking

what next, and to be devising strategies for break-

ing the momentum of the terrorists before they

erode our capacity to choose prudence over panic.

The Government’s first budget shifted only 3

percent of spending toward the poor. The Govern-

ment promised a million houses in five years. It has
built only 12,000. Poor people trust Mr. Mandela, and
have been willing to wait But it is an open question

whether they will extend that trust to Mr. Mbeki;'

who has no grass-roots base and is seen as aloof.

Further, Mr. Mbeki has made unsavory alli-

ances to preserve his power. He outmuscled the

respected Cyril Ramaphosa to become Mr. Mande-
la’s heir, and to do it forged an alliance with Winnie
Mandela, the A.N.C.’s most dangerous demagogue.
He has been blamed for the Government’s failure to

lobby Nigeria publicly before the hanging of Ken
Saro-Wiwa and eight other opposition Figures last

November. He is obsessed with press criticism. But
this is epidemic among politicians, and he is careful

to note that the Constitution guarantees freedom of

the press.

Mr. Mbeki’s basic commitment to democracy
is not in doubt, and his missteps have been no worse
than President Mandela's, which do not get much
attention abroad. The Government’s worst misstep
— still reversible— is a clause in the new Constitu-

tion allowing Parliament to alter the Bill of Rights
with a two-thirds majority vote. The Constitutional

Court is reviewing this clause, and will probably ask
Parliament to rewrite iL

The most important reason for optimism about
post-Mandela South Africa, however, has nothing to

do with Mr. Mbeki It is that Mr. Mandela is

preventing the emergence of a cult of personality.

His Government is creating real democratic institu-

tions, respecting the independence of the Central
Bank, the judiciary and the press. He is laying a
solid foundation for a lasting democracy, one that
does not depend on who comes next

To the Editor:
‘

A July 24 front-page article quotes

Senator Pete V. Domenici as saying

that welfare is “a system that has

failed in every aspect” The system

has produced some behaviors by
welfare recipients that we as a soci-

ety may find objectionable. But it

does not follow that the system has

failed lit every aspect.

In terms of its original goal — to

provide relief to children — it has

succeeded, it has helped raise many
poor people above the poverty thresh-

old. That we have come to define

welfare In terms of the ability to get

off the rolls and into a job ultimately

says more about the reasonableness

of our expectations than about

the success or failure of the sys-

tem. Oren M. Levin-Waldman
Annandale-on-Hudson, N.Y.

July 24, 1996

The writer is a resident scholar at
the Jerome Levy Economics Insti-

tute at Bard College.

The System Coerces
To the Editor:

People like Bob Herbert,(column,

July 22} either evade or are unable to

understand that the morality that

welfare statism rests on — sacrific-

ing the producers to tjic less- or

unproductive — is evil When the

government's monopoly on force Is

used to rob an individual of his earn-

. jngN,
which he has an inalienable

right to keep, it is nothing less than

vicious.

“Those who talk about welfare as

essential to a ‘compassionate soci-

ety’ are hot making sense,” writes

Jared Taylor in "Paved With Good

Intentions." "A nation that forces its-

people to give to tbe-poor has written

off compassion and has turned to

coercion.”

people In need are not die respon-

sibility of society at large.

The only moral recourse is io

leave people free of statist coercion

Whomever aou
JasEPn Ksllasd

ValUe
Oceanside, L.L. July 24, 1996

In the Beginning There Was Anonymity
To the Editor:

Detrading the concept of anonym-
ity and the journalist Joe Klein's ad-

herence to die convention in the writ-

ing of his novel, “Primary Colors,"

Joyce Carol Oates (Op-Ed, July 22)

suggests that Blaise Pascal the 17th-

century mathematician and philoso-

pher, invented the definition of God as

“a circle whose center is everywhere
and circumference nowhere.”
But the very same phrase occurs

on a 16th-century astrolabe in Milan,

a device used by astronomers and
astrologers. The instrument depicts

Hermes Trismegistus, the “thrice

great” Hermes, or Thoth, as he was
called in ancient Egypt.
Whether he was the author or the

object of the definition is unlikely to

be established, given that his very
existence cannot be ascertained. Nor
did the astrolabe’s maker sign the

device: both the saying and the per-

son who engraved it are anonymous.
So it is with many ancient and most

medieval works. Historians of art

and literature play a great game of

assigning names to the nameless or

else devise desperate pseudonyms
for them. Yet whether or not names

^>1

are attached shouldn’t affect how we
react to their achievements. In urg-

ing that we respond to the creation

rather than to its creator’s name,
Ms. Oates appeals, to an honorable
tradition much older than she seems
to believe. Anthony Cutler
University Park, Pa_, July 24, 1996

The writer is a professor ofart histo-

ry at Pennsylvania State University.

Colombia Cases Cast No Cloud on President

To the Editor:

Contrary to your July 24 news arti-

cle “Two Convictions in Colombia
Cast New Cloud on President," the

sentences that were imposed on two
of my fbrimerpoiitica] associates by
independeflLjuriges^autythis situa-

tion in a'positive^anner.
' 1 *“*

In fact, the investigation by the

House of Representatives concluded

that I did not participate in any acts

that may have occurred during the

presidential campaign relating to a
solicitation of money from people
with ties to drug trafficking.

My defense attorney demonstrat-
ed that if such acts did occur, the

purpose of those involved was not to

finance the presidential campaign
but rather to take advantage of their

position for their own personal gain.

In accordance with Colombian
law, people convicted of illegal en-

richment are subject to prison terms
of 5 to lOyears and a fine equal to the

increase in personal wealth derived
from the illicitly obtained money.

That the sentence imposed on San-

tiago Medina included a fine of more
than $3.3 million and the sentence

imposed on former Senator Marfa
Izquierdo included a fine of $50,006

demonstrates that the money of t&F
driig chiefs entered their coffers; not

the presidential campaign. If they

had acted solely as intermeefiaries of

the campaign, they would not have
been personally enriched.

I agree with you that it is not

logical that a person directly tied to

drug trafficking, Jorge Luis Ochoa,
the No. 2 man in the Medellin cartel
should be sentenced to only five*

years in prison. That is why I

have proposed to the Colombian con-

gress a reform-of the. laws enacted

during the last government. My pro-

posal substantially increases the

penalties for narcotics trafficking,

money laundering and illicit enrich-

ment Ernesto Samper Pizano,

President

Bogota, Colombia, July 24, 1996

On Burma, the West Fails Test of Democracy

To the Editor:

Re “Burmese Win Observer Status

in Southeast Asia Group” (news arti-

cle, July 22): It is no surprise that

regimes like Indonesia and Singapore
support this military dictatorship. Yet
even though members of the Associa-
tion of Southeast Asian Nations have
said they are not interested in the
restoration of democracy in Myan-
mar, formerly Burma, Western gov-
ernments still argue that their policy

must be coordinated with Mean's.
If Myanmar is the test of the

West's commitment to .supporting

post-cold war democratic move-
ments, our governments are .failing

so tar. Companies like PepsiCo,

whose Burmese partner recently led

an anti-democracy 'rally, should

.leave now rather than wait until

United States officials realize the ob-

vious. Myanmar’s elected represent-

atives bad sound reasons for calling,

for sanctions against their own coun-
try. Reid Cooper

Ottawa, July 24, 1996
The writer is coordinator of the Bur-

ma-TUjet Group, Ontario Public In-

terest Research Group- ' '

School Prayer Proponents Reject U.S. History

To the Editor:

“School Prayer Politics” (editori-

al July 24) is right in observing that
the constitutional amendment pro-
posed by Dick Armey, the House
majority leader, “is not merely un-
necessary, it is dangerous.”

One cannot overestimate the bit-

terness of the conflicts engendered if

a school prayer amendment were to

be debated in each or die 50 states or

if the introduction of religious prac-
tices were to be debated in the thou-

sands of school districts around the

country. Such conflicts are inherent-

ly irreconcilable.

It is a mistake to suggest that pro-

ponents of the Armey amendment are

“trifling” with the Constitution. They
are not conservatives: they do not

seek to conserve the American past

but to abrogate it. They are trying to

convince us that the separation of

church and state is a recent and per-

verse invention of the Supreme Court

The Times welcomes letters
. from

readers. Letters must include the writ-

er’s name, address and telephone

number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to letters@nytimes.com, or by.

regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street, New York, N.Y. 16036-3959,

But they have forgotten that in 1796

the Senate ratified a treatydeclaring

that “the Governmentpi the United
States of America is not in any sense
founded on the Christian religion.”

Religious values have contributed

to the moral life of this country. Those
who advocate a constitutional amend-
ment gutting the establishment

clause threaten America's moral
character. Robert S. Rifkind

-
. ,

President

American Jewish Committee
New York, July 24, 1996
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They’ll Never Know
T
°sftoato iosepn I.

Lieberman and

73 other senators of bothP^sU^
the latest welfare reform bUl is bemr

i for people on welfare

Has any one of them ever tried to feed

; a family of five on food stamps; tried

to find wortLin a ghetto where few jobs

; exist; tried to raise children to be good

citizens in communities where a kmte

;• wound is easier to come by than a

i textbook: tried to get by for a month

i on $352.10? “Welfare as we know

it”- luckily for them, they never

-rfji SUSAN WOLLMAN
New York, July 25, 1996

- •

Democratic Imperative

To che Editor:

As. a New York State Assembly-

man, 1 urge President Clinton not to

sign the welfare reform bilL To me
and 24 of my Democratic legislative

colleagues who also signed this let-

ter, no conceivable amendments

would make the bill acceptable to us

or, we would hope, to the President.

The House and Senate versions of

the bill attack principles the Demo-

cratic Party has held and struggled

for for decades: that the Government

has an obligation to care for the

needy; that children in dire circum-

stances are a national responsibility;

that if provided with an opportunity to

work, people will work; that immi-

grants are welcome to our shores.

. A President seeking the endorse-

ment of the party once again, and

seeking the active support of its

rank and file, should not sign a

bill so inimical to the beliefs of so

many Democrats. With the Presi-

dent speaking out for a truly Demo-
cratic agenda, the ugly noise over

the Republican welfare bill will

fade into the nether reaches of

opportunistic politics, whence it

came. And we Democrats can re-

group and focus on re-electing our
President Edward C. Sullivan

New York, July 25. 1996

Women Base Their Votes

On More Than Abortion

To the Editor:

Judging from "The G.O.P.’s Prob-

lem With Women* (Week in Review,

July 21) and “Some Moderate Wom-
? en Are Taking aNew Look at Dole”

(news article, Same day), both par-

; ties’ candidates still believe in

the gender, gap myth rather than

grasping the truth that would keep
them from sinking on “women's
issues.”

American women are not of one
mind and do not base their vote on
one issue.

The news media have it that the

abortion issue is driving women
away from the Republican Party.

But in. a telephone poll we commis-
sioned in February of American
women on the issues, only 1 percent

of the 1,006 women surveyed said

that abortion is the most serious is-

sue facing the nation.

It is a concern— 55 percent said
they thought that abortion should be
bannedor restricted to cases of rape,
incest or danger to the mother’s life

— but is not the driving force behind
- their vote. Issues like crime and a
decline in moral values ranked much

•. higher.

On welfare reform, 7 out of 10
women favor conservative solutions.

And when asked if they.would prefer
to stay at home to be full-time moth-
ers, 8 of 10 said yes.
A majority was also in favor of tax

credits so they would be able to stay
at home. Women are concerned
about their children. They want to be
able to choose quality education and
to

.
have authority over what

their children are being taught in
school
Women want to know where the

candidates Stand on these issues and
which candidate they can believe.
The answers will determine how
women vote in the 1996 Presidential
election. The news media and politi-
cal leaders ought to pay attention to
women’s positions instead of to a

“S* „ Carmen Pate
vice President of Communications

Concerned Women for America
Washington, July 25, 1996
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Foreign Affairs
THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

Who
Did
This?

Washington
What is so frightening about the

explosion ofT.WA Flight 800, the U.S.
barracks in Saudi Arabia and now the
bomb at the Atlanta Olympics is that
we seem to be dealing with a new kind
of terrorist : “Anonymous" — the real
Anonymous, the one who matters, the
person who with a small pipe bomb or
a single shoulder-held rocket can dis-

turb the sleep of an entire globe, ran
jangle the nerves of governments
high and mighty and yet prefers to

savorit all alone — anonymously.
And what is doubly frightening is

the thought of Anonymous operating
in the information age; All he needs is

a bomb in the right place — and the

Internet, 500 cable channels, MSNBC,
CNN and Sky Television will do the
rest, carrying his deed to every cor-

ner of the globe in real time. And so
from the remotest village in the Aus-
tralian outback to the capitals of the
world, everyone will know of Anony-
mous's work, everyone will be part of

the reaction. The irony that we all

know, and can all be unnerved by, an
unknown terrorist is what really char-

acterizes this new age. Never have
more people been more fully in-

formed, and more deeply rattled, by
someone they cannot identify and for

causes they don't know. When the

crudest form of technology, a pipe

bomb, can team up with the highest

forms of technology, the information

superhighway, and when the unknown
can team up with the all-knowing, you
have a very disturbing combination.

I did not read about the Atlanta

bomb in my newspaper, or hear about

it from television or radio. I got up
Saturday morning, • flipped on my
computer and was about to read the

Middle East news on the Internet

when I came across the news from
Atlanta on America Online.

“When World War I broke out, peo-

ple spoke about ‘The shot that was
heard around the world.’ That was a

metaphor for the political signifi-

cance of the assassination of the

Archduke in Sarajevo, which started

the war." said Stephen Cohen, a lead-

ing expert on conflict resolution. “But
it was only a metaphor. Because that

shot wasn’t actually beard around the

world, fjlow the sbpts rgre.. ljterally
iL

heart"arouodjthe worVd,-even if they
1

have no political meaning. Now the
.

sheer noise of violence is louder than

any political message it might bear.

The only message is fear.”
'

Indeed, one of the ironies of this new
age of terrorism is that even the ter-

rorists are being drowned out by the

noise they make. Why (to they prefer

to be anonymous? Because police

technology is now so good, some ter-

rorists prefer to do their deeds, enjoy

the results and avoid responsibility or

apprehension. But their desire to es-

cape anonymously reduces their ter-

rorism to -little more than a cruel

noise, which overwhelms any political

motive they might have. It doesn’t

When terrorism

dare not

speak its name.

lead us to thinking about any problem,

except terrorism. The Unabomber
was anonymous until he could no long-

er stand that bis purpose was hidden

by the deafening noise of bis bombs.

So he published (be manifesto that

ultimately led police to his door.

And that’s why even speculating

about the meaning behind any of

these acts of violence becomes very

difficult — especially when the U.S. is

involved. When you have terrorism in

Belfast or Israel everyone knows the

motive. But when terrorism involves

the U.S., motive becomes so much
more difficult to sort out, because the

US. is now such a global power that

reaches into so many lives in so many
corners of the world that the motive

could be anything. Someone could be

mad at McDonald’s or Coca-Cola.

Someone could be mad at how U.S. TV
covered his country in the Olympics.

Someone could.be mad at Atlanta's

Mayor. Someone could just be mad.
But sooner or later — maybe very

soon — investigators will no doubt

identify Anonymous in Atlanta and
Long Island. Normally that would

make us feel a bit more secure. If we
can give a face and logic to an act,

somehow ft will make seise and
thereby relieve anxiety. But the anxi-

ety and loss of freedom triggered by
these acts, even when the perpetra-

tors are identified, will remain, after

their apprehension Because that

anxiety isn’t just linked to the solving

of a particular crime or political prob-

lem, but to our increased vulnerabili-

ty generally. An anonymous terrorist

with the right bomb in the right place

can lower the quality of life for an

entire globe.

To be a world-class Olympic athlete-

you need to train for years to prepare

your mind and body for U«e ultimate

competition. To he a world-class,

world-shaking terrorist now. you need

only a pipe bemb, a bag and the World

Wide No name required E3

Liberties

National Parks:

Nature’s Dead End
By David Quammen

Gardiner, Mohl
At the south edge of this little

town, just across

a % from the Yankee

Mm Jim Trading Post

M % and the Bear Coun-
-ML, try Restaurant,

stands a massive stone arch mark-
ing the north entrance of Yellow-

stone National Park. The cement
plaque reads, "Created by Act of

Congress March 1, 1872,” testimony

to the fact that here beyond lies a
piece of demarcated terrain, 2.2 mil-

lion acres of woodland and meadows
and geyser basins, holding special

status: the world’s first national

park. Almost 125 years later, it's still

the most treasured square of more
ogdes&ntdpral landscape on tlte cojt

tinentnd^ited "by .several .million

touristsrevery summer.
Loiter beside that arch on a hot

midsummer morning, and you can
see them arriving — groups in tour

buses, couples in Japanese sedans,

families in station wagons with alu-

minum lawn chairs lashed, to the

roofs. They’re all drawn here by the

conviction that Yellowstone is some-
how extraordinary, its attractions

distinct from what can be seen in

eastern Wyoming or along the inter-

state- that Leads to Salt Lake City.

Still not many of those visitors rec-

ognize, as they pass through the Gar-

diner gateway, that they’re crossing

into. an island.

But they are. At least for some
species — including the grizzly bear,

most imposing of all the native fauna
— Yellowstone is an insular world

set apart from what surrounds it

The island at issue isn’t Yellowstone

proper, but a larger and more organ-

ic entity known as the Greater Yel-

lowstone Ecosystem. The ecosystem
encompasses both Yellowstone and
Grand Teton parks, plus portions of

seven national forests and more, con-

stituting an amoeboid parcel of

largely undeveloped landscape that

totals more than 15 million acres. All

around that parcel lies an ocean of

human impact in the form of ranches

and highways and towns, suburbs

David Quammen is author of “The
Song of the Dodo: Island Biogeogra-

phv in an Age of Extinctions.”

and malls, gun shops and golf

courses.

This sort of insularity carries men-
acing implications not just for Yel-

lowstone but for every other parcel

of protected natural landscape on the

continent, from Baxter State Park in

Maine to Joshua Tree National Mon-
ument in Southem California. Why
menacing? Because Insularity is

conducive to extinction.

Islands are, all too often, where
species and populations die. Call it

the island syndrome. One authorita-

tive tally offers these figures as a

mere sampling: Within the past four

centuries, 171 species and subspecies

of bird have gone extinct; of those

extinctions, 155 occurred on islands.

Like islands, they

are places where
species go to die.

That’s 90 percent — despite the

fact that only about 20 percent of the

planet's bird species are island-

dwellers. Clearly, island birds face a

much higher probability of extinc-

tion than mainland birds do. It’s true

also among animals and plants over-

all: Island species are more readily

extinguished than mainland species.

Why do island creatures go ex-

tinct? The reasons are complicated,

but at their base lie two simple fac-

tors: population size and population

fluctuation. All populations fluctuate

in size, from year to year, in re-

sponse to the good conditions (gentle

weather, abundant food) and the bad

conditions (drought, harsh winters,

famine) they encounter: and small

populations are more likely to fluctu-

ate to zero when conditions are bad,

since zero is never far away.
With less margin of security, a

small population is also more vul-

nerable to the various forms of hu-

man persecution and natural catas-

trophe that can deliver a coup de

grace. Therefore, small populations

face a greater risk of extinction than

big populations. And island popula-

tions — including those trapped

within ecological islands, such as a

park surrounded by development —

tend to be small.

Within the Greater Yellowstone

Ecosystem, for instance, there are

no more than 300 or 400 grizzly

bears, utterly isolated from grizzly

populations elsewhere. Three hun-
dred is probably too small for com-
fort, and so this Yellowstone popula-

tion shares at least some of the jeop-

ardy of the most famous of all extinct

island birds, the dodo.

An important corollary of the is-

land syndrome is that small islands

generally support fewer species than

big islands do. Why? Because they

support bigger populations of each
species, and therefore endure fewer
extinctions. Biologists refer to that

as the species-area relationship.

All of this carries implications, as 1

mentioned, for the national parks,

designated wildernesses, wildlife re-

serves, and other forms of protected

natural landscape set aside in our
country or any other. One of the main
premises behind establishing those

parks and reserves is that, by pro-

tecting in perpetuity a patch of land-

scape, we can protect in perpetuity

the ecological community within it

We can save species. But four dec-

ades of modern scientific thinking

about the species-area relationship,

combined with recent research by a

fellow named William Newmark,
suggest that such protection isn't

necessarily perpetual.

Sometimes it’s only temporary. In-

sularized populations go extinct,

even when the island is protected by
act of Congress. In a paper published

in the journal Conservation Biology

last year, Mr. Newmark reported

that 29 mammal populations have
disappeared from national parks in

western North America due to no
other factor chan the island syn-

drome.
The red fox is missing from Bryce

Canyon National Park in southern

Utah. The mink is gone from Yosem-
Jie. The river orter, the spotted skunk

and the ermine are absent from Cra-

ter Lake National Park in Oregon —
not hunted out, not poisoned out, but

apparently squeezed out by the sheer

insularity of their situation.

Mr. Newmark listed all 29 cases.

Mactek Albrecht

with documentation, and noted a tell-

ing pattern: the smaller the park, the

more mammal species lost. His con-

clusion: "Areas considerably larger

than most parks in western North

America will need to be managed if

the historical mammal faunal as-

semblages within the parks are to be
reestablished."

The Greater Yellowstone Ecosys-

tem is one such larger area, and so

far it seems to have suffered no

island-syndrome losses. But the griz-

zly bear, with its big territorial de-

mands and small population, is at

risk. By the time your great-grand-

children visit Yellowstone, it could

be gone.

Meanwhile, even the Greater Yel-

lowstone Ecosystem grows ever

smaller and more tattered. Timber
sales reduce the wooded acreage of

its national forests, a major gold

mine is threatened just outside the

park's northeast corner, and habitat

is being lost to housing sprawl (in

some cases, for environmentalists

who insist on living "in the country”)

on private lands. As the Yellowstone

island becomes smaller, the progno-

sis for the big bear becomes gloom-
ier.

B
ut it isn't just Yeliow-

|
stone and it isn't just

the grizzly. All over the

i world, the exigent

f needs and demands of

people have left natural

landscapes reduced and fragmented.

Nature itself, in the form of richly

diverse ecological communities, has

been separated from humanity and
compartmentalized, the compart-

ments being those smallish reserves,

refuges ana national parks that we
feel we can conveniently afford to set

aside.

The minatory message of the spe-

cies-area relationship, and of Wil-

liam New mark's work, is that this

approach won't do. For the long

term, it won’t work. Nature can't be

compartmentalized. Nature isn’t

convenient Nature is inherently

big.

Appeasement as a Way of Life

By John R. Bolton

O
ur European allies are

1 professing anger at a
A recent Congressional

I measure that would
r penalize any foreign

company investing

more than $40 million a year in the

Iranian or Libyan oil and gas indus-

tries. The Europeans appeal to “free

trade," but they miss the point; this

dispute goes far beyond economics.

The real problem Is that the West

is divided and aimless in the face of

real, direct and growing threats to

the lives and security of Its citizens.

Although recent Congressional de-

bate focused on Iran’s and Libya’s

support for terrorism, the support of

these and other nations for the prolif-

eration of weapons of mass destruc-

tion — nuclear, chemical and biologi-

cal — is even more pressing.

Congressional measures, however

John R. Bolton, president of the Na-

tional Policy Forum, a Republican

study organization, was an Assistant

Secretary of State in the Bush Ad-

ministration.

laudable, do not constitute adequate
international leadership. That can
come only from the President of the

United States. So far, the field of

battle is largely empty.
The supineness of our European

allies toward Iran and Libya has
been a painful thing to watch. Hugo
Paemen, the European Union’s rep-

resentative in Washington, recently

spoke of “countermeasures" against

United States sanctions, but the real

question is when the Europeans will

take effective measures against the

real enemy: outlaw regimes that

threaten their national interests.

The Europeans oppose sanctions

and other such "extraterritorial”

measures, but they offer little to re-

solve the threat of mass destruction

posed by Iran and Libya (and Iraq,

Syria and North Korea). Citing the
Iranian role in the recent exchange
of Lebanese prisoners for the re-

mains of Israeli soldiers, the Euro-

peans argue that they have rendered
Iran less dangerous by keeping up a
"critical dialogue” with it and selling

it high-technology equipment
But this argument demonstrates

only that some Europeans have nev-
er lost faith in appeasement as a way
of Efe. It is clear that Iran is cynical-

ly manipulating gullible (or equally

cynical) Europeans to advance its

development of weapons of mass de-

struction. Iran has made the "criti-

cal dialogue” an end in itself, and
many Europeans have acquiesced in

the charade for financial gain.

But Euroblindness is not the only

problem, and perhaps not even the

Europe’s
blindness on

Libya and Iran.

main one. No serious analyst expects

the European Union to lead on this

issue. Whatever the difficulty of de-

fining American national interests,

weapons proliferation offers a clear

case for asserting Presidential lead-

ership.

Populist pressures here have led

Congress to take on part of the prob-

lem, terrorism, and it would be a

short leap to the even greater issue

of proliferation. Lawmakers like

Senator Alfonse M. D’Araaro, seeing

a dangerous vacuum of leadership,

are seeking to fill it the only way
Congress can, through legislation.

But what is really necessary here.

Congress cannot do. Building an in-

ternational coalition against the pur-

veyors of terror and fearsome weap-
ons requires Presidential leadership,

persistence and determination. It

means taking risky political posi-

tions. like whether (and when) to

take military measures against the

proliferators. It means undertaking

the arduous work of wrenching re-

luctant allies into line.

It means leading an American
public on an issue that now seems
obscure, but that could quickly be-

come tragically immediate. So far

President Clinton has attended a
substance-free summit meeting on

terrorism, but he has not seriously
confronted the Western allies, choos-
ing instead to act as though the Con-
stitution left foreign affairs to Con-
gress.

Directly opposing weapons prolif-

eration and terrorism requires a
long-term American commitment,
starting at the top. For now. I’m not

holding my breath. Neither are the

Europeans.

MAUREEN DOWD

Plagues,

Comets

,

Values
Hollywood

It's hard to tell who is more ob-

sessed with disaster. Republicans or

Hollywood executives. One group is

scrambling to avoid it, while the other

is scrambling to peddle iL

Michael Eisner is said to have a

bad case of
, ‘Twister"-envy 1

and ev-

erybody else here is rushing around

trying to rock the screen with a natu-

ral disaster or, better still, an unnat-

ural one, caused by slimy, retro

space aliens zapping Earth with blue

beams.
We’re talking floods, infernos, com-

ets, collapsing tunnels and pestilence.

We’re talking earthquake-meeis-vol-

cano and spews hot lava on Beverly
Hills boutiques.

"Somebody in a script meeting told

me. ‘We’ve finally figured out how to

build a story line around meteor-

ites,’ ” said Marry Kaplan, a screen-

writer. He described one screenplay

making the rounds. "10 Plagues,"

about a crusading district attorney

who can handle the onslaught of lo-

custs, floods and frogs, but gets upset

at the prospect of the slaying of the

first bom, because that hits too close

to home. (No doubt the studio would

plan a Passover release.)

Hollywood and Republicans share

the same problem: With the cold war
over but millennium jitters upon us,

new bad guys are required.

Hollywood is villainizing the weath-

er, viruses and aliens.

Bob Dole is villainizing Hollywood.

In the old days, candidates used to

get money from Wall Street and at-

tack Wall StreeL Now they go to Hol-

lywood for the same reasons — to

court it for cash or attack it for trash.

Absent any other content to his

Presidential race and unable to get

any traction mocking Bill Clinton's

character, Mr. Dote is returning to the

theme of the last effective speech he
made. Last summer, he came to a

fund-raising dinner here and lashed

(he entertainment industry for pro-

ducing sex-and-vioJence filled “night-

mares of depravity."

At that time, Mr. Dole, a C-Span

Bob Dole’s

summer
blockbuster?

devotee who is fuzzy on popular cul-

ture, conceded he had not seen movies

he was criticizing or recommending.

He made the mistake of citing Repub-

lican Arnold Schwarzenegger’s "True
Lies" — which had plenty of gunplay,

not to mention a really creepy mi-

sogynist sex scene — as an example
of a film with good values.

This time, Mr. Dole's staff is going

to make sure he sees the movie before

praising iL Accompanied by William

Bennett, the values czar who has cru-

saded against gangsta rap and taw-

dry talk shows. Mr. Dole plans to

attend a 3:30 P.M. showing of "Inde-

pendence Day" tomorrow at Grau-

man's Chinese Theater on Hollywood

Boulevard.

On Tuesday, according to his com-

munications director, John Buckley,

the candidate will give "Hollywood 2

— the sequel,” a speech Jambasting

the movie industry for not making
more “uplifting” movies like the alien

invasion megahiL (Never mind the

fact that about 700 million people get

killed and every weapon in the U.S.

arsenal is deployed Never mind that

the heroine is — once again — a

stripper and that it is filled with 50's-

style ethnic and gender stereotypes.

Rather, let’s focus on the John Wayne
clarity and patriotism and the war
hero PresidenL)
The laconic Mr. Dole has formed a

bond with the voluble Mr. Bennett, the

former Education Secretary and drug
czar who knows how to grab public

attention on the spicy topic of restor-

ing a sense of shame to society.

This partnership is working better

than the Liddy-and-Bob Traveling

Medicine Show. Mr. Dole spent a cou-

ple of weeks trying to use the same
soft TV talk show format that worked
so well for Mr. Clinton and his sax in

the summer of '92, bringing along his

wife, Elizabeth, to soften up his im-
age. But she was “wound too tight,”

as one campaign aide conceded, espe-

cially after she could not intercede to

save her husband from his weird con-

frontation with Katie Courtc.

The candidate did a warm-up for

his West Coast trip in his Republican

radio address yesterday by attacking

the entertainment, recording and
fashion industries for "glamorizing
drug use" and encouraging heroin

chic. Noting that heroin use bas sky-

rocketed. he bemoaned the deaths of

River Phoenix and Kurt Cobain.

When he got to the death of Smashing
Pumpkins' Jonathan Melvoin. he un-

wittingly called him Michapl.

But aides to Senator Dole, who have

been fretting that the 73-year-old re-

tired majority leader seemed cultur-

ally out of touch, were still excited

that he actually spoke the words

"Smashing Pumpkins." It was, they

said, a breakthrough moment 0
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Like Emma,
By MARGY ROCHLIN

LOS ANGELES

P
ERHAPS not since infancy

has 23-year-old Gwyneth

Paltrow been so much the

center of her own uni-

verse. In the last three

years, she has received fawning re-

views for playing mostly ancillary

characters in so-so movies. When

she ventures out in public with her

boyfriend, curious onlookers gather,

if not precisely because they know

who she is. but because the man who

is gazing at her so adoringly is Brad

Pitt. This month, she swans through

her first leading role, in "Emma,"

based on the Jane Austen classic,

making it look easy to be an Ameri-

can passing as England’s most be-

loved heroine in a film overflowing

with acclaimed British actors.

In celebration of this occasion, a

media assault is under way, making

her the most deified young actress

since, the deification of Matthew
McConaughey last week.

And now it even seems that every-

one in the restaurant at the Four

Seasons Hotel in Beverly Hills wants

to greet her. In the next hour, a

manager, a lawyer and three publi-

cists will, one by one, approach Ms.

Paltrow's table, each time causing

her to spring from her chair. Upon
spotting her friend Catherine Keener

(who gives her own much talked-

about performance in the independ-

ent film "Walking and Talking"),

Ms. Paltrow reacts like a wound-up

sorority sister. “Sweee-tie!" she

cries. Then Ms. Paltrow and Ms.

Keener cup each other's faces with

their hands, press foreheads, rub

noses and begin squealing merrily.

That Ms. Paltrow can engage in

this profusion of cooing and still

seem like a genuinely nice person is

a feat in itself. On the other hand,

with the exception of not being able

to drive a car with a stick shift ("Too

scary," she confesses), it seems nau-

seatingly clear that there is little Ms.

Paltrow cannot do.

In "Emma,” the story of a sweet-

natured but much-indulged rich girl

who tries to organize everyone's life

but her own, Ms. Paltrow plays piano

and sings harmony. She shows her-

self to be a skilled archer. All her
lines are spoken in a tinkiy, pitch-

perfect English accent- A stunt dou-

ble, brought into do a tricky maneu-
ver with a horse-drawn carriage,

was rendered useless when Ms. Pal-

trow took over the reins and got it

right on her first take.

“After a while," says Douglas Mc-
Grath, who directed and wrote the

screen adaptation of the Austen nov-

el, "I started wondering if maybe I

should put stunts in the movie just to

see if she could do them. I thought to

myself, ‘What about having her
drive a motorcycle over 12 burning

oil barrels? Would that be wrong for

the period?'

"

Ms. Paltrow’s reputation for pre-

cociousness isn't new. For (hat,

you'd have to rewind back to 1993

and the highly acclaimed perform-

ance she turned in as Ginnie, an
amoral grifter in Sieve Kloves's

“Flesh and Bone." She had little

dialogue, but each time her haunting

character slinked on to the screen,

Ms. Paltrow's more seasoned co-

stars — Meg Ryan, Dennis Quaid

and James Caan — seemed to notice-

ably recede Only she seemed wor-

thy of attention.

Back then, film critics eagerly an-

ticipated her leap to title roles, ready

to anoint her as the next big thing.

Instead, Ms. Paltrow took an alter-

native route, accepting mostly sup-

porting roles in G films shot in rough-

ly 36 months
“1 was in no rush to be the star of a

movie, because there is so much
responsibility placed on your shoul-

ders," Ms. Paltrow says, dragging

on what will be the first of an endless

chain of Camel cigarettes. “1 wanted
to learn, to do smaller pans, really

diverse things, things that are oppo-

site from the last role you've done.”

For a while, she seemed to be

specializing in weakly written fringe

characters who, by all rights, should

have been totally forgettable. With

"Moonlight and Valentino," Ms. Pal-

trow took the diffident Lucy, whom
she is too coolly beautiful to com-
pletely inhabit, and managed to

make audiences see her as raw with

self-loathing. She somehow convert-

ed Patsy, Thomas Jefferson's dad-

dy-loving daughter, into one of the

most interesting aspects of Mer-
chant-Ivory's otherwise bland “Jef-

ferson in Paris."

After that came "Seven,” starring

Morgan Freeman and Brad Pitt as

homicide detectives on the trail of a
serial killer. As Tracy, Mr. Piu's
spouse, Ms. Paltrow tried hard to

work her magic. But. ultimately, her
dutiful wife was so clearly marked
for doom that Ms. Paltrow might as
well having been wearing a sign that

said Plot Device.

“I really got beat up over that

one," Ms. Paltrow says of “Seven,"

Even before she

got her first

leading part, all

eyes were on

Gwyneth
Paltrow.

although the pundits reproved her
not because they didn’t like her work
but because they fell she was squan-

dering her sizable gift. ("The film

treats her in ways you wouldn't treat

a dog,” Janet MasLin wrote in The
New York Times.)- In the end, Ms.
Paltrow says, the fuss forced her to

come to terms with how she will

make professional decisions in the

future.

“What 1 realized is that I don't

really care what anyone thinks." she

says. “I read the script and thought,

‘If she's not full and doesn't have a

soul, then the movie won’t work.'

Then l thought, Tra the only one who
can get this right,' which is egotisti-

cal.”

Or merely confident. The golden

offspring of a theatrical family (her

mother is the actress Blythe Dan-
ner; her father is the television writ-

er and producer Bruce Paltrow, who
created "St. Elsewhere" and "The
White Shadow"), Ms. Paltrow's tute-

lage began early on. Her summers
were spent in Massachusetts, in the

Berkshires, watching Mora take cur-

tain calls at the Wilfiamstown Thea-
ter FestivaL "As soon as I could

read, 1 was running lines with her,"

Ms. Paltrow recalls. "My earliest

memories are of climbing on the

artistic director's lap and crawling

in and tail Df rehearsals."

By the time she was 12, she'd gone
from her observation post in the

wings to doing summer stock her-

self. In 1991, Ms. Paltrow dropped
out of the University of California.

Santa Barbara, and began acting full

time, ft is part of the growing Pal-

trow legend that her first film as-

signment came about when the di-

rector Steven Spielberg, a family
friend, tapped her to play young
Wendy in his 1991 film "Hook."
As it happens, Ms. Paltrow had

already made her screen debut ear-

lier that year in "Shout," a pre-

comeback John Travolta vehicle,

which Ms. Paltrow categorizes as
“so bad, it's amazing." Her one
speaking line consisted of a single

word. “Re-bec-co." Ms. Paltrow re-

cites. pretending to give as much
importance as one can to three dinky
syllables.

But the screenwriter and director

Paul Thomas Anderson ("Mortal
Combat") saw prospect in the radi-

ant blond day player. "It didn't mat-
ter that she didn’t have anything to

Prter SrnH N<-* Use Cinema

Ms. Paltrow and Brad Pitt in "Seven"—The critics thought that in

this Blm the actress was squandering her considerable talent.

say,” he says. "She srill made mo-

ments for herself." Two years later,

when he cast his movie "Hard

Eight,” which will be released in

January, he chose her to be Clemen-

tine, a self-destructive cocktail wait-

ress and prostitute

"Gwyneth isn't afraid to do any-

thing." says Mr. Anderson, laughing

about Clementine’s strip-mall bou-

tique wardrobe (“acid-washed

jeans") and penchant for applying

makeup by the pound. "She is totally

not afraid to be unglamorous or des-

,

picable or sad or funny or stupid."

Though Clementine is a liar and a

cheat, Ms. Paltrow could still sum-

mon nothing but affection for the

disgruntled chippie. "I love her,” she

says, "because she's strong, crazy

and has her own code of morals."

Then again, Ms. Paltrow’s minimum
emotional requirement for the wom-
en she portrays always seems to boil

down to whether or not they at least

attempt to exert control over their .

own destiny.

Which is perhaps why Ms. Pal-

trow's voice goes flat when discuss-

ing "Kilronan," a psychological*

thriller co-starring Jessica Lange
that was recently completed.

"Jessica is amazing, she's bril-

liant in this movie," says Ms. Pal-

trow, struggling .to find the right

diplomatic Lake. In the film, Ms.
Lange plays an enraged mother-in-
law who torments her son's mallea-

ble bride, played by Ms. Paltrow.
"But I'm just kind of this victim,

which is good because it taught me
that I never want to do that again.”

Then reflecting on the experience,

Ms. Paltrow cranes her lovely neck
to the right, sticks out her tongue and
makes a soft, retching sound.

While it is moments, like these that

remind one that Ms. Paltrow is still

in her early 20's she also has poise

and dignity to spare. This year, at

the Academy Awards, she made per-

haps the classiest showing of ail the

ingenues in shiny slip dresses who
traipsed up the red carpet. Through-
out the long evening, she grinned and
waved excitedly, appearing to be
having too much fun to mind that

most of the fans were screaming for

her boyfriend, Mr. Pitt, whom she
met while making “Seven.”

"I was just so proud ofhim, just so
happy that we were there in that
capacity,” she says of that night Mr.

* Pirt had received a best supporting
actor nomination for "12 Monkeys."
"Also, I probably looked like I liked

it a lot more than f do. It's just that
my dad always tells me, *It's silly

when people go ro these things and
look bent out of shape. So smile! Be
gracious! Or just don’t go.'

”

When Mr. McGrath met Ms. Pal-

trow, he was immediately struck by

the fact that she was at the same
stage of life as his willful, well-bred

protagonist ("You know, it's harder

than you'd think to find an actress

the exact right age," says Mr. Mc-
Grath. "You think ‘O.K.: Drew Bar-

rymore is Emma?’ ! don’t think

so.") Ms. Paltrow also had the right

measure of vitality, polish and dra-

matic technique to hold his picture

together. Of course, convincing the

rest of the cast, most of them British,

that this relatively unknown Yankee
with the hunk boyfriend could pull it

off was another story.

"They were just ill at the idea,"

Mr. McGrath says. "At the reading,

the entire group assembled, and you
could see them slumped in their

chairs. But I’m telling you, the
minute she started, she became the

part right in from of them, and every
one of those English spines straight-

ened right up."

But Ms. Paltrow talks about her
evident talent for wholly absorbing
her characters the way she does
about almost everything, which is to

say as if it is ail part of a great and
lucky accident.

"When you do a character like

Emma, so many things are handed
to you," she says, noting that she has
read every Jane Austen novel, ex-
cept "Persuasion." “All of a sudden
you completely understand this per-
son and why she feels what she does,
even though under the same set of

circumstances, you would never be-
have like her. f just loved how
Emma was a complete solipsist And
I loved how she pulls out of it and
realty learns from her mistakes.
She’s a good girl, she's just mixed
up."

Toward the end of "Emma," there

is a pivotal moment when Ms. Pal-

trow's character realizes she has
fallen in love with her good friend

Mr. Knightly (Jeremy Northern)

and may lose him to another woman.
Within a matter of minutes, Ms. Pal-

trow deftly takes her Emma through
seismic shifts of moods: panic, ado-

ration, sadness, horror. It's a funny,

poignant scene, just one more piece

of evidence to suggest why die is

worthy of (he ttzzv she has been
generating in Hollywood.

Even Ms. Paltrow, who says she

dislikes seeing herself on screen, can
muster praise, albeit faint, for her
work in the film. "As mammals,”
she says, wrinkling her forehead, "f

don't think we’re supposed to see

how we behave or what we look like

in all kinds of situations. But I’m
gelling better at it."

Gwyneth Paltrow, in her first

starring role, makes it look

. easy fo be an American playing

MARKET SAVVY
By Norman S. Wizer / Edited by Will Shortz

ACROSS
1 MelTonnepiece
5 Onewho can take a
joke

10 Gratified

14 Takeoff

19

poly

20 Fruit tree
’

21

Digest (old

flying magazine)

22 The *C* in G S.

Lewis

23 Bulls and Bears

26 Havens

27 GtynearHorseshoe
Curve

28 Follows illegally

29 Clear

30 "Don't Worty
Kyoto" singer

31 Uganda's Amin
32 Withered

33 Triple witching
hour

1 z 3 4

«rz
Z3~

~zT

33 34 35

45

49

55

41 Fin (up)

45 Ballet’s march<5

46 Spurious

47 “Orfeoed Euridjce”
soprano

48 Double-reed

49 Mountain-climbing
challenges

52 Symbol of
not)caring

53 Abecedarian
phrase

54 Startingpoint

55 Stockholder

59 Act rudely on the
dancefloor

60 Amphitheaters

61 " Johnny!"

62 Hens, in a way
63 Pants material

64 Illustrious

65 Intensive care
conditions

66 Throughout, in

music

68 Lowlyones

69 Partner ofwon
70 “ Muchadws*

(1932 song)

71 Wateredstock

76 Kind ofhelp

77 Downwind
78 Facilitation

79 Come out thesame
80 Eurasian duck

81 Fortasand Burrows

82 Villa features

84 Bibliographical

suffix

85 Maneuverable

86 Bookvalue
91 Start for “Around"

and"Ideas” in song
titles

93 Comedian Bill,to
- friends

94 Raven maniac?

95 Country with its-

shape on its flag

98 Bursts ofenergy .

101 Like Sibelius
.

66 67

70

70

80

85

95 96 97

105

108

112

105 Words never
“heard"on stage

106 Street name
108 Certain second-

hand items

109 Impression

110 OffthewaO

111 Prince of opera

112 Code subject

113 Inthe vicmity

114 Privations

115 Trims, asatree

DOWN
1 Abbr. on a letter to

Spain

2 Hood ..

3 Loads -

4 Forbes 400 sort

5 Corporate split

6 South American
rodent

7 lEHO’s inflation

fighter. Abbr. -

8 Poverty,#) to

9 Double-cross

10 Manx language
‘ family

21 Reporter’s news
..

source

12 Treatysubject

13 .Computeracronym

14 Ransack; ’
, \

15

-

Spotmarket
16- Compidgne’sriver

17 Hotspot . •

18 Eventsuffix.-.

24 Fine-tune

25 Vocal fanfare
.

29 Old-time comic Lew.

32 Go piece

33 Juvenile protection

8TP-
.34 Dear, in Tuscany

35 Comic dictionary. -

compiler Evan -
,

36 Chance happening

37 Musicatmedleys' -

38 Prelate’s title:Abbr.

39 Like juicy turkeys

40. 1964 Disney boy -

andothers

42 Slows down
’

’ 43 Private reply

44 Wails

50 Odd lot-

51 Bankpatrons

53 Stall
.

• .

56 FUiahokT
57 Donlsaiaothe

..

.

fence ,
- •«;

58 Prudential

. .
competitor

59 Brownie

62 Spoils

63 E^tpyjfepe
’

64 Most up-to-date

'

: 65 Hetprevis*;
' 66 Nickname forSarah -

Vaughan .

67 puffiness
.

68~£xplQrers* .

destinations, -
.

:69'Fan sounds
*-

71 Bruce-—,-Fay

. Wray’s “King Kong*1

co-star

72 Siteof some Sargent
paintings

73 'River to the Caspian
74 Barry of “Bat

Masterson"

75 Audition

81-

Whizzes •

82- Sh on one’s hands?

83 Has dreams

87 Eyepiece, injaigon

88 Mold-

89 -Years on end
90 Campbell’s variety

92

95

96

97
98

99

100

101

102

103

204

106

207

It can be wild

It can be wild

European river that
connects a network
of canals

Mouthpiece?

“No Ordinary Love"
singer

Appeal

Mod ofcurve

Affectionate

Othello's ancient

Knockoff
For the lady

Success

Sooftish dissent

ANSWER TO PBEVipus PUzzLE
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Foreign Ministry takes
a diplomatic approach

AGROUP of 27 young
diplomats came away with
a different vision of Israel

recently, as they completed a
three-week seminar aimed at
helping them prepare for the next
century.

Topics on the agenda for the
diplomats - who came, from such
diverse countries as Fiji,

Singapore, Ghana, Mexico and
Lithuania - were the changing
face of diplomacy in the 2 1st cen-
tuiy, the Middle East peace
process and learning more about
Israel and the Jewish people.
Along the way they also got a
glimpse at die workings of the

Israeli Foreign Ministry.
‘'We are a young country and we

don't have a very long tradition in

diplomacy, but [because of] the
intensity of our diplomacy in the

past 40 years our diplomats are
very experienced and can share
that experience with others," said
Yitzhak Eldan, head of, the
Foreign Ministry Department for
Training and Human Resources
Planning, which helped organize
the program.
“Most of the participants were

from small countries and wanted
to see how a small foreign min-
istry deals with multilateral diplo-

macy,” he added.
In addition, there were a num-

ber of brainstorming sessions held

on topics such as the effect of a
diplomatic career on family life,

which gave Israeli participants a

chance to hear new ideas, said

Noach Gelber, who co-directed

the seminar.

Several other countries have
held workshops and seminars for

young diplomats but this is the

JUDITH SUD1LOVSKY

first time Israel has sponsored
such a program. The Israeli

Foreign Ministry came up with
the idea last year after organizing
a successful conference for direc-
tor generals of foreign ministries.

It is doubcful whether such a
seminar would have been possible
before the peace process, which
opened the doors to diplomatic
relations with various countries,

said Gelber. Now the ministry

plans to make the young-diplomat
workshop an annual program, as a
way of improving connections
and keeping up the momentum of
diplomatic relations, he added.
“This view of Israel was new

for the young diplomats," said

Gelber. “Now they see it as more
of a normal country, not just what
they see in the news. These are

people who will some day be in

[influential] positions and at least

when people speak of ‘The Golan
Heights' they will know what the

Golan Heights really means."
Although public relations was

not the purpose of the program,
said Gelber, by simply doing a
good job they were in fact show-
ing the diplomats “Israel the

Beautiful.”

Indeed, many of the participants

spoke of the importance of having

explored Israel themselves and of
having gained a better idea of the

security issues involved in mak-
ing peace.

“It has shown us dose up the

history arid development of the

peace process," said Jose Miguel
Vasconez of the Foreign Ministry

of Ecuador. “We now have an idea

of the complexity of the issues

involved."

Avil Ramirez, director general

of the Foreign Ministry of
Nicaragua noted the significance

of actually touring the country.

“Being in the 'Golan Heights,

you realize the strategic impor-
tance for security, and being there

you realize how’ important
-

peace
is," said Ramirez.
Jn addition to meeting with

Israeli officials and specialists -
including Israeli Arab leaders -
the group met with Jordanian and
Egyptian officials to discuss the

peace process. Their meeting with
Palestinian Authority officials

was to have taken place on the

same day, but a terrorist attack in

the Jordan valley occurred and so
it had to be canceled.

“Before I came here people told

me the Israelis would try to brain-

wash me but there was no brain-

washing,” said Worwomyo
Adogla. from Ghana. “If they had
not brought Arab leaders to speak
with us I would have thought they

were trying to brainwash us. but
now I have seen and can think for

myself."

The issue of peace was only one
pan of the program and many of
the participants said they had
come in order to exchange ideas

with colleagues about the new
role of diplomats in the post-Co]d
War world.

“We have a changing world sit-

uation now,” said Adogla.
"Diplomats now need to be
involved in environmental, eco-

nomic. and technological issues.

A diplomat has to have adminis-
trative as well as negotiating

skills.”

In addition, she said, as new

Passing the toxic buck
EARTHLY CONCERNS
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

technology brings the world clos-

er together at faster speeds, a

diplomat has to go beyond the

headlines to give his or’her gov-

ernment a more in-depth analysis

of what is happening in any given

country on a number of topics

ranging from politics to econom-
ics.

The participants also heard lec-

tures on human rights and the

moral and ethical role of diplo-

mats.

One of the main things which

most impressed Alvero Olivers,

who works in the Middle East

division of the Brazilian Foreign

Ministry, was Israel's preparation

for the global economy.

“They made a very good case

for an international economy.” he

said. “1 saw- how to prepare an

economy for a competitive mar-

ket. Israel has a lot to show us and

there are a lot of joint projects we
could do in many fields.”

THE dispo>jl of toxic waste

in Israel has been a serious

problem for a very lone

time. Oter the past few years,

there has been a significant

improvement in controlling

waste, but it is still far from satis-

factory.

Five years ago. thousands of

tons of toxic waste that were
known to have been produced by
industry failed to reach the coun-
try’s toxic waste disposal facility

at Ramat Hovav in the Negev.

Today, virtually all toxic waste

from industry is accounted for.

However, the toxic waste site

itself is now almost as big a prob-

lem as the one it was designed to

solve.

Twenty years’ worth of back-

logged materials sit in often-leak-

ing containers at the site.

The poisonous materials that

seep into the soil are a threat to

the Negev Aquifer and a potential

health hazard to communities
several kilometers away.
This year, at long Iasi, an incin-

erator capable of handling toxic

waste will be installed at the site.

But even with the incinerator

working maximum capacity it

will require several years to dean
up the backlog, not to mention the

hundreds of tons that arrive every

year. It is obvious that the facili-

ty's capacity needs to be enlarged.

While much improvement has

been seen in the collection of

toxic waste from industry, toxic

waste front agriculture and from

households and small businesses

has hardly been addressed.

Public-spirited citizens some-
times save used batteries that pol-

lute the groundwater with metals

such as nickel, cadmium and
lithium, but once they have col-

lected them no one in the govern-

ment seems to be able to arrange
any transport to the toxic waste
dump. Citizens are advised to

“just throw them in the garbage."
Organization is needed to

ensure the disposal of batteries,

palm, solvents, used motor oil.

pesticide containers, and left-over

pesticides at a facility.

Another source of toxic w'asre

pollution is in the agricultural

sector.

Part of the problem is that

responsibility for pesticides is

divided among the Agriculture.

Health, Transport and Labor and
Social Affairs ministries. As a

result, no one is really in charge

or very much responsible for the

problem. A simple walk down the

wadis will quickly prove to any-

one that far too many kibbutzim

and moshavim still toss away old

pesticide barrels and containers,

sometimes with several liters of

leftover poison.

In this sector, a lot more needs

to be done. Indeed, tests on water

supplies have repeatedly shown
that the quality of our drinking

water is not good and is getting

worse.

As for Ramat Hovav, it's a long

way from where most of us live

and perhaps so are the pesticide

laden wadis and the leaking

garbage dumps that drain heavy

metals into the soil.

But our drinking water comes a

long way before we get it. picking

up contamination on the way. It is

high time that the government
paid some attention to this vital

fact.

But now. since the Environment

Ministry’ is just a poor satellite of

the Agriculture Ministry', we are

even lacking the strident environ-

mental voice that inveighs against

these practices.

Defendants granted the right not to attend trial
in the Supreme Court, sitting osaHigh Court
of Justice, before the President Justice

Aharon Barak, andJusticesMishae! Chcshin

and Dalia Domer. in the matter of Berkey
Paths Humphries (Israel) Ltd., and others,

petitioners, versus the State ofIsrael and oth-

ers, respondents (H.C.7357/95. 1479/96).

THE petitioners are being tried with

others in the Tel-Aviv Magistrates

Court on several complicated charges,

involving the testimony of 48 witnesses for

the prosecution alone. The court fixed the

bearings for three times a week, warning the

defendants of their duty to appear.

The petitioners, all represented by counsel,

'moved tfjecouitto release them from appean-

ing on die grounds that their attehftmce was
unnecessary, and would seriously interfere,

'-with fheir business affairs. •

The court dismissedthe application on the

ground dial the legislature drew no distinc-

tion between “white collar” defendants and
others who had to live on a “bare daily

wage”. It added that it would consider any
property grounded application for a defen-

dant's release from; a particular session, or

some sessions, presented timeously. The peti-

tioners then applied to the Supreme Court,

sitting as a High Court of Justice, to grant

their request

JUSTICE DORNER delivered the first judg-

ment of the court The petitioners submitted,

die said, that a defendant was not required to

attend his trial unless it was necessary as, for

example, for purposes of identification.

Alternatively, they argued that they should be
released from attending in the present case.

The respondents contended that the defen-

dant's attendance was for the court to decide;

moreover, where the image of justice

demanded he sit on the defendants' bench, he
shouJd-not be released from so doing even if

his absence would not impair his defence.

The defendant had a baric right to attend

LAW REPORT
ASHER FEUX LANDAU

his trial, riie continued, and the public inter-

est also demanded his so doing. The ques-

tions arose whether he was entitled to waive
this right and, if his so doing required the

court's consent, what criteria were to be

applied.

His right and duty to attend, she said, were
laid down in section 126 of the Criminal

Procedure Law (Consolidated Version) of

1982, under which no person shall be crimi-

nally tried in his absence “save as otherwise

provided in this Law.” Section 128 permitted

his absence if, inter alia, he so requested and
was represented by coanseFimd,' in the

-*

court’s opinion, a trial in his absence would
causehim no injustice. Citing precedents, she

held it was clearly for the court to decide as

to the defendant’s attendance.

Section 128 struck a balance between the

defendant’s waiving his basic right to attend

his trial (see Kestenbaum's case-C-A.

294/91, The Jerusalem Post of May II,

1992) and the public interest in his atten-

dance to enable the prosecution to prove its

case (for example, in regard to identification)

and, in the main, to ensure the defendant's

fair trial It was for the court to find that bal-

ance.

. The respondents’ submission requiring the

petitioners to sit on the defendants’ bench to

preserve the "image of justice” was unac-

ceptable. The defendant’s basic right to make
his choice was enshrined in section 5 of the

Basic Law: The Dignity and Freedom of

Man. of 1992. That right could only be

dented in a Law befitting the Stare’s values,

for a worthy purpose, and only to the extent

necessary. Citing, inter alia. Miller's case

(H.C.4541/94 - the Post of November 20.

1995). she held that sections 126 and 128

above fulfilled these requirements. The
above right was enjoyed equally by all defen-

dants - rich and poor alike.

She added that a defendant represented by
competent counsel was presumed to enjoy

adequate protection. In the absence, there-

fore. of a contrary indication, his application

to be excused attendance should be granted

unless the circumstances demanded other-

wise.

She proposed, therefore, that the petitions

be allowed, and the case be remitted to the

Magistrates Court to be reconsidered on the

basis of the above principles.

JUSTICE CHESHIN concurred. The magis-
trate, he said, was right in considering the

important feature of the "image of justice” in

her decision. However, he rejected that factor

as a separate element in the present context

only for the reason that, objectively, sections

126 and 128 provided the necessary balance

for protecting the rights of both the defendant

and the prosecution. The demands ofjustice,

therefore, were felly satisfied.

He was wary, he added, of the tendency to

cite the Basic Law: The Dignity and Freedom
of Man. at every possible opportunity,

emphasising that it was designed to test the

validity of later statutes. Citing GenimaaTs
case (M.A.[CJ 537/95, and F.H.[C] 2316*95
- the Post of December 11, 1 995) he agreed

it could be invoked in interpreting prior Laws
where such a problem arose, but sections J 26
and 128 presented no such difficulties.

Unnecessary and improper reliance on Basic

Laws could result in weakening their real

value and significance.

JUSTICE BARAK also concurred with

Justice Domer. Citing many Israeli and other

precedents and legal"texts, he emphasized it

was not only the defendant’s duty, but also

his righL to attend his trial. He could waive

his right, but the safeguards provided in sec-

tion 8 of the above Basic Law, and those laid

down in sections 1 26 and 1 28 of the Criminal

Procedure Law, were the demands of society,

irrespective of the defendant's wishes. Only
the court, therefore, was empowered to find

the proper balance between the several inter-

ests involved.

Dealing with upholding a constitutional

right, and citing the Bank Mizrachi case

(C-A.6821 /93). fee Post ofJanuary 8. 1996).

he held that requiringa defendant io sit on ihe

defendants' bench was not a proper demand
in the public interest. A criminal trial was
designed to discover the truth and not to

demean the defendant
The President then cited several examples

illustrating the many acceptable reasons why
a defendant could wish to be excused from
attendance. In his view, a defendant's wish to

prevent the collapse of his business, an inter-

est connected with his basic right of occupa-

tion, should be protected by the court.

Citing Genimaafs case (F.H.2316/95.
above), he then asserted that the Basic Laws
protecting human rights created a new nor-

mative reality in Israeli law, felt particularly

in criminal law and procedure. They were

often quoted out of context, bur were of great

importance in interpreting other Laws. He
agreed with Justice Cheshin as to the danger

of relying upon them unduly. However, as

happened also with the Contracts (General

Part) Law. of 1993. which was also received

with great suspicion, the Basic Laws would
eventually find their proper place in Israeli

jurisprudence.

For the above reasons, the petitions were
allowed, and an order made as proposed by
Justice Domer.
Ze’ev Sharf, Sharon Hal-Gilad and Pinhas

Gladkov appeared for the petitioners, ami
Nava Ben Or, Director of the Criminal

Division of the State Attorney's Office,

appeared for the State.

The judgment was given on June 25. 1 996.

Japan’s ‘fiery horses’

charge into 21st century

NAOMI doesn’t look like a

man-eater. Yet because she

was bom in 1966, the Year

of the Fiery Horse, Japanese tradi-

tion says she is destined to devour
her husband and bring bad luck

and conflagrations to any house
unlucky enough to receive her as a

bride.

“Certainly this is something that

comes up when it’s lime to get

married. You know any prospec-

tive husband’s family will mention

it,” she said.

Naomi, and around a million

other hapless young Japanese,

share the fate of having been bom
in the unluckiest year of the

Japanese zodiac, a 60-year cycle

that combines the 1 2-year animal

zodiac of China with ihe five ele-

ments of wood, water, earth, metal

(gold), and fire.

"Adding the traits attributed ra

each animal with the properties

ascribed to each element yields a

detailed, and complicated, reading

of each year.

The Fiery Horse Year, or
•Hinoeuma.” has fire as its ele-

ment, summer as its season, red as

its color, and the horse as its ani-

mal. Over time, this came to be
seen as a year of fire and calamity,

with people bom in it strong-willed

and occasionally violent, like their

animal namesake.
In contrast, while 1996 is the

“Year of the Fire Mouse” and
shares many of the same proper-

ties. possible disaster is neutralized

by the timid nature of its guiding

animal. “Whenever I have a dis-

agreement with anybody, especial-

ly at work, you can always bet that

my boss will say, ‘Of course,

you’re Hinoeuma,"’ Naomi said.

Being bom as a Fiery Horse is

little more than a curiosity for men.

Although in some rural areas of

Japan they are said to be ridiculous

and easily confused, more wide-

spread belief has it that they may
be more successful than average.

Even so. when the dire year last

rolled around in 1966, Japanese

parents appear to have done their

utmosr to avoid burdening their

children with this stigma. The
overall birth rate plunged to around

1 36 million from 1 .82 million the

year before, then surged to 1.94

million in 1967, according Japan's

Health and Welfare Ministry.

IThe youngest herd of Fiery

Homes is rebelling against the dark

image of their "birth. “Because
fewer people were bom then, 1

actually feel like some kind of spe-
cial, limited-edition goods,” one
man said.

Most agreed, noting that their

smaller numbers had eased compe-
tition in school entrance exams and
job hunting.

The Association’s opening meet-

ing. held recently in a computer
venue in downtown Tokyo, could
hardly have been more modem, or

more ordinary.

Many sat mesmerized in front of

computer terminals, surfing the

Internet or studying the

“Hinoeuma Homepage,” which
debuted recemly in both English

and Japanese.

For Hinoeuma women, the curse

seems to be fading. Several used

the meeting to announce autumn
weddings. (Reuter)

LOTTO 1st prize -tomorrow

Laugh all the way to the bank
Mtfal Hapayis
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Business&Finance
Bank workers to discuss strike possibility
THE heads of all of the major banks’ work-

ers’ unions are scheduled to meet today to

decide whether to engage in a genend strike

to protest United Mizrahi Bank s firing of

the four workers’ representatives responsi-

ble for a newspaper advertisement calling

on customers to withdraw their deposits

from the bank.

Meanwhile, 2,200 UMB workers will

continue the strike they began yesterday.

The workers are striking in response to the

layoff of 250 workers and the standstill in

negotiations with the hank's management

regarding organizational changes, personal

contracts and a wage agreement for 1995.

At the end of last week, UMB manage-

ment sent dismissal letters to 250 workers,

including four representatives of the work-

ers' committee, and decided to go ahead

OAUT LIPK1S BECK

with its reorganization program.
Management said the letters were sent last

week after an advertisement in the Han&feh
Zionist-religious daily, which many of the

bank's veteran customers read regularly,

urged customers to withdraw their deposits

from the bank “before it is too late." The ad
alleged management created a situation

“which may result in the bank’s closure."

A UMB spokesperson said the bank is

willing to cancel 246 of the letters of dis-

missal, on the condition that the workers'

committee admits submitting the ad was a
mistake, halts the strike at the bank and
agrees not to engage in sanctions during
negotiations. However, the spokesperson
said management would not reverse its

decision to fire the heads of the workers’

committee.

The bank fired workers’ committee chair-

man Sara Leizerovitz and three other repre-

sentatives responsible for the publication of
the advertisement.

In reaction. Leizerovitz, who continues to

serve as head of the workers’ committee,
said the firings were illegal, and dismissed

outright management’s proposal to return to

the negotiating table.

“It is illegal to fire a member of the work-

ers’ committee during a strike," she said.

“We will not return to work until an agree-

ment is reached. Every attempt to open the

bank without reaching an agreement is irre-

sponsible. The customers are worried and

are likely to withdraw large funds, and thus

lead to the collapse of the bank.”

The workers' committee intends to hold

an explanatory meeting for the workers

today and to discuss future measures.

In an attempt to reduce some of the dam-
age to customers, UMB management has

opened a telephone hotline - (03>-567-9520

- so customers can request information.

The Bank of Israel’s Supervisor of Bank's
Ze’ev Abeles said that while it is not the

central bank’s responsibility to intervene in

disputes of this land, “if die workers con-

tinue to engage in sanctions the central

bank will haveno option but to intervene in

order to prevent legal complaints’* against

the bank, in which the Yuli Ofer and Muzi
Wertheim group has recently bought a con-

trolling share.

Market waits for today’s

interest rates announcement
THE Bank of Israel is to

announce its monthly monetary

policy today, amid unprecedented

pressure from business circles,

market activists and politicians on
Governor Jacob Frenkel to reduce

interest rates.

Last month, in response to new
indications of inflationary pres-

sures, the central bank stunned

many observers when it raised its

short-term lending rate by 150

basis points, setting its basic price

of credit at 17 percent.

Since then Frenkel's right-

money policy has been attacked,

at times viciously, by a colorful

coalition ranging from industrial-

ists, like Koor CEO Benjamin
Gaon, to champions of the under-

privileged classes, like Foreign

Minister David Levy, and from

DAVID HARRIS and
Jerusalem Post Staff

Labor leaders, like former finance

minister Avraham Shohat, to

Likud MK Silvan Shalom.
Pressure on Frenkel accelerated

in the wake of the recent turbu-

lence in the bond market, which
compelled the governor to inter-

vene in trading by introducing the

so-called “safety net" mechanism,

by which the central bank buys
surplus government bonds.

Meanwhile, the newly formed
Treasury committee for structural

changes in the capital markets
will meet twice this week to for-

mulate a long-term plan to bolster

the markets.

The committee, headed by

Sharansky leaves for US on
first ministerial overseas visit

DAVID HARRIS

INDUSTRY and Trade Minister

Natan Sharansky left for the US
last night for his first overseas

visit as minister.

During the tour of the US and
Canada, Sharansky will complete
negotiations on a free-trade

agreement with Canada. The pact-

will come into force in January.

Talks between the states began in

1994, as the parties became
increasingly aware of the mutual
business ^potential. Under the

agreement, virtually all trade of
industrial products will be tax

free. Current bilateral trade

stands at some S330 million

annually. Businessmen in both

countries say that could reach $1

billion by the year 2000.
While in the US, Sharansky will

participate in detailed trade talks.

These will include discussions

with senior government officials

on free-trade agreements between
the Palestinian autonomous areas

and the US.
Other issues that both sides have

agreed to consider are customs
users fees, government purchases

and import/export regulations.

In Washington, Sharansky will

continue the negotiations on an

agriculture agreement begun in

1993.

The minister will meet the

president of the World Bank,
with whom he will discuss the

possibility of increasing Israel’s

involvement with the bank’s
activities. He will also propose
an education-based project in

which Israel would take a lead.

During the visit. Sharansky will

head the fifth biannual meeting of
the LIS-Israel Science and
Technology Commission, also in

Washington.

You have life, health and
property insurance.

Shouldn't you also have
ortfolio insurance?

the uncertainties of the stock market keep you from

investing

• you are afraid ro sell stock you currently own because

you believe it may rise in value

• you are considering purchasing a stock but are

concerned with downside risk...

A protective put option can insure your stock position by

How docs is work? Whar does this insurance cost? For

answers to these and other questions abour insuring your

portfolio, call Douglas Goldstein, Director of Securities,

at (02) 244-963. or send this coupon.

Please contact me about insuring mv portfolio.

Phone (day) (evening)

Send to Box .- JrruuJnn 91077. fa*. 02-2t^ST6.

Ton performance is no guannrec of furunr results. Qualified investors only.

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Jerusalem: City Tower. 34 Ben Yehuda, Tel. 02-244-963; Fax. 02-244-876

Ramai Gan: Beit Silver, 7 Abba Hillef. Tel. 03-575-^826/27

Finance Ministry director-general

David Brodet, is calling on any
body with a particular interest or

view to submit its opinions and
recommendations on paper by
August 6. Some of the respon-

dents will be asked to appear
before the committee in the com-
ing weeks.

Its first meeting, held on Friday,

tasted three hours, with the group
deciding on a plan of action.

In addition to the capital mar-
kets, the committee will also con-

sider structures for savings in the

economy, incentives for and taxa-

u'on of savings and policy forma-
tion for the money, capital and
foreign currency markets.

Its recommendations must be
submitted to Finance Minister
Dan Meridor by September 12.

Farmers
group

attacks gov’t

agriculture

policy
DAVID HARRIS

AGRICULTURE Center direc-

tor-general Simha Assaf
attacked the government's eco-

nomic plan for the sector at the

weekend. The cabinet-approved

budget cuts for 1996 and 1997
indicate the government
believes that by reducing the
number of farmers, wages in the

sector will begin to rise, said

Assaf.
‘ tTn 1987 there were 53,000
employees in agriculture. Now
that figure stands at 30,000,
with wages continuing to felL

This policy is a terrible blun-

der,” he coaduded.
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Union Bank
launches foreign
residents service

GAUT UPK1S BECK

UNION Bank has entered the international private banking field

with the establishment of two centers, in Ifel Aviv and Netanya, to
serve the needs of foreign residents.

Yitzhak Merlin was appointed to bead the division, which will

operate with the assistance of sophisticated international data com-
munication systems.

Noam Pintov, deputy general manager of the bank, said the cen-

ters are intended to offer foreign residents maximum investment
opportunities in international markets, as well as portfolio manage-
ment and exclusive credit cards. The bank intends to set up a mutu-
al Rind specifically for foreign residents once the capital market
picks up.
“The services will be provided at faB discretion. We will offer

credit for real estate and other investments in Israel and also other
financial services," he said.

The opening of the two centers is in the framework of Union
Bank’s strategy to compete in the private banking field, a sector

which over the last few years has become popular with all of the
load banks.
Pintov said the bank would compete with the large banks “both In

type ofservices provided and professionally.”

Union Bank recently opened a center in Tel Aviv to offer local res-

idents private banking services.

Nesher opens new
Ramie cement plant

despite slowdown
Jerusalem Post Staff

NESHER, the country’s sole pro-

ducer of cement and a wholly,

owned subsidiaiy of Mashav, has

invested $18 million in the con-

struction ofa new cement produc-

tion facility at its factory in

Ramie, despite the current slow-

down in infrastructure projects.

Yesterday, the company report-

ed it has completed construction

of the facility, which has an annu-
al production capacity of one mil-

lion' tons of cement. The new
facility will increase Nesher’s
total cement production to seven
million tons a year.

Nesher general manager
Yitzhak Davidi said the new
facility is intended to supply all

local demand for cement in the

coming years. He said manage-

ment decided to go ahead with
plans for the facility in expecta-

tion of receiving a “record quan-
tity oforders," despite the tempo-
rary slowdown in demand. The
drop in demand led to a 5.6 per-

cent erosion in cement prices in

the first quarter. Nesher’s sales

are affected directly by die level

of construction.

The cement facility was pur-

chased from F.L.S., a Danish
company which is considered

among the most advanced in plan-

ning and establishment of facili-

ties of this kind in die world.

Nesher operates cement plants

in Haifa, Ramie, and Har Tuv and
is also engaged in imports.

Mashav, its parent company, is

jointly owned by dal and Koor.

Silicom’s second
quarter net income up
Success attributed to increased exports

COMPANY RESULTS
JENNIFER FRIEDUN

SILICQM Ltd-’s (Nasdaq) second-quarter net income jumped to
$141 ,000 compared with $2,000 in the same period last year, the com-
pany announced yesterday. Second-quarter sales also soared, rising 72%
to Si 37m. from S797,000.
Spokesmen at the Kfar Sava-based company attributed the results to

Silicom’s having boosted sales in Europe and the US by beating the
competition in bringing out the latest in high-speed connectivity prod-
ucts for linking portable computers to local area networks. The compa-
ny’s latest PC Ethernet card, which works at 100 megabits per second,
is 10 times faster than its market predecessor, said Michael Cohen, the
company's financial manager.
“SiJicom has come out with a couple of innovative cards and we.were

the first out" with them, Cohen said, “Even though some of foe eompe-.
tition has come out with some of the same [products] now as well, it’s
very good to be recognized as having been the fust. It’s good for a cou-
ple of bonus points,"

The company, founded in 1987, is engaged m the design, manufac-
ture, marketing and support of modular, miniature connectivity products
which combine hardware and software to enable portable computers,
including notebook, laptop and hand-held computers, to interface with
LANs.
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Tempo Ltd. will begin running the two
lottery, according to a recently signed agreement betwee

P
The agreement, which will expire at the

Tempo full control of printing, distributing and marl^mgm^
lottery cards, as well as distributing the pnzes. ^
Soldiers’ Association will receive progressive royajues.^

friedUn

Fifty-eight discharged soldiers and of
colonels, were absorbed into the mdiKtrial sector m

^
1996, a 23 percent increase compared to the same period one >

ago, the Industrialists’ Association nrcentiy reported^

Spokesmen from foe association attributed the to a joint

effort between the IDF and the association to direct discharged

soldiers and officers to jabs in the industrial sector. .

Since 1991 approximately 1 .000 discharged

work in industry.
jenny™

Agriculture Minister Rafael Eitan said yesterday that his

ministry will “subvert" the government's proposed efforts to raise

water prices for farmers. „ . „
Eitan said he will consider a rise in the price of pure spring water

only if the price of sewage water is reduced to “almost nothing.

' The government has proposed increasing water prices by seven to

15 agorot per.cubic meter of fresh water and seven to nine agorot

for treated sewage water. Jennifer Fnedlin

Tourism, exports,

retail sales slow
in May-June

DAVID HARRIS

RETAIL sales, exports, and

tourism in May and June all point

. to a further slowdown in foe econ-

omy. according to figures pub-

lished by foe Central Bureau for

Statistics yesterday.

Among its bi-monthly indica-

tors, the CBS reported growth in

retail sales shrank to an annual

rate of 4 percent to 5%, com-
pared to 10% to 13% in foe pre-

vious two mouths and 25% to

17% between November and
February.

Similarly, exports, excluding

diamonds, remained largely

unchanged from March to June
after an increase between
September and February.

The number of tourists arriving

by air has been falling since

December, with foe number of
tourist nights dropping since

January.
. . ,

*•*-** '

The trade deficit”:for June,

excluding diamonds, ' g&soline,

ships, arid airplanes, was almost
unchanged at some $760 million,

that after a foil in April and May. -

There was also a slowdown in

investment in capital goods, to an
annual rate of 9%, from 10% ro

11% in March and ApriL From
July to December, foe figure

reached 20% to 23%.
Construction materials regis-

tered a 14% drop in growth
between March and May, com-
pared to the same period in 1995.

Industrial production bucked
the trend somewhat between
March and May, with an annual

growth rate of 3% to 4%, similar

to production in the previous eight

months. Industrial exports regis-

tered a 2% increase in May and

June, following a slowdown since

February.

Calit Lip/ds Beck adds'.

The Purchasing Managers’

Index for June has increased to

51.3%, similar to foe index regis-

tered in February, Dun &
Bradstreet (DB) and the

Association of Purchasing

Managers announced yesterday.

The companies said foe rise was
mainly due to seasonal factors.

DB sard the index reflects an

increase in local market consump-
tion. especially in food and sum-
mer products like air-condition-

ers.

The index is calculated accord-

ing to ten components which are

calculated as a percentage. A
result above 50% reflects an
improvement . in performance,
while a result below reflects a

worsening in performance com-
pared with the previous month.
The rise In the June index

reflected ah increase in produc-

tion output, which rose to 55.7%
compared with 50% last month.
The, higher index also reflected an
increase in supply of raw materi-

als, to 50% compared with 47.4%
in May. . .

According to DB, foe rise in

production output was accompa-
nied by a rise in local market

orders. But, foreign customer
orders continued to suffer, foiling

to 47.4% compared with 643% in

January. .
'

FEBI to buy NIS 50m. in

indexed gov’t bonds
GAUT UPMS BECK

FIRST Internationa] Bank will hold a tender for the purchase from foe

public of NIS 50 million worth of index-linked state bonds today.

This is foe first time that any bank has invited the public to participate

in a tender to sell it bonds. The tender is similar to the Bank of Israel 's

security net measure, which is based on the discriminating tender

method.
The central bank's security net. which involves the purchase of infla-

tion-linked bonds, was first introduced last week in an attempt to mod-
erate the exceptional fluctuations in bond prices on foe Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange.
The bank said it will accept offers for foe sale of Galil and Sagi bonds

with a two- to four-year redemption period. The offers can be made until
midday today.
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Sharp rise in east German
unemployment looms

Precious
metals
futures

close high
COMMODITIES ROUNDUP

PRECIOUS metals futures closed
higher on Friday with the price

moves being made by midmom-
ing and later trading being quiet.

Silver received a boost on fund
buying, and then moved higher as
stops sent the September contract

sharply higher.

August gold-, closed flat at

$385.70. October platinum closed
up $2.90 at $404.70 and
September palladium dosed up
$0.15 at $132.50.
High grade copper futures

closed lower as the market reacted

negatively to an increase in stock

levels on the_ London Metal
Exchange. Traders had expected

LME copper stocks to post anoth-
er drawdown of approximately

2.000 to 4,000 metric tons. Instead

they were increased to 226,775
metric tons. COMEX September
copper futures dosed down 115

basis points.

After one of die slowest days of
trade in quite some time, wheat
found some activity to pressure

the market to new session lows at

the dose, but com continued to

lag, traders said. Sources said fund
selling and the lack of friendly

news pressured the wheat to new
session and weekly lows, but short

covering ahead of the weekend
helped the market to end in mid-
range.

Com futures dosed lower, just

above session lows. Although, die

market did make new weekly
lows, it didn’t have the same pres-

sure. on the market as did the

wheat and soybeans and. it pro-

duced the most quiet trade on the

day. Sources said the weather this

week is considered beneficial for

pollinating com crops and kept

any aains foanunimum. . , .

;

&pteitiber. wheat dbsefr"down,:
9.25 cents alt 54.3450 per bushel

and September com ended down
1 .00 cent at $3-5000 per bushel.

Fund selling pushed the soy

complex futures,lower just before

the end of Friday’s session,

although mild short covering pre-

vented the market from ending on
its lows. Soybean futures closed

sharply lower, with November set-

tling just above the important sup-

port area of $7.25 at $7.26 1/4.

Forecasters increased their

chances for rain this past weekend
in the Midwest, which may have
contributed to Friday’s late fall,

too.

December cotton futures settled

higher after the market turned

around tomake day’s highs on the

close on buying mat could' have
been prompted by concerns over
two typhoons headed for growing
areas in southeastern China, one
analyst said. Speculator baying
and probably light fund buying
pushed the market to the session

high of .73. cents, . with the

December contract closing up 38
points at 72.95.

October world sugar futures set-

tled higher on the day on buying

by commercial traders, and specu-

lators, traders slid. The October
contract settled 17 points higher at

1 1 .90 cents after hading in a range •

of 11.68 to II.94 cents. .

September coffee futures settled

higher amid mixed trade, a floor

trader said. Early speculator buy-

ing brought die contract higher,

but commercial trade selling kept

the price in abeyance. The •

September contract settled 110

points higher at $ 1 .0405 after triad- .

in$ in a ranse of $1.0210 to

Sf.0440.
September cocoa futures settled

slightly lower on the day on

spread trading, a floor trader said.

London's dip on its close may
have also lessened support for

New York trading, he. said. The
September cocoa futures contract

settled $3 lower at $1-358 after

trading in a tight range of $1353
to $1,362.

Study: World grain
land shrinking

WASHINGTON (Reuter) -
Expanding cities around the
world have helped shrink the
acreage used per person for
food production by 30 percent
since 1950, a report by a

Washington study group said on-
Saturday.

The Worldwatch Institute said
the Jandnsed for grain produc-
tion has fhlien to 030 acres per
person lasf year from 037 acres

ml9$0.
The 2995 figure was equiva-

lent to about a quarter of an
American football fieltT or a
sixth ofa soccer pitch, the insti-

tute said in a report titled

“Stainfclnfe Fields."
,

BONN (Reuter) — Unemployment in east
Germany could rise to over 30.percent ifthe
Bonn government goes ahead with plans to
cut back job creation schemes in the region,
a Christian Democrat member of parlia-
ment warned on Saturday.
Joachim Schmidt, CDU member for the

east German state ofSaxony and a member
of Chancellor Helmut Kohl's party, told the
Saechsische Zeitung Bonn should scrap

plans to roll back job creation measures
[ABMs) to west German levels by 2000.
Currently 1.16 million east Germans, or

15 percent of the workforce, are without a
job. About 200,000 east Germans are in

ABMs, compared to 75,000 in the west.
The total cost of the schemes is DM10 bil-

lion annually. Finance Minister Theo
Waigcl plans to cut back ABMs in the east
as part of the government's austerity pro-

gram.
Schmidt said cuts in support for the east

should depend on developments in the labor
market.
Saxony's economics minister, Kajo

Schomraer, suggested in another newspaper
interview that the firms that were employ-
ing people in ABM schemes could consider
more part-time work to give more people
the chance of some training.

Argentina ousts architect of economic plan

Domingo Cavallo unpopular for cutting benefits

BUENOS AIRES (Reuter) -
Argentine President Carlos

Menem on Friday replaced
Economy Minister Domingo
Cavallo, the architect of econom-
ic reforms, after clashing over

belt-tightening measures that

drew widespread opposition.

While praised abroad for eco-

nomic austerity that shrank infla-

tion from 5,000 percent five years

ago to below zero now, tough ben-

efit cuts at a time of high unem-
ployment has fuelled anger from

the public, church, labor, and

political opponents.

The presidency announced dial

Cavallo, 50, a Harvard-trained

economist, will be replaced by

Central Bank President Rogue
Fernandez, who like Cavallo is a

technocrat and who vowed to con-

tinue the free market reforms.

“Cavallo completed a phase,

which is why I asked for his res-

ignation," Menem told a news
conference.

The man who was the father of

the so-called “economic miracle"

that brought stability and growth

to Argentina earlier this decade

was the darling of foreign

investors, but was increasingly

unpopular at home for his unre-

lenting economic austerity during

recession.

Rumors he had clashed with

Menem on Wednesday and threat-

ened to resign sent financial mar-

kets reeling with investors fearing

the fiscal austerity plan would be

upset.

Friday, after reports of bis

departure swept through the

Argentine capital, the Buenos
Aires stock market fell 4.1 per-

cent
His dismissal came exactly two

weeks after announcing deficit-

cutting measures that slashed

family allowance benefits and

abolished tax exemptions on food

vouchers that are a key part of the

pay packages of two million

Argentines.

file normally pro-Peronist CGT
labor federation called a general

strike for August 8. and thousands

marched to "the Plaza de Mayo
square across from the presiden-

tial palace on Friday to protest the

measures.

“You’re a cadaver. Cavallo."

Carlos Santillan. leader of the

public sector workers union from

the poor province of Jujuy, shout-

ed to the crowd of thousands,

minutes after Cavallo’s dismissal

was announced.

An opinion poll this week
showed more than 56 percent of

Argentines wanted Cavallo out,

little more than a year after

Peronists won a landslide re-elec-

tion on a combination of

Cavallo’s economics and

Menem 's charisma.

Despite Cavallo and Menem’s
frequent clashes, theirs was seen

as a marriage of convenience.

Menem needed Cavallo to man-

age the economy, and the minister

needed the president's political

skills to be able to convince

Argentines to take the bitter med-
icine he dished out.

Cavallo was the only member of

the cabinet appointed by Menem
when he first took office in 1 989

to remain at the president’s side

for so long.

He was foreign minister until

1991, when he was moved to the

Economy portfolio and launched

the Convertibility Plan, which
pegged the peso to the dollar to

slash inflation: However, he has

been unable to bring unemploy-

ment down - it is currently at 1 7.1

percent - and has been slow to

drive Argentina out of recession.

Economists admire Menem and

Cavallo for their dogged determi-

nation to show fiscal discipine.

But their attempts to crack down
on tax evasion, estimated at 524

billion a year or more than half

the budget, have failed.

Japan, US still differ on insurance trade
Countries are striving to meet July 31 deadline

VANCOUVER (Reuter) - Japan and the

United States remained far from a deal late on
Friday to resolve a dispute on insurance after

two days of talks, a US official said.

“We're far apart still,” said the trade official,

who declined to be identified. Japanese offi-

cials have also said that little progress was
made in the talks in Vancouver.

At issue in the talks is implementation of a

1994 bilateral agreement to open Japan’s $382

billion insurance market.

Washington accuses Tokyo of reneging on

the agreement by moving to deregulate the

persona) ardent and health 'insurance

sectors dominated, by American and European
firms before opening up the huge life and casu-

alty insurance sectors dominated by Japanese

companies.
The two countries are negotiating in the

hope of reaching a deal by the July 31 dead-

line set last month by President Bill Clinton

and Japanese Prime Minister Ryutaro

Hashimoto.
While still hoping for a deal by the dead-

line, officials said their two days of talks did

not give them reason for increased optimism.

Trade analysis have speculated that the dead-

line could be pushed back, although officials

said it was premature to discuss the possibili-

r ty.
- Ira Shapiro,' a senior-negotiator from the US
Trade Representative's Office, is leading the

US side. Eisuke Sakakibara. director-general

of the Japanese Finance Ministry ’s internation-

al finance bureau, is Japan's top negotiator on
insurance.

The two sides had further contacts on
Saturday. Yesterday, they were due to begin

discussing a dispute over trade in computer

chips which is also supposed to be resolved by

Wednesday.
Insurance will likely be discussed further

over the coming days and when Japanese

Trade Minister Shunpei Tsukahara and US
Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky

meet tomorrow in Vancouver, officials said.

The US official said some progress had been
- made on insurance in recent weeks bur that

Japan had been slow to offer proposals for

"significant” deregulation of the life and casu-

alty sector.
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Mafiiu5 729 3.7 4600 703 1425
Urnaan 397 02 397 05 13805
Mann . 1121 45 6000 1073 2060
Mashov 279 3.7 11200 274 15 6738
Mahadrin

—

6383 22 8363 22 96
Mttttan 24636 07 120 24453 54
Mwah 366 05 62700 843 •22 65338
Nafc®8 — 2-3 2.8 1360000
Nk»f-. _ BPPfl ao 700 6215 7.7 1923
oat .. 6075 05 8075 05 312
Omwt — 240 25 45000 240 25 13109
Osem „ 2001 35 31000 2005 3.7 10080
Pecker ..... 5485 t.7 250 5495 15 1182
P&rtdas 1333 02 1000 1330 13566
Paimfwm 1211 35 7700 1205 ao 7979
Prycn ...... 6842 07 690 6471 45 3SS
Pafeaffl- 123.5 1205 58592
Ragosin — 1335 32 5000 12S3 1552
Semen 206 4.7 206 45 15663
S«aPmnp.„ 23.B -22 170000 235 -2.1 301138
Sf*cxi 7030 42 3780 6845 15 900
Steel 133J5 -02 42500 13441 296104
Supers 6132 45 28500 5000 22 10044
Tamooue 559 42 2800 543 15 4374
TefahccB—..-130390 130390 151
Tempo1 921 12 1500 919 15 7829
Tews — 104111 -25 3300 106781 1397
TATS 215 42 40000 214 35 30310
Yang 615 1.5 2500 615 1.5 14675
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Stock indexes up
in wake of expected
interest rates drop

TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FELICE MARANZ

172-85
+1.87%

Two-Sided index

STOCK indexes rose yesterday

amid expectations that the Bank
of Israel will announce a 0.5 to

0.8 percentage point reduction in

interest rates today, when it

reveals its monetary policy for

August.

Tlie Maof Index rose 1 .85*?' 10

183.10 and the Two-Sided Index

rose 1 .87% to 172.85.

Of 989 shares trading across the

exchange, nearly four times as

many shares rose as fell- Some
NTS 67.9 million worth of shares

changed hands. IMIS 24.1 m. below
last Thursday's level and about

N1S 5m. below this month's
average daily trading level.

Gaining Maof-listed shares

included banks. Bank Hapoalim
rose 4.25#: Bank Leumi rose

3-5# and Israel Discount Bank
rose 2.25#'. To rein in inflation,

the Bank of Israel has lifted the

rate at which it lends to banks four

times this year, most recently rais-

ing the rate 1.5Q* points to 17%
on June 27.

Consumer prices rose a higher-

than expected 7 t
fr in the first six

months of 1 996, a rate that

exceeds both last year's inflation

183.10
+1.85%

Maof index

and the government’s target rate

of 8^ uTlO^ for the year.

“There are expectations that the

Bank of Israel will cut interest

rates." said Eitan Shtarkman, a

fund manager at Ramai Gan-
based. Zeler Avlagon. Even so, he

added, “a 0.5# to 0.8% cut isn't

much of a decrease."

Share prices also gained after

the Bank of Israel bolstered

investor confidence by imple-

menting a “safety net" to buy gov-

ernment bonds. Shtarkman said.

Last Tuesday, the central bank
bought N1S 250 million worth of
long-term government bonds
from provident funds, which man-
age partially tax-exempt savings

accounts. The purchase created a

floor for bond prices and helped

the fends meet redemption orders.

Bank of Israel Governor Jacob

Fienkel said the bank would
implement the safery net as much
as needed-

increases in share prices “are a

response to last week’s bond
announcements.” said Shtarkman.

“There's a sense that the provi-

dent fend situation is relaxing."

(Bloomberg)

Microsoft to cede
control of technology
SEATTLE (Reuter) - In an effort

to dispel concerns generated in

part by its vast industry power.

Microsoft Corp. said Friday it

would give up control of a key sei

of programming technologies.

Company executives said they

would invite a group of cus-

tomers. software developers, and

other industry executives to meet

to help determine a way to move
control of the company’s ActiveX
technology to an independent

body.

The technology, a set of stan-

dards that allows computer pro-

grammers to create software

applications out of small movable
"objects.” is a key part of the

Redmond. Wash.-based compa-
ny’s huge push to transform itself

to focus on the Internet.

Microsoft has long boasted of

its commitment to “open" stan-

dards. including its Windows
operating systems as well the the

ActiveX object-oriented technolo-

gy-
But executives at rival compa-

nies frequently point out that

Microsoft's control of the stan-

dards it develops can give its own
software developers an advan-
tage.

Moreover, Microsoft’s position

as the arbiter on whether products

from rival companies meet its

standards have sparked clashes in

the past, and some big developers

are reluctant to submit to

Microsoft’s approval process for

fear of giving up trade secrets.

"We think we need io bring a

bunch of those other stakeholders

into the picture and give them
greater input as to the direction of

ActiveX," said Charles

Fitzgerald, a program manager in

Microsoft’s Internet division.

“Anybody who has qualms
about Microsoft’s ownership of

the technology - those qualms
hopefully wifi be addressed," he

said.

He said Microsoft had never

before given up control of such a

large piece of intellectual proper?'

iy.

Jesse Berst, editorial director for

industry newsletter Windows
Watcher, said the move illustrated

Microsoft’s rapid transformation

in response to the Internet chal-

lenge. And he said the move could

put rival Netscape
Communications Corp. on the

defensive.

“It definitely clears the way for

ActiveX to be more widely
accepted in the broader communi-
ty and for there to be less suspi-

cion about Microsoft's ulterior

motives." Berst said.

At the same time, Netscape has
been raising eyebrows by adding
proprietary extensions to its mar-
ket-dominating Internet browser,

he said.

“This could be a case of

Microsoft trying to appear more
open than Netscape,” he said.

Microsoft said hundreds of
companies sell products using

ActiveX technology, generating

more than $200 million in annual

sales, a number that will rise to $2
billion by 2000, according to one
estimate.

Six Hong Kong
operators expected to

invest HK$6b.
New telecommunications system planned

HONG KONG (Reuter) - The six

operators licensed on Saturday to

develop a new generation of
mobile telecommunications ser-

vices in Hong Kong are expected

to invest an aggregate of HK$6
billion, government officials said.

The Sino-British Joint Liaison

Group (JLG), the diplomatic task

force guiding the handover of
Hong Kong to China in mid- 1997,
had spent more than a year thrash-

ing out differences over the award
of the licenses for Personal

Communications Services (PCS)
in Hong Kong.
“We’re talking of an investment

of around HK$6 billion in aggre-

gate over the next few years and
will create more than 2.500 new
jobs in the industry." Hong
Kong’s Secretary for Economic
Services. Stephen Ip, told a news
conference.

The PCS issue is just one of a
host of subjects to have become
tangled up in the often turbulent

Sino-British handover process.

The licenses had been due to be
awarded by the Hong Kong gov-

ernment in August 1995 bur China
vetoed that by” insisting it needed
to approve all contracts straddling

the handover.

The failure of giant Hong Kong
Telecommunications Co Ltd -

57.5 percent held by Britain's

Cable & Wireless Pic - to secure
one of the six permits had raised

eyebrows.
Speculation had been rife in

Hong Kong's markets that the

cool state of Sino-British relations

in the lead-up to the handover
may be hampering British compa-
nies bidding for large projects.

Hong Kong Government offi-

cials declined'to comment.
“I’m not going to buy into con-

spiracy theories. I don’t think it is

appropriate to single out national-
ity issues here.” die director-gen-

eral of Hong Kong’s Office of
Telecommunications (OFTA),
Alex Arena, told the news confer-

ence.

The six chosen submitted the

best proposals, Arena said.

“Anyone that had lost clearly

ranked outside the six."

Ip said he believed the six oper-
ators would begin their services
“in a matter of a few months....or

maybe by early 1997.”

Each was awarded a 10-year
operating license subject to a mid-
term review to ensure the licensee

was fulfilling pledges made in the

license lender.

License-holders require

OFTA’s permission to transfer die

license.
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SPORTS

Bailey sets world mark in 100m YESTERDAY AT ATLANTA

OLYMPICS ROUNDUP

ATLANTA (API - Spurred on by

tfeierminaiion that terTori&t

bombers must not win. the

Olympics went ahead Saturday.

The immediate reward W3S a world

record 100-meter run of 9.84 sec-

onds by Canada's Donovan Bailey.

But before Bailey claimed the

title of world’s fastest human, a

capacity crowd of 85.000 in

Olympic Stadium saw defending

champion Linford Christie of

Britain disqualified for two false

starts. The race started seven min-

utes late after Christie at first

refused to leave the track.

The enthusiastic crowd also saw

a photo finish in the women’s -

100. with defending gofd medalist

Gail Devers edging Jamaica’s

Merlene Ouey and American

teammate Gwen Torrence. Devers

and Ottey both were timed in

10.94 and Torrence in 10.96.

Before Devers, the last woman to

repeal as Olympic 100 champion

was Wyomia Tyus in 1964-68.

Another of the day's winners

was British rower Steven

Redgrave, who became only the

fourth athlete to capture gold

medals at four straight games.

Redgrave won his race while

rain and heavy clouds were

adding to the gloom after a bomb
killed

-

one person and injured

more than 100 early Saturday in a

downtown park meant to bring the

fun and spirit of the Atlanta

Games to everyone. A Turkish

television cameramen died of a

heart attack while running to film

the explosion's aftermath.

Quickly, heavily armed soldiers

were deployed at competition

sites. Tougher security checks

caused delays and long lines as

spectators put aside their fears and

came out anyway. Patrols gave

Two athletes stripped of medals
Two Russian athletes were stripped of their medals in swimming
and wrestling after testing positive for drugs, the International

Olympic Committee said.

Andrea Korneev, bronze medalist in swimming's 200-meter

breaststroke, was disqualified after resting positive for the banned

stimulant bromantan. Zafar Gouleiev, a Greco-Roman wrestler who

won bronze in tire 48-kilogram class, rested positive for the same

substance and also was disqualified. AP

Monday, July 29, 1 996 The Jerusalem Post

tianta Hill wins
a,s German
medals in swimming
sr
the International

mmg's200-mettr
0^(1

lositive for the banned

co-Roman wrestler who r T*1X
nositive for the same X X *

Denmark wins gold in rowing event
Denmark won the Olympic gold medal in men's lightweight coxless

fours with a time of 6 minutes. 9X8 seconds.

Canada won the silver in 6:10.13. The bronze went to the United

States in 6:12.29. AP ' \

Gail Devers of the US (right) storms across the finish line first, followed by Jamaican Merlene
Ottey (center). Mary Onyafi (left) finished seventh in a closely-contested 100m race Saturday. <ap)

extra scrutiny to suspicious

objects reported ai various places

around the city.

But there was general agree-

ment with the decision that the

games should go on.

Back at the main stadium,

Bailey broke the 100-meter record

of 9.85 set by American Leroy
Burrell in 1994.

Bailey, a Canadian bom in

Jamaica, overtook Frankie

Fredericks of Namibia, who took
his second consecutive Olympic
silver medal in 9.89. Ato Boldon of
Trinidad won the bronze in 9.90.

American Kenny Harrison set

an Olympic record of 18.09m in

winning the triple jump gold
medal. Britain's Jonathan
Edwards, the world record holder,

won silver with 17.88.

With their two track and field

golds Saturday, the Americans led

the overall gold standings with IS.

Russia had 14 after weightlifter
Alexei Petrov’s victory in the 91-

kilogram division.

Petrov had won the 1995 world
championships, but then tested pos-

itive for a banned substance. His

lifetime suspension was lifted after

a former girlfriend confessed to

slipping the substance into his food.

France had 10 golds thanks to

three Saturday.

Swiss, Romanians tops in double sculls
Michael Gier and Markus Gier of Switzerland won -the gold medal

in the men's lightweight double sculls in 6 minutes, 23.47 seconds.

Maarten van der Linden and.Pepjin Aardewijn of the Netherlands

woo the stiverin 6:26.48. The bronze went to Anthony Edwards
and Bruce Hick, ofAustralia in 6:26.69.

In the women's lightweight double sculls. Constantins Burcica

and Camelia Macoviciuc ofRomania won the gold medal with a

time of 7: 12.78. Teresa Z. Bell and Lindsay Bums of the United

States won the silver in 7: 14.65. The bronze went to Rebecca Joyce

and Virginia Lee of Australia in 7:16.56. AP

Germany No. 1 in quad sculls
Germany won the gold medal in men’s quadruple sculls with a time

of 5 minutes, 56.93 seconds. The silver went to the United States in

5:59. 10. The brohze-went to Australia in 6:01.65.

Germany was also tops in women's quadruple sculls with a time

of 6:27.44. Ukraine was second in 6:3036. Canada won die bronze

in 6:3038. AP .. ..

HOCKENHEIM. Germany tAP)

- Damon Hill won the German

Grand Prix yesterday in a tight

battle, with Jean Alesi coming in

second.
.

Hill needed just 1 hour. 21 min-

utes. 43.417 seconds to take the

45 lap race that saw a thrilling bai-

lie between the winning Briton

and Austrian Gerhard Berger, who

was leading until his motor blew

up with just three laps to go.

The 35-year-old Hill, who has

never won before at

Hockenheim. now pulls even

with local favorite Michael

Schumacher to win his 20th

Grand Prix in the Formula One

auto racing competition.

The win'also gives Hill JO more

points in the world championship

standing, putting him ai 73, ahead

of his teammate Jacques

ViUeneuve, who came in third and

now has 52 points.

Israelis at the Olympics
Olympic Medals Table
Through Saturday

WE1GHTLIFTER Vacislav Ivanovsky failed to advance in the 99kg
category yesterday when he missed lifting 1 75kg in the snatch after

three attempts.

Windsurfer Gal Friedman, who began the day third overall, was
scheduled to compete yesterday in Savannah. However, the event

was delayed by a lack of wind in the afternoon, and no results were
available as we went to press. Post Sports Staff

SATURDAY’S OLYMPIC MEDALISTS

United States
Russia
France
China
Australia
Italy

Poland
Germany
Cuba
Hungary
Japan
South Korea
New Zealand
Ireland

Turkov

GOLD-Oqnovan Bailey, Canada
SILVER-Frank Fredericks, Namibia

BRONZE-Ato Boldon, Trinidad

Tuple Jump
GOLD-Kareiy Harrison, United States

SILVER-Jonathan Edwards, Britain

BRONZE-Yoebi Ooesada, Cuba
Women 100

GOLD-dail Devers, United States

SLVER-Mertene Ottey, Jamaica
SRONZE-Cwen Torrence, united Stales

Javelin

00LD-Htli Rantanen, Finland

SILVER-Lowse McPauL Australia

BRONZE-Trine Mattests! Norway
BEACH VOLLEYBALL

Women
GOLD-Jackte Silva and Sandra Ptres, Brazil

SlLVEH-Monlca Rodrigues and Adriana

Samuel, Brazil

BRONZE-NataBe Cook and Kerri Potttaisl Ann,

Australia

CANOE-KAYAK
Slalom Men Canoe Singles

GOLD-MIchal MartSkan. Slovakia
'

Sfl-VER-Lukas Potted, Czech Republic

BRONZE-Pa trice Estangoat, Francs

Women Kayak Singles

GOLD-Stepanka Hdgertova, Czech RepuMc
SJLVER-Oara Cltodek. United States

BRONZE-Myriam Fox-Jenisalni, Fiance

CYCLING
Men Team Pwsuit
GOLD-France
SLVER-Russta
BRONZE-Austnifia

Women Sprint

GOLD-Feficia Ballanger; France

Sfl-VER-MtcheUa Ferris, Australia

BRONZE-lngrid Haringa, Netherlands

DIVING Women Platform

GOLD-Fu Mmgaa, China

SH.VER-Ann3sa Walter, Germany
BRONZE-Mary Ellen dark. United States

ROWING
Men Coxtess Pair

GOLD-Steven Redgrave and Matthew Ptasant,

Britain

SLVER-DavW Wdghtnwi and Robert Scott,

Australia

BRONZE-MIche! Anrfeieux and Jean-Chrtstophe

RoBand, Franca

Coxtess Four
GOLD-Austrafla

SILVER-France
BRONZE-Britain

Single Scute
GOLD-Xeno Muefler, Switzerland

SILVER-Derek Potter, Canada
BRONZE-Tftotnas Lange, Germany
Double Scute
GOLD-Davide Tlzzano and Agostira

Norway
BRONZE-Fredertc Kowal and Samuel BaraOmy,
Franca

Women Coxtess Pakr

GOLD-Megan SOI and Kate Statin; Australia

S!LVB?-*tesySdiwen and Karen KraftUS
BRONZE-Christinc Gosse and Hetane Cortin,

France
Stngie Sculls

GOLD-Yakatarina Khodotevfch, Belarus

sa.VER-SBkan Laumann, Canada
BRONZE-Trine Hansen, Denmark
Double Scute
GOLO-Mande McBean and KriMeen Heddta,

Canada
Sfl-VER-Cao Hlanylng and Zhang JGuyun,

China
BRONZE-1rena EIJs and Eeka van Nes,

Netherlands
SHOOTING

MenSkeet
GOLb-Ennlo Fafco, Italy

SLVERJbniN RzapRowsU, Poland

BRONZE-Andrea Benefi, Haly

Smal-Bore Rale 3-Postdon

GOLD-Jean-Pterra Amat, France

Belgium
Ukraine
South ATrtca

Brazil

Belarus
Romania
Britain

Greece
Kazakstan
Finland
Czech Republic
North Korea
Slovakia
Yugoslavia
Armenia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Switzerland

SB-VER-Sergey Bataev, Kazakstan

BRONZE-Wotfram Wafcel Jr., Austria

WEX3H7UFTWG
91kg (2CKL5 pounds}
GOLD-AIaksey Petrov, Russia

STLYER-Leoredas Kotes, Greece

BRONZE-Ollver Caruso, Germany
/Magnate; Italy

StLVEB-KJetfl Undset and Steffen Stoerseth,

Austria

Norway
Sweden
Jamaica
Namibia
Uzbekistan
Netherlands
Denmark
Georgia
Mexico
Moldova

Trinidad-Tobego

c s B Tot
18 20 7 46
14 10 6 30
10 5 12 27

8 6 22
7 7 10 24

5 6 18
4 3 12
10 15 26
4 7 14
2 5 10
4 2 9
4 2 9
1 1 5

-

0 1 4
0 1 4
3 3 8
1 2 5
0 3 5
0 1 3
2 4 7
3 2 6
2 3 6
2 2 5
3 0 4
2 1 4
2 0 3
1 1 3
1 1 3
0 1 2
0 1 2
0 0 1

0 0 1

Q 0 1

0 0 1

3 4 7
1 2 3
1 1 2
1 1 2
1 1 2

0 1

1 0
C • 1

.

0-

0 7 7
0 1 1

0 1 1

0 1 1

0 1 1

0 1 1

0 1 1

Romania, Netherlands row to glory
The Netherlands placed first in men’s eight rowing with a rime of5
minutes, 42.74 seconds. The silver went to Germany in 5:4438.

The bronze went to Russia in 5:45.77.

In the women’s event, Romania was tops with a rime of 6: 19.73

seconds. Canada took silver in 6:24.05. The Belarus snatched the

bronze in 6:24.44. AP

Knicks sign

veteran forward
Buck Williams

Pakistan pushes for victory
LONDON (Reuter) - Pakistan

squandered what could prove a
crucial chance to its push for vic-

tory in the first Test by dropping
England captain Mike Atherton in

.

a tense last session at Lord’s yes-

terday.

Atherton, who has the ability to

save the game for England after

Pakstan Aral tarings 340 (tazamoiHii-Haq 148,

Sa0edAmw74)
England first innings 285 (GThorpe 77. MKriglt

51; Rehman 4-50, Waqar 4-69)

Pakistan second tarings (ovemntt 162-9

Saeed Anwar cRusaib Mutely 1 88

•Shad* Katoirc Russel bOak 33

jjazAhmed bwb Code n
HuaNaq Ahmed clhorpeb Brawn 5
tazamanni-Haq c Eataam b Cork 70
SahnMaftnotout 27
WasunAtaamnotoif 34

Extras MtH4rt>-1) 19

Total (tor five wickets declared) 352
FaD d wickets: V-136 2-138 3-161 4479 5-308

Bowling: Cork 24-4-8M, Brown 18440-1.

Safcbuy 20+630. MuteHy 3020-70-1, ttek 7-

2-16-0. Latam 1S-4-39-0.'

NXr^tjwbWaqi
MAftertonnorout
ASa*art notori

EjJras (b-2 nb-1)

Trial (torone wicks}

Fan of wicket 1-14Fan ol wicket V14
'

Bowing (to date): Wasim Atoam 10-4-120, Waqar
7-1-25-1, MushtaqAhmed 104-160, Rehman 6-2-

18-0. MaBc 1-0-14L

CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS REHAVIA, PRIME LOCATION, will RA'ANANA, EXCLUSIVE LOCATION,

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - An rales

include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
11.70

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (minimum), each add*
tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FHI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 lor ID words
(minimum).each additional word - NIS
25.74.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions} - NIS 351.00
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 (or 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditional word - NIS 44.46.

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 702.00
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 70.20.
Rales are valid until 31.10.96.

Jerusalem
sell eatter 2 80 sq.m. (net), or 1 180 *q.m.
(net). 7 steps. Tel. 050-284175. 03-
5379918-

new cottage 250/300 sq. m. Marty extras.

Immediate. "King David" Real Estate. TeL
09-7744561.

SALES
ARNONA, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
built on Arab house, 4 and 6 rooms, high
standards, magnificent view. Exclusive to

AMBASSADOR. TeL 02-618101.

RAMAT SHARET, DIRECT from build-

er) No agents! 5 + storeroom + balconies SALES

parking +
garden. S

lious finish + enormous
i. Tel. 02-462-7059.

BARGAIN! GIVAT HAMIVTAR, villa,

270 sq. m.. view, garden, southern, imme-
diate, S575.000. Exclusive to Shiran
through ANGLO SAXON. Tel. 02-251161.

SHA'AREI HESED, ONE Storey

CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE , 300 sq. in-

built ol 550 sq. m. ol land, comer, swim-
ming pool, enclosed parking, beautiful.
Available 9/96. Tal. 06343777.

building rights. Across horn Knesset No
agents. Tel 02-377-386.

WHERE TO STAY

CAESAREA- COTTAGE ON
block or land. Tel. 06O632B&

DWELLINGS
EFRAT - A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE.-
houses, cottages, apartments- new and
second hand (also rentals). "Miriam Real-
ty." Tel. 02-9931833.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals " Bed and breakfast ' P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel 02-611745,
Fax:02-618541.

Haifa and North
OFFICE STAFF

SALES
EIN HEMED, NEW private neighbor-
hood m Jerusalem Hills, superb cottages/2
family homes, beautiful countryside. Tel.

050-JQ7-169.

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, pnv.
bathroom. T.vyTel, quality furnished. Tel.

02-252-757. Fax 02-251

MAGNIFICENT BEACH FRONT
APARTMENT. Beach Towers, 3 balco-
ny, Regba kitchen + appliances, oppor-
b, miiui 04-8261210/ 052-419104,

(Benny/nana).

DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication: lor Friday and Sunday:

6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday m Tel Avrv

and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.

20 sq.m, basement, garden, undermound
parking. Immediate. "ISRABUILD* Tel 02-
666571

DWELLINGS REALTY
Tel Aviv

General

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central.
HOLIDAY RENTALS PLOTS

DWELLINGS

new building, parking, balconies, imme-
diate “ISRABUILD" Tel 02-666571.

FROM PRIVATE, PITUAH ZICHRON

General

WHERE TO STAY

GIVAT CANADA. TURNKEY apart-
ment, sensational Jerusalem view, 4 + en-
largement. private entrance, Shiran exclu-
sive through CORRINNE DAVAFL Tel. 02-

733385.

SELECTION OF APARTMENTS and
rooms lor tourists throughout Israel. HA-
VIVA. TeL 02-244-115.

BEAUTIFUL HOLIDAY
APARTMENTS

tourists/businessmen,
short/long term.
•'Dynami,"

TeL 03-^:63003. Fax 03-5469667.

YAAKOV. plots are being planned in land
release scheme tabu. Si 0,000 + pay- TEACHERS
merits. TeL 03-5257869/70. 04-8644062.

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

ENGLISH SPEAKER, PART-TIME, for
Ksfoer^artert, Ftamaf Aviv area. Tel. 03-

DWELLINGS

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. t tth Hoot, view ol Knesset stor-

age. parking, S495.0C© " ISRABUILD". Tel.

02-666-571

.

COUNSEUNG/HEALING
TRANSLATORS

Jerusalem

HOUSE AND GARDEN, 2 1/2 rooms.
Rehavia. lurnished. SIQOQ. Tel. 02*
736640.

SPECIAL FOR RELIGI-
OUS

HAREOI AREA,
GUSH 8Q, 6 gigantic rooms *

porches

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES Gan Ha'ir/

near sea. tounsts/ businessmen, short/

long-term. TeL 03-6969092, 050-358-972.

FOR A HEALTHY BODY & a happy
mind, have a professional massage or
Shiatsu. Tel. 03-560232a

SITUATIONS VACANT
ssssa SITUATIONS VACANT

RENTALS

AZOREI CHEN, 5 rooms, furnished,

luxurious, fully equipped new kitchen,

quiet immediate. TeL 03-699-1206.

GENERAL
Sharon Area

BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF 3-4

room spacious apartments available from

August 1 and September l. Fumtshedfun-
turnished. long term, Taibieh. Rehavia.

NavoL Old Katamon, Givar Oranim. From
$850. EVA AVIAD REALTOR. Tel. 02-

618404, Fax:02-611729.

KIRYAT MOSHE, GOOD location! 3
spacious and comlorlable, must sell! Keys
at NARKISS REALTY AND INVEST-
MENTS. Tel. 02-249249.

BAVLl, 3,EXCLUSIVE. FULLY fur-

nished, elevator + parking. S850. TeL 03-

7398134.

REQUIRED, HIGHLY CAPABLE
gr^iriic designer, fluent Freehand, Photo-
shop. Page maker, PowerMac. Tel. 02-
234664.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

GOOD COOK, IN Herafiya Pitoah, once
a week (Wed). Tel. 09-576420.

KIRYAT SHMUEL, 4, SPACIOUS and
quiet * dtaette terraces + view ol Knes-
set + elevator. BEN ZV1. Tel. 02-630066.

FOR TOURISTS! NORTH Tel Aviv, fur-

nished room, immediate availability: TeL
03-604-9344.

Tel Aviv

CENTRAL, QUIET, LUXURIOUS, 3 1/

2 rooms. fuBy equipped, shortflong term,

from OcL 10. Tel/Fax: 02-630564.

LAST OPPORTUNITY! ARNONA, 4
rooms. 1st floor, elevator, storeroom. 2
balconies. Excellent location! Keys with

ABU TOR REALTY. TeL 02-734-207.

OPERA TOWER. EXCLUSIVE!! Fur-
nished/unturmshed apartments, long/

short-term. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-

9988-

CARPENTERS

SEEXING FILIPINO AU-PAIR, live-in.

In Netanya, good conditions. Tel. 09-
3480t0.

HEART OF REHAVIA 2.5 moms. CQZily

lurnished, ground floor, small garden.
S700. TeL 02- 422257 (NS).

MUST SELL! KIRYAT SHMUEL 4. 1st

Door, renovated, closets, balcony with a
view, parking. 5282,000. exclusive to Shir-

an through ANGLO SAXON. Tel. 02-

251161.

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL. beautiful S
rooms * balcony. Sl*O0, long term. YAEL
REALTOR ffAALDAN). TeL 03-6426253.

SEEKING PROFESSIONAL CAR-
PENTER for dynamic studio, min. 2 years
experience. Tel. 03-6634871, Ruth or
Dam.

PURCHASER'SALES
General

GENERAL FOR SALE

JEWISH QUARTER, APT., 2 large
rooms, palio. long-term. 5800. Adeba. tel.

052-575-183. 03-530-342(w). 03-635-
1714(h).

OLD KATAMON, IN renovated neigh-

borhood! 3. ground Hoot, excellent condi-

tion + balconies. Perfect for investment

TOURISTS/RESIDENTS. LOVELY
FURNISHED apartment, air conditioner,

near Dizengaff. sea. TeL 03-699-1 1 57.

DANISH, GERMAN + GREEK, speak-
ers warned! High salary1 Cat) Steal. teL

03-5758255

CASH! WE purchase gold, diamonds,
corns; watches, antiques. TeL 03-51 0-

6769. 052-602809..

SALES HOUSEHOLD HELP PURCHASE

LONG TERM/ UNFURNISHED: Lev
Rehavia: 4. luxurious: Abu Tor (Anuna-
davj: 5. beautiful. Furnished: Ghrat Ora-
nim: 4. beautiful duplex, terrace. T.A.C.
Tel. 02-631754.

and/or elderly, must sen this week! TZ1-
MUKI. TeL 02-63*-221.

PENTHOUSE, EXCELLENT LOCA-
TION, new buiidinq. marvelous view. tuUy

furnished. TeL 05tf407l69.

NEVE AV1VIM. 5 ROOMS, AC. study,

fixtures. Tel. 050-565980, 03-5108891,
03-510042&9.

DWELLINGS

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
best!' The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel. For the hiefcst quality Sve-in jobs
phone Au Pair iniamationaL 03-8190423.

WE PURCHASE ANTIQUES, Old furni-

ture, and household contents. Tel. 03-

6831724; Homs 03-888191.

PURCHASERSALES

REHAVIA, 3.5, FURNISHED, balcony,
modem Kitchen, air conditioning. 3rd floor,

S950 from Sept. Tel. 050-235582 (NS).

RAMAT ESHKOL (RAMAT HAGO-
LAN). a finer 4, 3rd floor, neal and wefHi.
S206.000. Shiran exclusive through idan,
TeL 02-734834.

Sharon Area

RENTALS

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the

-Jerusalem

agency w«i a heart tor theAu Pairs. Can
Hama Tel. 0M659937. FOR SALE

TALBIEH, 4. FURNISHED, 1st. gar-
den. immediate until December. TeL 02-
617990.

RAMAT ESHKOL, MEVO TlMNAH. (4

rooms). 120 sq.m.. 2nd floor, must sell.

Exclusive to Swan throughAM GAR TeL
02-816833.

HERZLIYA, BEAUTIFUL MODERN
penthouse. 5, quiet street, elevator, *Yasl

Realtor" (Mafoanj. TeL 03-6426253-

IMMEDIATEU! S700 * ROOM AND
board for pleasant, mature au pair, per-

manent position. Tel. 03-5234066.

ADMIRAL to KG. cfothes dryer, brand
new, unused, unopened and untouched,
top Of the fane Tel/Fax 02-537132 (NS),

they were left facing an improba-

ble target of 408 to win, was
missed by wicketkeeper Rashid

Latif from a leg glance off pace-

.man Ata-ur-Rehman. -

England's captain, on 19 at that

time, continued to resist stubborn-

ly until die close on the fourth day
when he was 24 not out and with

Alec Stewart, unbeaten on 46. had
steered his side to 74 for one.

Today is the final day.

THE New York Knicks' renova-

tion project added another plank

over the weekend with the signing

of. veteran free agent forward

Bock Williams to a multi-year

contract-

“Buck’s a pro’s pro. He is one

of the classiest and most respect-

ed players in the NBA." general

manager Ernie Grunfeld said in a

release. “He will fit in very well

with our club to add veteran

depth to pur front line. He’s a

very good rebounder and defend-

er and has tremendous playoff

experience, including two NBA
Finals."

Terms of the deal were not

announced. AP

BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
SATURDAY'S NL RESULTS:
ClDdnBflti 7, New York 5
San Francisco 7,Atlanta5
Colorado 10, Cbkaeo 6
Philadelphia 2, Pittsburgh 1

SL Louis 6, Montreal 3
San Diego 20, Florida 12 .

Los Angeles 6, Houston 5 (11)

SATURDAY’S AL RESULTS:
Baltimore 14, Cleveland 2
Texas 5, Chicago 4 (10)

New York 5. Kansas City 4
Toronto 6, Oakland 4
California 7, Milwaukee 0
Boston 9, Minnesota 5
Seattle 13, Detroit 7

wlntiers, ^w— TrtyiaQuiz

M-ite pn Channel I’s IBAgnews
;'Vpn Friday, August 2.at 4:30 pm.

*

;f. Tho winhers’ /lames will be pubfish«l •

in ttje August4 edition of Ttie jerpsajem Post .

HOUSEKEEPER, COOKING, 5 DAYS
a waek. good conditions, Hve-out TeL 03-
6420251.

MISCELLANEOUS
Outside Israel

SUZUKI 500 CC, 1993 lor sale, excel-
lent condition. Tel. 02-631266. 02-
861307. (NS).

HOUSEKEEPER WITH EXPERIENCE
+ live-ln. central reraoo. good conditions.

+

FSpinos tor the eJoarty-TeL 03^8898 68-

9.

LOTTERY UNRESTRICTED

SEEKING SERIOUS, RESPONSIBLE
au pairtor housework + 1 ctuld, live-m.TeL
03-8294099:

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African
au-pair. Uve-in, central Tel Aviv. 5750 +
200 NIS, immediate bonus. TeL 03-
6201195, 052-452002.

LOTTO AUSTRAUAN POWERBALL,
scratch tickets. ( this offer is void where
prohibited by law ), multi-millions, world's

best- since 1985. Free brochures. ALS,
GFO Box7A, Metooume, 3001, Australia.

Fa>c + 81-3-95272088.

ABIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, seffing. leasing, trading.

TeL 02-8523735, 050-240977.

VEHICLES
Tel Aviv

General PASSPORT

UNRESTRICTED

ENGLISH SPEAKER. 5 days, fun-time,
computer knowledge. Tel 03-544-

PEUGEOT. 306XT. AUTOMATIC, red,
1995, 7,2000 km. TeL 02-610-205, or Mon
thurs. 03575-8636.

MITSUBISHI GLXI, SUPERLANCER,
station, 1996, N.LS. 48.000. Tel. 03-
5334023 (NS).

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY/WP.
ENGLISH mother tongue, fluent Hebrew.
Tel. 03-673-2000.

VEHICLES

VOLVO, 855, 1995, station, 7 seats,
35.000 Km. Must sell to Oleh. Tel. 03-
6991269.

Jerusalem

TRANSLATOR HEBREW-ENGLISH.
INCLUDING typing. Half time Job. Pref-
erence to a candidate with experience in

Insurance. Apply to P.O. Box 2033. Tel
Aviv, 61019.

MOTORCYCLES
SUZUKI GS500E. 1992, red, 39000
knu, + carrier, side guards^Iarm. Excel-
lent condition. Tel 02-999155? (H), 02-
62^239 (W)

Drive
Carefull1

EXPERIENCED TRANSLATOR
FROM Dutch to Hebrew or the opposite,
tor technical malarial Prefer Permanent
Army. Send resume to Translator, POB
26499 Tel Aviv.

Real Estate &
Investments in Israel

1996
. . Just before Rosh Hashana

The Jerusalem Post
wilkpublish special supplements,

devoted to
resti estate and investments in Israel.

- The supplements will be published
in the International Edition

of August 12, 19 & September 2
and in the daily paper on September 1

3
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
KLEZMER
HelenKaye

OLD. Safed wQl
swing tonight as.

the... Klezmer
Festival 'gets

underway. Choose
from among ShuU
Natan and the
Makoya ' Choir,
Hasidiske Blues
.from Jimmy

'

Lloyd, and groups
like the Budapest
Klezmer or Bres-
lav Klezmer, and
Yiddrsh

.
.Blues

from Paris. Hourly
shows from 6:30
p.m. If you miss'

someone first time
around, you’ll get
them the second,

.
and it's free.

Ticketed shows
are Once There
Was a Hasid with
clarinetist / Israel

‘Under the Domino Tree’ is among the offerings at the Israeli film festival

playing in local theaters.

Zohar and singer Lolik (who’s in the free shows
too), at 8:30 p.m., and Once There, Was a Hasid’s
Song at 9:30 pjn in the Seraya, and the Retm Duo
with Uzi Hitman over at Allon House at 9.

Center presents her reconstructed Song ofSongs
and The Book of Ruth in a salute to Levi-Tanai.

Tbm'ght at InbaJ Hall in the Suzanne Delia] Center
ax &30 p.m.

FILM FESTIVAL CLASSICAL MUSIC
Helen Kaye Michael Ajzenstadt •

ISRAELI film fans need to look for those words
in die film calendars because the Blue & White
Council and the Israeli Film Foundation have
joined forces for a two-month Israeli Film
Festival in local movie theaters. Featured movies
include classics like Casabkut and Sapiches, later

hits like Banot
,
award winners like. Tel Aviv-Los

Angeles or Lovesick m Ramat Aviv Gbnmel and
current hits like Gila Almagor’s Under the

Dormm Tree. See the film of your choice for half

the price of a regular ticket.

THERE are only two more opportunities to enjoy

the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra’s delightful

presentation of Lehar’s The Merry Widow con-

ducted with style and panache by Zubin Mehta
and with a first-rate group of singers headed by
the extraordinary Simon Keenlyside as Danilo,

SiIvana Dussmann as the woman who loves him
and Edith Lienbacher and Sebastian Reinthaller

as die lovers who try to enjoy life as much as they

can. This is one of the most memorable IPO
evenings of the season and no one should miss it

- either tonight or Thursday at the Mann
Auditorium in Tel Aviv. S:30.

The summer program of the Israel Vocal Arts
DANCE

Helen Kaye Institute continues tonight with a masterclass

given by John Norris at the Enav Center in Tel

Aviv. The rest of the week's master classes are at

the Israel Music Conservatory in Tbl Aviv and are

presented by program director Joan Domemann
tomorrow, and legendary mezzo-soprano Mignon
Dunn on Wednesday. All at 7.

SARA Levi-Tanai created die Inbal Dance
Theater and a totally new dance. language, influ-

enced by her Yemenite heritage, to give expres-

sion to Hebiew/Israeli dance. The Inbal Ethnic

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
8 Maybe - a source of
infomatioa for me-14)

-

9 Triqk by bowler in Derby,
'say(3>. •

.

“

10 A' major ' departure' from
Scripture (6)

11 Kidthat bites? (6)

12 Paper to watch—The
Scotsman 18)

13 Office girl, thirty, hands
post to be sorted f’9,61

15 Honours can't be even after

this match (4-31

17 After midweek, get.

engaged for marriage (7)

20 With which one bristles
with purpose (8,7>

23 Discoloured limb shows
scab (8)

25 formidable man equal to
two sailors (6) -

26 Frequent some open land
• (6)

27 Start in the middle. Jack
(3)

•

28 Time to take our journey
f4) .

DOWN
1 Fairly splendid result (6)

2 All women do (3.5)

3 French launch God
movement—not here

surely? (6.2,7)

4 Mounting scaffolding (7)

5 Raging storm penetrated

large shop (10,5)

6 Delay to exhibit (4,2)

.

7 A crazy person rejected

this fish (4)

14 Almost indisposed (that is

spelled correctly) (3)

16 What a story Juliet could

reveal (3)

18 Set free, I rebel at new
arrangement (8)

19 Ship is great, if unwieldy

(7)

21 Earnings arrive in reverse

order (6)

22 Over three miles to the

alliance? (6)

24 Take up implement for

plunder (4)

SOLUTIONS

aasmaaT sasasaaaasuann
oasasas smosaasaaiDQOHaH
aaaasassQ aaniaa
m nannaaa nasamnanH

a m a
aaaQsaaQD aancis
a a a a a
aaasa aaaasaaasasaassoo]
aaasDCJs aasasaaaanaasoa
aaaaass aanaasa

Yesterday’s Quick Solution
eadtb.
Igor, 11

ACROSS: 1 Haros. 4 Breadth. 8
9 Basel, 10 Eiger, 11
IS Asm, 18 Tnfle, It

Thieves,

Eaglet. S® Leap. 22 Appeals. 04
Proud. 28 PoswC 87 O{union, 28
Everest. 29 Dross.

DOWN: 1 Hottest, 2 Ruing, 1
Several, < B curie, 5 Svsw. 8
Despoil. 7 Halve, 12 Ides. 14 Well.

OCve.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Mended dine (5)

4 Brief(5)
10 Suffer (7)

21 Artist’s tripod (5)

12 Herb (5)

13 Cooked in.oven (7)

25 Japanese outcast

17 HGgh-IQ
. , e ,

organisation (5)

.

19 Sioe-ties (5)

22SEAsian republic

(41

25Japanese ivory (7)

27 Tree trunk 15)

29Pbem(5)
30 Large building (7)

31 Lazy person (5)

32 Vendettas (5)

DOWN
2 Woodwinds (5)

3 Food (7J

5 Doglike mwmmal
(5)

6 Ridingaward (7)
7 Taxi driver (5)
8 Road crossing (5)

9 Slip (5)

14 Norwegian
Capital (4)

16 Conversation i4l

18 Walked in (7)

20 Attribute (7)

21 Fish (5)

23 Subtropical
mosquito (5)

24 Narrow bay (5)

26 Male relative (5)

28 Sightless (5)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

8530 News 8:45 Exercise Hour 7.-00 Good
Morning Israel 730 AUana ’96

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Animate 8:30 Barak the Wonder Dog
900 Gaya, Gal and GA 9:15 KaHmaiu 930
The Line Memaid 1040 L«Js Women -
animated version 1(fc30 Vacation Studio
13S0Q Animats 1335 Kahmaru

CHANNEL

1

13dS0 Adana *96 1&59 A New Evening
17:32 Heartbreak High 18:15 News In

l PROGRAMS
18:30 Sports Magazine 19:00 News m
Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19&1 Adarta “96 20:00 Mabafl News 2fc45
Summer with Dan MargWt - new currera-

alfaxs Bvs interview program 22500 Atlanta

‘98 CXW» News CXh05 Atlanta ‘96 tiH 650
am
CHANNEL 2

10:00 National Geographic nature films

11:00 Hanan and Natan (rpt) n;30 Tnck or

Treat (rpt) 12:00 Tush-Tush 13:00 A Matter
of Time l£30 The Fresh Prince of Bel Air

(rpt) 14:00 -nek Tack 1430 AI Together Now
1S00 Super Duper 15530 Make a Wish
16.00 Die Bold and die BeautAul 17:00 News
magazine vrth Rati Reshei 17:30 Hal the

Trt» 18:00 Santa Barbara 19:00 Baywatch
20tf)0 News 20&0 Mr. Bean— British come-

1 series 21:05 ITs a Deal 21:40 Klezmer
I - five broadcast from Safed 22:40

My Friend Robed - israefi drama famed in

New 'talk 23*5 Stags 00:00 News 00:05
Stags, continued 00:15 Trouble m Mind
(1985) - Futuristic mekxkama -about an ex-

cop who gets NmaeU involved with a bunch
kids who*ve lust come to the txg city.

Starring Kris Knstoflerson and Lori

.

(Ill mtits.) 2:10 On the Edge of the I

JORDAN TV

15.-03 Bonkers 1530 Here's Lucy 15:55
Olympic Games 19:00 News to French
19:10 Olympic Games 22:00 News in

English 22:20 Olympic Games 8:35
Closedown

MIDDLE EAST TV

8:00 TV Shop 14500 The 700 Club 1430
Knckefbocker Hobday (1944) - a printer m
New Ybric provokes thepubtc to figtn for their

rights. Starring Nelson Eddy. Charles Cobum
and Sheiey winters. (85 mins.) 1&05 Urban
Peasants 1&30 Dennis the Menace 16^5
Mask 1740 POpptess 17:45 Magnun 18540

The A-Taam 1930 World News To
(Arabic} 2ft00 CNN Headfine News

2235 The 700 Club 2335 Larry King Live

0030 TV Shop 230 Quantum Shafting
3.-00TV Shop

CABLE
ITV 3 (33)

16.-00 Cartoons 1630 Zohara and the

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

MS2&08per line, Including VAT. Insertion

every day of the month costs MS52055
per line, including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UMVBISmr.Tours Of the Mount
Scopus carpus, in En^ish. daily Sun

-

Thur, it a.nv from Bronfman Reception
Centre. Sherman Administration Btdg.

Suses 46. 9, 23, 26, 2a For info, calf

882819.HADASSAM. Visit the Hadasaah
installations, Chagall Windows. TeL 02-

416333,02-776271

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVTV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Rotand-Rosenberg Coltection 24 master-

pieces by modem artists. Fauvsm. wad
Beasts. Josef Beuys: Drawings and
Objects. Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchirv

Stocked WtelL Face to Faca The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVIL-
ION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART. I Am
Ybu Artists Against Violence: 20 posters.

Hours Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 pm rue. 10
am-10 pm Fn. 10 em-2 pm Ssl 10 3
pm Meyertwtt Art Education Center, TbL
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHArS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-8374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, SO Yad
Harutzlm, 673-1475; Balsam, Salah e-Dki,

627-2315; Shuafat, Sbuaiat Road, 581-
108; Dar Aldawa. Herod's Gate, 628-

2058.
Tel Aviv: Bavti, i Uziel cnr Toledaro, 604-

0552; Kupat HoUm Clalil, 7-9 Amsterdam,
523-2383. T9 3 a.m_ Tuesday: Jabotmky,
125 lbn Gvirot, 546-2040. Till mWnWit:
Syperpharm Ftamat Aviv, 40 Emslein, 641-
3730; London Ministore Superpharm, 4
Shaui Hametech. 696-0115.
Ra'anana-Ktar Sava: Doron, 8 Geuta,
Ra'anana, 988054.
Nefanya: Magen, 13 Weizmann, 822985.
Krayot area: Nwpharm Shavn, Shave
Ceritar, Kiryat Ate, 844i3778.
Haifa: Magen David, 13 Geula. 862-5205.
Hereflya: Oal Pharm, Beil Merkazim, 6
MasJut (cnr. Sderat HagallnO, Herzfiya

Pituah. 558472. 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

mklnigfrt.

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair
Mak 570468. open 9 am to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Br> Kerem (inter-

nal, surgery, orthopedics); Misgav Ladach
(obstetrics); Bkur Holim (pediatrics, EMT);
Shaare ZedNc (Dphihalmotogy).
Tel Avtv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medical Carter (internal, surgery).

Netanya; Laniada

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911
(English) In most parts of the country, in

addtoon:
AsMod* BS51333
AstMlon 6551332
Bearshaba" 6874767
BettShamesh 6S23133
Dan Barton" 5703333
EDaT 6332444
Hate- 8512233
Jarusatem- 533133
KarmW 99B5444

mar Sava' 902222
Nartamya- 9912233
Neonya*
PetefiTawa- 93imi
Ftehovor 9451333
RBtwn' 9842333
sated earns
Td Avtv* 51601 11

Tbanas* 792444
* Uofiite Intensive Cara Unk (MlCtJ) senice m we
area, around The dock.

Medical help tor tourists (in English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center a
Rsmbam Hospital 04-852-9205. 24 hours
a day. tor information in case of poisoning.
Eian - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 661-0303. Tel Aviv 546-1111
(children/youlh 696-1113). Haila 867-
2222/3. Beersheba 649-4333. Netanya
625110, Karmiel 988-8770. Kfar Sava
767-4555. Hadera 346789.
Wbo hotlines for battered women 02-
851-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in Russian),

07-637-6310. 08-855-0508 (also in

Amharte).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tfel Avhf
523-4619. 544-9191 (men), Jerusalem
625-5556. Haila 853-0533. Eilat 633-
1977.

HadaesWi Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7676).

Unknown Man 17:15 Panorama 18:00
Amores 19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
Doaors Talk 20:00 Mabai News 20:45 On
Ne Badme Pas Avec L'Amour - classic

French film set tn the 19th century.
Members af a noble familv whtn has fallen

on hard times by to serfs in vnth relatives

whom they have cot seen save childhood.
(67 mins.) 22:15 Adventues and ChaHenges
23:25 Jazz into the Night

ETV2 (23)

15:30 Vacation Time 18:00 Alpme
Academy 18:30 Famflv Ftetelons 19SJ0
Base Aratxc 19^30 Reflection 20:00 A New
Evening (with Russian subtitles) 20130
Welcome to France 21:00 Medicine
Demystified 21:30 Fat Chance - chronically

overweight Rick Zakovticr. tours a support

group 22:15 Gonna Gel Out - short ram
about ctarstrcphobia 22-J30 Star Trek-The
Next Generation 23:15 Mother and Son

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8.-00 Sisters (rpt) 9:00 One Lite to Live (rpt)

9:45 The Young and the Restless upD
1030 Days Of Ovr Lives (rpt) 11d20 Pena

(roll 12:10 Neighbors (rpt) 12:35
i (rpt) 13:30 Starting at V30 14:05 21

Jump Street 14:55 Ssters 15:50 Days of

Our Lives 16:40 fJeigtoors 17:10 D^las
18.-00 One Lite to Uve 18:45 The Young
and the Restiess 19£U> WKFtp m Ctncmnati
20:00 Perta Negra 20^0 Mamed with
Chadnen 21:15 The Nanny 21:40 Mad
About You 22:05 Hope and Gtona 22:30
Murphy Brown 23.-20 Fraser 23:45 Mafrose
Place 00:45 Sweet Justice 1:25 Rosie
ONeOi

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Crazy SaSari Hi (1991) - South
African comkoy. Aliens and native Africans

continue to study one another (94 mins.)

13:15 The Second Woman (1961) - mys-
tery and romance intertwined (91 mats.)

(rpt) 14:50 A Bear Named Arthur M992)
(rpt) 16:25 Non Ci Resta Cho Pianger

(1991, ttafian) - a teacher and a servant
travel back rn am© to M92 and uy lo pre-

vent Columbus from dtscovenrn America
(107 mins.') 18:10 Movie News 1&2S Street

o! Dreams (1988) - a pnvaie eve falls m
love with a beautiful stranger and investi-

gates the murder of her husband, a notori-

ous Hollywood mogul (90 mms.) 20:00
SaraAna.1 (1992) - Musical about a teacher

n Soweto under apartheid, who teaches
forbidden by law. with Whoopi

Goldberg. Leleti Kriumato. Directed by
Darrell James RoodL (in mms.) 22:00
Maice (1993) - Ne m a sleepy college town
is ctisturbed by a rapist. The dean has to

deal with student panic, plus an ID wife and
a young surgeon who moves into the*

house. With Atec BaWwtn, (Vcote Kidman,

BinPuSman. (1 OS mms.) 23^0 irs Nothing

Personal (1992) (rpt) 1:25 Child of Rage
(1992) frpt) 3:00 Lethal LobU (1992) -

teenage anemptesd murderess in sutxirbia

(89 mms.) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6-JO Cartoons 8KS Maya the Bee 8:35 Mot
9:00 Detective Hush Hash 9:40 Avenger
Penguins 10:15 The Children from Oz
10:o0 VR Troopers 11:25 FamflyTies 12:05

The Ren and Stimpy Show 12:45
Animaniacs 13:00 Harry and the
Hendersons 13:30 Hugo 14:00 Chiqutitas

14:50 Looney Times 15:10 Comic Strip

(rot) 15:45 Hie Children from Oz (rpn 1&20
VR Troopers (rpt) 16^5 Family Ties (ipi)

17:35 The Ren and Stimpy Show frpt)

18:30 Hany and the Hendersons (rpt)

19:00 Hugo (rpt) «fc30 Threes Company
20:00 Mamed with Children 20:25
Roseaune 20:50 The Ren and Stimpy Show
21:05 Big Brother Jake 2130 Drop the

Dead Donkey

JERUSALEM
CtNSHIATHEQUE Undemose 5 * Labor
Pains 7 * Dreams ot innocence 7

Personal Goals 930 Black Spot In the
Desert 9:30 G.G^GfL. Jerusalem Mall

(MatiaJ * 788448 MtoStan lmpossibte it
am, 15a 4:30, 7:15.-9:45 * Ffipper'11

ajm., i:30. 4:45, 7:15 * Cutthroat Island 11

am, 130,430, 7:15, 9:45 *The Btidcage
7:15, 10 * The Little Princess 11 am,
130,4*5* The Babysitters 11 am.. 130.
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * White Squall 11 am.,
430. 7:15, 10 * To Die For 7:15, 9.45 *
Primal Fear 10 * Babe (Btcfisn dialogue)

7:15 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue) H am,
130, 430 * Who’s the Father 11 am,
130, 4:45 JERUSALEM THEATER 20
Marcus Si w 61 71 67 Nelly et M. Amaud 7

* Ffirt 7, 930 RAV CHEN 1-7® 792799
Credit Card Reservations** 794477 Rav-
Mecher Sufldha. 19 Ha'oman St. Talpot

The Hunchback oT Notre Dame (EngBsh
dialogue} 7.30, 9:45 * The Rock ll am.
4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Johnny
MnemofticftStolen Hearts 730, 9:45 *
The Juror 945 * Leon 1 * Jumanji ii

am, 1. 5, 730, 945 * Restoration 94? *
It Takes Two 11 am, 1, 5, 730 * Now and
Then 11 am, 5, 730 * Toy Story rHebrew
dialogue} 11 am, 5 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue)*Swan
Princess 11 am.. 7. 5 SEMADAR *
618168 Trainspotting 8, 10 * Shane
Triad 6 * Lemon Coffee 4 MEW
ZION G.G. GIL Mission Impossible it

am, 4:45, 7:15, 9.45 * Fargo 945 * My
Mother the General 4.45 * Executive
Decison 11 am.. 7:15
TEL AVIV
CWSHATHEGUE 2 Sprinzak Sl * 5772000
A Summer In La Goulette 5, 7:45. 9:45 *
Until Death: Lord Moyne 5 + Dona Bor
730 The CeHutoid Closet 930. 1130
DKENGOFF tt 5172923 Cutthroat
IsiaruWWhite Squall it am. 1, 5:15, 7:45,

10 * Leaving Las Magas 1. 3, 5:15. 7:45.

10 DRIVE IN Before and Attar 10 * The
Golden Mad Gang 8 * Sex Film 12 mid-

reght GAN HAIR v 5279215 71 lbn Gabiroi

SL Priscffla 230. 7:30, 9:45 GAT Stolen
Hearts 230. 5. 7:30. 945 G.G. HOD 1-4 w
5226226 Hod Passage, 101 DizengoHSt.To
Oe For 7.30, 10 * Flipper 11 am, 130.

5

* The Babysitters it am., 130, 5, 730. to

* American QuRt 10 * Babe lEnghsh dia-

logue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew datogue) 11

am, 5 * Fargo 5. 730. 10 * Mission
Impossible ii a.m.. i:30 LEV 1-4 *
5238288 Trainspotting 12:15. 2:30, 5:15.

7:45, 70 * Littte Princess 17 am, i. £45.
430. 630 * Shanghai Triad E, 10 *
Antonia's Line 3:15, 5:15, 7:30, 10 *
Lemon Coffee 11 am * The Secret of

Roan Infsh lt:l5 am, 1:15, 5:15. 7:30. ID
* Shanghai Triad 1:15, 3:75 OG. PE*ER
Mission Inraossaste 11 ajn, 1:30, 5. 7:30,

10 * To Die Ftorfargo 5. 730, 10 *
Kansas City i0 * Babe (Eng&sh dialogue}

730 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am, i,

5 * The Perez Family to * The Little

Princess 11 am, 5. 730 * My Mother the

General 1:30 RAV-CHEN«r 5282288
Dizengoff Cenrer The Rock 7:15. 945 *
Jumanji it am. l. 3. 5:15. 730, 9:45 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (English

dialogue) 730, 9:45 * The Hunchback at

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 1,

3, 5 * Swan Princess 11 am, 1.3.5 *Tel
Aviv Stories 4 * it Takes Two 1 1 am.,1,3.
5 Now and Then it am, i, 3. 5, 7:30,

945 * The Juror 7:30, 9:45 * Dracula,
Dead and Loving tt 11 am, 1,5* Johnny
Mnemonic 730. 9:45 * Now mid Then 11

am, 1. 3. 5. 730. 945 RAV43R 1-5 t
5102674 Opera House 11

Po5ttno*Restorartion*Rlchard llf*Star

Man 230. 5. 730. 945 * Devil in a Blue
Dress 5, 730, 9:45 Lata Summer Blues
230 OG.TAYELET 1-3 » 5177952 2 Yona
Hanavi Sl Mission Impossible 7:30, 10 *
Sense and SensfbMty«TWefve Monkeys
7:15, 10 G.G. TEL AVIV w 5281161 65
Pajsker Sl Mission Impossible 5. 730. 10
* Primal Fear 7:15, 10 + The Birdcage 5.

730.10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI « 8325755 I!

Postino 7:i5, 9:15 * Shantfial Trfed 9:15
ATZMON 1-5 <r 8673003 Mission
fanpassfote*Sense and SensfoitirywThs
Birdcage*Ptlmal F6ar 4:15. 6:45, 9:15 *
American Oultt 430. 7, 915 CINa*A
CAFE MORIAH * 8242477 Trainspotting
730. 930 CINEMATHEQUE tr 8383424
Dave 7 Hr Jefferson En Paris 930
GLOBEOTYToOe For 730, 10 * Flipper
tt am, f30. 5 * Cutthroat Isfaid 11 am,
130, 5, 730. 10 * Mission Impossible
•Babysitters 11 am, 130, 5, 730, 10 *
Babe (English dtalogm) 730 * Babe
/Hebrew dialogue) 11 am.. 5 ORLY®
8381368 Restoration 7, 9.15 PANORAMA
1-3 * 8382020 Cutthroat Island 430. 7.

930 * Uttte Princess 11 am,, 1 *

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 The Ctcdonaker (1973, French) - An
efcJerty wattimjeer dscovers thai tes son and
grttnend have murdered (he local factory man-
ager. Starmg Pthtippe Nonet and Jean
Roctieton. The first fifcn by director Bertrand

Tavernier, (100 rrnnsj 23:45 The Silence

(1963, Swedish) - The third in Ingmar
Bergman's tnfagy on faith. The fitin (ocu&es
on two sisrers staying in a sman hotel in

Northern Europe: one a frustrated, intro-

verted lestwan: trie other, a Iree-towng
mother ot a lO-year-okl boy. With Ingnd
Thubi and Gunnel Lmdbtom. (85 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Human and
Nature (rpt) 13:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt) 13:30
Uhrascrence (rpt) 14:00 Open University
16:00 Human and Nature (rpt) 17:00
Beyond 200Q (rpt) 1730 Utirascienca (rpt)

13:00 Open Unrversirv SOM TheAmerican
Caesar. The Last Shogun - senes on
MacArthur 21:00 Ruby Wax 2130 Taste of

Atnca 22:00 Satellite Wars 22:40 Amencan
Caesar (rpt) 23:30 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selma Scon Shew 730 Europe
2000 730 ITN News Live 8:00 Today 11:00
European Mtmey Wheel 16:00 WaH Street

MtvnmgRepon si7:00 US Money Wheel
1830 FT Business Tonigtit 1900 ITN News
1930 Talking lo David Frost 20:30 Trie

SeBna Scot! Show 2130 Dateline 22:30
ITN News 23:00 Spon Magazine 0900 The
Best 01 the Tonight Show with Jay lano
1:00 The Best Ol Laie Night with Conan
O’Brien 2:00 The Best ot Later with Greg
Kinnear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Manny and the
Prolessor 730 Mr. BeWedere 730 Cooking

Secrets ot the CIA 8:00 Video Fashion News
8:30 Gabnefte 9:30 Santa Barbara 1930
The Bold and trie B&autiiut ii:00 Oprah
Winfrey 12:00 Remington Sieele 13:00

Cooking Secrets ol the CIA 1330 voeo
Fashion News 14:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles 1430 Black Beauty 15:00 Lost n
Space 18:00 Home and Away 1630
Charles in Charge 17:00 M’A'S'H 1730
Striker- detective senes 1930 The BoU and the

Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00 The
Twilight Zone 21:30 Hearts Afire 22:00

Grare Under Fire 22:30 Bamaby Jones
23:30 Vtoeolashon News 00:00 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hooperman 1:30 Home and
Away 2:00 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic Training

16:00 Bodies in Motion 1630 Dangerous
Games (rpt) 17:00 Game To Order. Israeli

basketball (rpt) 18:00 Soccer 19:00
Danqerous Games 19:30 Hot Wheels
20:0?) Homes - youth league championship
(rpt) 2030 Gillette's World 2130 Indycar

racing 22:00 Larger Than Life - sumo
wrestling 23:00 Game to Order English

Soccer 0900 Baseball - Game of the

Week

EUROSPORT

6-45 Olympic Gymnastics (rpt) 730 Good
Morning Atlanta 730 Olympic Track and
Field 830 Good Morning Atlanta (ml) 930
Good Morning Atlanta (rpt) 9:00 Olympic
Gymnastics (rpt) 1900 Olympic High

Jumping 11:00 Olympic Track and Field

(rpt) 13.00 Team Sprit - team sports 14.-00

Group Gymnastics (rpt) 15:00 Olympic
Track and Field (rpt> 1530 Olympic Track

and Field - five 1930 Olympic VoDeybafl -
five 21:30 Olympic High Jumping 22:00
Olympic News Summary 2230 Olympic

Track and Feld (rpi) 23:00 Olympic Weight

CINEMA
Fllpper«Babe ii am. 1. 430, 7 *
FargoCWhlte Squall 930 RAV^GAT 1-2 «
8674311 The Rock 11 am,430, 7, 930 *
Johnny Mnemonic 930 * Jumanji 11

am. 4:45, 7 RAV-MOR 1-7«8416898.The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Enqfsh dta-

logue

)

7: 15, 930 •* The Hunchback- of

Notre Dame (Hebrewcfiajtigue) 11 am, 1,5
* Toy Story (Hebrew datogue) 11 am, 1.

5

The Juror 9:15 * it Takes Two n am,
1, 5, 7 * Restoration 7. 930 * The Rock
it am, 430. 7. 930 * Stolen Hearts 7.

915 Jumanji 11 am, i:i5, 4:45. 7. 915
+ Leon 1 *r Johnny Mnemonic 7. 930 *
Swan Princess 11 am, 1.5* Now and
Then ll am, 5 RAVOR 1-3 * 8246553
Stolen HeartsfeThe Hunchback ol Notre
Dame (EngSsn datogue) 7, 9.15 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew cSa-

toguel ii am, 1. 5 * Swan Princess ll

am.. 1. 4:45 * It Takes TVro it am, 4:45,

7 * The Juror 9:15 * Leon 1

AFULA
RAV CHEN » 6424047 Mission
Impossible 7, 930 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (English datogue) 7. 930 *
The Golden Mail Gang 11 am. * The
Rock 7. 930 * Jumanji 5 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame tHebrew efia-

Takes Two ll am, 5

STAR ts 950904 The Juror 7:45, ID * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue! ll 30 am, 530 *
Johnny Mnemonic 1130 am, 7:45, 10Johnny

l

ARIEL
ARIEL Little Giants 6
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 The
Babysitter&ftFUpper’ i» am, 5, 7:30, 10 *
The Rock 7:15. 10 * Swan Princess
(Hebrew dialogue) ll am, 5 * Johnny
Mnemonic io * it Takas two ii am, 5.

730 * White Squall 1 0 * Cutthroat Island

430, 7:15 GJ3L ORI 1-3» 711223 The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame /Hebrew dla-

toguejm/llssion impossible n am, 5.

7:30, 10 * Babe (Enghsh eftaiogue; 730 *
Babe (Hebrew dmlogiiel 11 am, 5
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL w 729977 Mission
imposslbfefeTTw Babysinws»fTrpper ii

am, 5. 730. 1 0 * Cutthroat Island 5. 730.
10 * White squall 10 * Babe (English dia-

logue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew diatague; ii

am, 5 RAV CHEN » 711223 The
. Hunchback of Notre Dame (Engfish efta-

toque/HRestoratksi 730, 945 *
Johnny Mnemonic 5. 730. 945 * The
Rock 7:15. 9:45 * The Juror 945 *
Jumanjiasuran PrincessaThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) ii am. 5 * Leon ii

am. * It Takes TWO it am, 5. 730
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Babe (Hebrew datogue) 1930
am, 1230. 430 * Babe (Enghsh dialogue)

6.30 * White Squao 730. 10 * Toy Story
1930 ajn. Mission Impossible 4:45. 8.

10 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
' (Hebrew datogue) 1930 am. 1230. 4:45.

630 * Transporting a 15. 10 * Jumanji
1030 am, 1230. 430. 630 * The Rock
7:15. 10
HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) *
6902666 Devil to Blue Dress 6. 8. 10 *
Fargo 8, 10 * Lovesick on Nana Street 6
DAMEL HOTEL NeUy et M. Amaud 8.

1915 * Babe (English dialogue) 6 STAR*
589068 The Rock 8. 1930 * Flipper n
am, 430, 630 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew ctiatogue) 11 am, 1. 430,-
6:15 * Mission Impossible 5:45, 8. 1915
* The Hunchback of Notre Dame (English

dtabgue) 8:15 * Kansas City I9i5 * Tel
Aviv - Los Angeles 1 * Liffie Princess
1:15 * Babe {Hebrew efiatoguej 11 am, 4
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 » 867277 The Hunchback ot

Notre Dame (English dialogue)

.

7:15, 930
* K TakesTWO it am, 5 * The Rock 6:45.

930 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew tSatogue) 11 am, 5 * Johnny
Mnemonic 930 * The Golden Man Gang
11 am * Jumanji 5,

9

KIRYAT BIAUK
G.G- KIRYON 1-9 * 779166 White
SqualWThe SabysftlarsfeMissfon
lmposslble*Cutthroat IslandVThe
Birdcage 71 anr. 4:45. 7. 930 * Primal
Fear 7, 930 a Toy Story (Hebrew datogue)
11 a.m„ 4:45 * Tralnspatiing*TQ Die For
7, 930 » Little Princess ii am, 4:45 *
Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 1 1 am, 4:45, 7 -tr

A 6H of Luck 4:45 •* American QuK 930
* Flipper ii am, 7* Who's the Father ll

afTL.4;45
LOD
STAR Jumanji 11 am, 5. 730, 10 *
Mission Imposstote ii am, 730, 10 k
Johnny Mnemonic 730, 10 * Toy Story
(Hebmw dialogue) S
NAHAR1YA
NECHAL HATARBUT Toy ^ory (Hebrew
datogue! 5 * ll Poattoo 830

Lilting - bve 00:45 OiyiripK: Track and Field
- five 5LOO Olympic Special - summaries,
resutis, news 2:30 Olympic Equestrian
Competitions 3:30 Olympc Gymnastics -
live

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Rugby Irom Japan 7:00 ATP Tennis
Tournament 9:00 Motorcycle Raonq: world
criamptonsrup from Bntam 930 Car Racing:
Formula 1 - world cup Irom Germany (rpt)

11:30 Professional Beach Soccer,
MarseHes 1 2:30 Asian Soccer Show 13:30
Rugby tram Japan 14:30 Car Racing Tour
Cars 15:00 imemaiional Sports Magazine

0 Sailing

Sports

R

18:60 Indian Soccer Cup 20:00 Golt:

Futbol Mondial 16:30 Sailing
17.-30 Ascin Sports Presentation

16:00
Sports
Cup

European Round 22:00 imemaiional
Sports Magazine 23:00 Grill. PGA
Tournament (KfcOQ Tennis- ATP Toumamem
2:00 Australian Rules Foottuff

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 900 World Headlines

6:05 The Money programme 7:00 News
Irom the Olympc Games 1915 The Money
Programme (rpt) 11:30 Top Gear (rpi)

1230 Time Out Food and Drmk (rot) 1535
Corespondent (rpt) 16:15 World Business
Report 16:30 Asra-Pacsic Newshour 17:30

The Contendere - Atlanta 96 (rpt) 18:15

The Money Programme (rpt) 19:30
Tomorrows World ft*) 20:00 WWW News
and Olympc Report 22:05 The Money
Programme (rpt) 22:50 Eartti Report 23:30

Tine Out Summer Hobday 00:00 World
Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30 Financial

Report 730 Diplomatic License 6:30 Global

View [rpn 9:30 World Spon 11:30 CNN
Newsroom 12:30 Headline News 13:00
Business Day 14:00 Asian News 1430
World Sport 15:00 Asian News 15:30
Business Asia 16:00 Larry King Live 1730
World Span (rpt) 1830 CNN Computer
Connection 21:00 World Business Today
21:30 World News 22:00 Larry Kmg [rpi)

23:00 European News 00:00 World
Business Today (rpij 0030 World Spon
1:00 World News Survey

RADIO

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Michael
Doherry: Meircpolts symphony (Bailmore
SO/Zinman): Colin McPhee: Tabuh-
Taburian: contemporary works 12:00 Light

Classical - works by Schumann, on trie

140th anniversary ol his death: lira move-
ment ol Piano concerto in A minor (Lupu);

Toccata in C (Horowitz); Scherzo Irom
Symphony no 3 -Rhenish" (cond. Rahban);
excerpts from Album fur die Jugend (Verdi);

March from Camaval; lira movement Irom
Symphony no 1 (cond. Rahban) 13:00

Claudio Arrau, piano - Schumann:
Kreisteriana; Albeniz: Iberia book 1 14:06

Encore 15:00 Cycle ol Works -

Beethoven's piano sonatas 16:00 Early

music 17:00 Voice of Music in Upper
Galilee - live broadcast from Klar Blum.
Works by Joachim Raff, Hermann Goetz.
Goldmark, Reirtecke, Clara Schumann
±18:30 Evening Sounds 19:30 Voce of

Muse m upper Galilee - five broadcast

from Kfar Blum. Cafe Concert ±20:15
Evening Sounds 20:30 Voce of Muse in

Upper Galilee - five broadcast from Klar

Buim. Bach: Choral Pretoria; Beethoven:
Grasse Fuge *23:00 Sounds (o End (he

Day

NESS ZJONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 9 404729 Mission
fanpossfofe 11 ara, 1:30. 5, 7:30, 10 *
Cutthroat island ii a.m» i30. 4-30. 7:15.

10 * To DieFor 730. 10 w Hipper 11 am.
1:30, 5 * The Perez Family 10 * Babe
(English dialogue) 730 * Babe (Hebrew
datogue) 11 am. 130.

5

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 W 626452 Mission
tmpossibleGThe Babysitters 11 am, 5,

7:30, 10 * Fiipper#Cuttfiroat Island 11

am, 5. 730 * Trainspotting Islandtirro

Die For 10 * Babe (English dialogue) 7:30
* Babe (Hebrew dialocvel Ii am, 5 RAV
CHEN The Rock 7:15, 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngSsh dia-

logue) 730, 930 Stolen Hearts 7:30,

945 * Restoration 7:39 9:45 * The
Golden Mall Gang 1 The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew cSafague}9Swan
Prirrceetit Takes Two ii am, 1. 5 *
Jumanji 11 am, 5
PETAHT1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Mission Imposstole 7:30.

10 * Flipper*Babe (Hebrew datogue)
•The Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Hebrew
dfatoguel ll am.. 5 * The Rock 7:15, 10 *
The Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Engfcsn

dialogue) 730, W G.G. RAM 1-3 » 9340818
The Juror 10 * American Oultt 10 *
JumanjWBabe /English dialogue) 5, 7:30 *
Johnny Mnemonic 7:30, 10 * The
San'anani FamBy 5
RA'ANANA
PARK Johnny MnemonicffThe Rock 730,
10:15 * Mission ImpossiMe 5. 730. 1915
* The Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Eng&sh

datogue) 73/0. 1&15 Babe 1150 am, 5
Hr JumanH 1130 am, 3. 5, 730 w It Takes
TVro 11:30 am, 3. 5 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dralogue) 11 r30 a m,
3. 5 * The Golden MaB Gang 3 * Swan
Princess (Hebrew cBatoauelt 130 am.. 3.5
* White Squall 1915 CIN-MOFET
Shanghai Triad 8^0
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 The Rock 7:15,

9:45 it The Hunchback of Notre Dame
e) 7^50, 9-45 Restoration

i 11 am, t. 5. 7:30 * Stolen
The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogueTOSwan
Prineessttl Takes Two 11 am.. 1, 3. 5
RAV-OASIS 1-3 « 6730687 Mission
imposslttle it am, 5. 730. 945 * Johnny
Mnemonic 7:30. 9:45 * Leon 5 *
Cutthroat Island 945 * Babe lEng&sh dea-

hgje) 730 * Toy Story (Hebrew datogue)
11 ajn. * Babe (Hebrew cBalogup) tt am.,

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Trainspotting 8, 10 * Toy Story
(English dialogue) 6:3Q * Ti

(Hebrew r&atogue} it
REHOVOT

am., 5
Toy Siory

CHEN 1-4 T> 362864 Mission Impossible
5:15. 730, 10 * Passover Fever 11:15
am, 4:30, 7:45 * To Die For 9:45 * Little

Princess it:i5 am. * Trainspotting 6:15.

10. 12:15; 6:15, 10 * Babe (Hebrew da-
togue) ii am, 5:30 * Babe (Enghsh dia-
logue) 8 * American Oullt 7:45. 9:45 *
Ffipper 11 am. 5:15 RAV MOR = 9493555
The Juror 945 Now and Then 11 am, 5
* Johnny MnemonicOThe Hunchback of
Notre Dame (English ctetooue)4fiStolen
Hearts 730, 9:45 * The Rock 7:15. 945
Cutthroat island 11 am. 5. 7:30, 945 *
Tei Avtv Stories i Jumaiji Ii am, 1, 5.
730 * Swan PrincessVThe Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Hebrew dtatogueWi Takes
Two ii am, 1.5
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 tr 9619669 The Rock 4:30. 7:15.
10 *r Transport!ngWTtte Birdcage 730,
10 It Takes TWoOSwan Princess ii

am, 5 * Cutthroat island ii am, 5, 7:30.
10 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
IEnglish dialogue) 7:30. 10 * The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 5 HAZAHAV To Die For
730. 10 * Flipper 11 am, i. 5 * Mission
Impossible 5. 7:30. 10 * The Babysitters
11 a.m, 1:30. 5. 7:30 RAV CHEN «
9670503 The Rock_7:15, 945 * Johnny
Mnemonic 9:45 * The Golden Mail Gang
1 * Stolen Hearts 7:30, 9:45 * The
Hunchback or Notre Dame (Eng&sh dia-
logue) 7:30, 9:45 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dame fl-fetmvefiaiooueni am, i. 5
* Jumanji ll am, 5, 7:30 * tt Takes
Two#5wan Princess 11 am.. 1, 5 RON
Who's the Father ?30, 10 * While Squall
7:15, 10 The San'anl Famfly 7:30 *
American Quilt 10 STAR'S 9619965 Swai
Princess 11:30 a.m., 5, 7:45 Star Man
7:30, 10 * Johnny Mnemonic 11:30 am.
5, JQ * Fargo 7:45 * Jumanji 11;3D am,
5. 7:45. io * The Juror i0 * Barb Wre
1130 am.
Phone reservations.- Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878AII
tttnes are pm. unless otherwise indicat-

ed
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NEWS

Peres to propose

canceling Labor
primaries

MICHA L YUDELMAN

LABOR Party chairman Shimon

Peres yesterday said that at the

next party convention he plans

to propose canceling the prima-

ry elections and setring up a

body of 7.000 electors to choose

Knesset candidates.

He also suggested to Labor

executive's meeting forming

several committees to critique

the government's activities.

Peres encountered unexpected

opposition among leading

Labor figures, led by MKs Ifci

Baram, Avraham Shohat. and

Micha Goldman. His plan to

form committees - and the com-
mittee heads he nominated -

aroused strong objections

among several executive mem-
bers, who voted against it.

protesting they are not a rubber

stamp "for his decisions.

However, this proposal was
accepted, though changes in the

committee chairmen might be

made over the next two weeks.

The committees include a 36-

member team in charge of state

affairs, headed by Peres him-
self; an economic team, headed

by Shohat; a municipal team,

headed by MK Moshe ShabaJ: a

team for religious affaire, head-

ed by MK Yossi Beilin; and an
information team, headed by
MK Shlomo Ben-Ami.
Peres said after the meeting

that he did not see the contro-

versy over his proposal as a

vote of no confidence in his

leadership.

‘i have tremendous support in

the party, and there is no need

for each and every person to

support me. In the rank and file,

] have a massive, undisputed

backing." he said.

Peres did not rule out joining

a national unity government, or

the possibility that he might run

again for the party leadership,

but he reiterated he would
adhere to the party regulations

requiring a leadership contest in

1997.

“The problem is not voting

confidence in Peres or not, but

organizing the opposition to the

Likud in the most effective

way," Baram said.

He stressed that there is no
argument in Labor over Peres’s

leadership, but "I do have an

argument with Peres's so-called

supporters, like Beilin, who
want Peres to remain party

leader until a year before the

next elections. Peres is the

leader now, but in 1997 1 want

to see a new candidate as pany
chairman, [someone] who will

lead the party in the elections of

2000."

Baram said he opposed the

proposal to set up a committee

of 36 members for state affaire,

noting that he supports a much
smaller, more flexible learn.

“As for the chairmen of the

teams, ! think we should hold
consultations first and pick peo-

ple who have already won 'the

public's confidence," he said.

Peres initially had intended to

form an 18-member committee
for state affairs but, under the

pressure of party MKs, agreed

to expand it to encompass the

entire faction, and Jewish
Agency Chairman Avraham
Burg and Na’amat Chairwoman
Ofra Friedman.
Peres also announced

Insurance Union Bureau direc-

tor-general Shaul Paiemak’s
appointment as party director-

general as of September.
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Esther Pollard talks with sympathizers at the Haraashbir Lezarchan plaza in Jerusalem, where she began a hunger strike yesterday.

She said she would continue it until her husband, Jonathan Pollard, who was convicted of spying for Israel, is Creed from jail in the

US. ‘He can’t take it any more. He has been in isolation for seven years with empty promises from our government/ (Efraim Kifcfaofc)

Histadrut plans

next step in fight

against gov’t policy

MK Pinhasi petitions

against attempt
to lift his immunity

MICHAL YUDELMAN EVELYN GORDON

Police order probe
into Labor’s claim
of 100,000 forged
election ballots

MICHAL YUDELMAN

POLICE ordered an investigation yesterday into the Labor Party's com-
plaint of election fraud allegedly involving voting carried om with doc-
uments of people who did not rake part in the elections.

Labor's Knesset faction chairman Ra'anan Cohen, who lodged the

complaim. presented the police with findings of an examination of 7 per-

cent of the ballot boxes, which revealed 800 votes registered in the

names of citizens who were abroad on Election Day or did not vote for
another reason. Cohen said the sample indicates that altogether some
100,000 votes were forged.

Cohen said he hired a private investigator who. among other things,

found systematic forgeries in the hared i section. “There was a system
earned out among Natorei Karla. We received a list of more than 2.000
names and identity card numbers of people who did not come to vote,

but are registered as though they did, including two who are deceased."
Cohen said the Labor Party is not challenging the election results, but

demanding that all the forgers be brought to trial.

HISTADRUT Chairman MK Amir
Peretz has called a meeting of the

large workers’ unions this afternoon

to formulate a plan against the gov-
ernment's anticipated economic
decrees and privatization program.

The Histadrut has already autho-

rized a labor dispute in most of the

public sector and in government
corporations as a prelude to a gen-

eral strike, unless the government

revokes (he measures slashing child

allowances, infringing on pension

allocations, reducing health, educa-

tion, social and other services.

The Histadrut's Parliament yes-

terday approved Labor's compro-
mise proposal to resolve the coali-

tion crisis with Ram. According to

the agreement. Labor will head the

Histadrut's trade union section and
keep die organization and labor

council section. In exchange it will

agree to reducing die number of
labor councils to 25 regional coun-

cils, a third of die present number.

The decision is arousing strong

opposition among the labor council

secretaries, who branded it as "day-

light robbery" and threatened to

fight against it

Chairman of the labor council

forum Pinni Kabbalo yesterday

accused the Histadrut executive,

and especially Labor’s members, of
"selling out the labor council secre-

taries. who are democratically

elected public officials, for cozy
executive positions. It is a base,

backhanded move intended to wipe

out Labor's representatives who
were elected by their constituency

to represent the lower-income

Sarid asks attorney-general not
to approve Yatom appointment

MERETZ leader Yossi Sarid yes-

terday requested that Atlomey-
General Michael Ben-Yair not

approve the appointment of Ehud
Yatom to the Oil Refineries’

board of directors. Yatom last

week admitted murdering the two
terrorists in the 1984 Bus 300
hijacking and his part in the con-

spiracy to cover up the affair.

Sarid said the appointment was
out of the question “in view of the

horrifying revelation of murder-

ing two people who had been

captured, even if they were ter-

rorists, Jong after the hijacking

was over. To murder two people

by a patently illegal order, to

smash their skulls with a large

stone, who can accept such a

tiling? This man and this act are

the rotten fruit of a security-ori-

ented approach devoid of values,

which disgraces the state's battle

for its defense and endangers
Israelis who fall captive to mur-

derous extremist elements in the

MICHAL YUDELMAN

He said that the fan Yatom was
pardoned by then president
Chaim Herzog, together with all

the GSS people involved in the

affair, does not mean he should
now be rewarded.
“The High Court of Justice has

already ruled [in the case of Yossi
Ginossar, who was also involved]

that what counts is not the convic-

tion, but the crime, when it comes
to a public appointmenL In this

case, there is no doubt that the

crime was committed and the dis-

grace is there, and the appoint-

ment is against the accepted
norms and basic value of a decent
society. Yatom is not worthy of
serving as a director for the state."

Liar Collins adds:
MK Azmi Bashara (Hadash) is

asking Yatom be brought to trial

and the files opened for public

scrutiny.

“The problem isn’t having

filed a false report, but cold-

blooded murder," Bashara said.

“One can’t know for sure how
many other cases there have been
of youngsters ‘dying on the way
to hospital’ or ‘being killed in

action.
"

Bashara called for all those
involved to be brought to trial.

“It’s incredible that in a country
which considers itself civilized, is

proud of being ‘the only democra-
cy in the region.' and demands its

neighbors respect human rights, a
murderer like Yatom can continue
to work in the civil service and
can even be a candidate for a post

of school principal." he said.

Meanwhile, the family of the

two brothers murdered by Yatom
said it would seek compensation
for their deaths.

Safuot Abu-Jamya said he also

wanted Israel to "punish Yatom.
“We are looking forward to have
the murderers punished and for

compensation tor the harm and
the damage which occurred to the

family as a result of the crime."

he told Reuters.

Haifa court won’t release

suspect in London blasts
News at

THE Haifa District Court yesterday rejected a

petition to release a women suspected of involve-

ment in two 1994 bombings against Jew’ish tar-

gets in London. However, the court did grant her

lawyers' request that they be allowed to meet with

her.

Attorneys for the 30-year-old woman, who was
bom in Acre, lold the Haifa District Court, which
has banned publication of the suspect’s name, that

she had no connection to the bombings and
should be released immediately.
Police arrested the woman on July 22, when she

arrived here to visit her family, and the Acre
Magistrates' Court last week ordered her held for

questioning until August 3. Security sources have
said the GSS is handling the woman's interroga-
tion.

Avigdor Feldman, the suspect's lawyer, request-

ed that the court allow him to meet with his client,

saying the police prohibition of This is a denial of
her basic rights. The court ruled that she will be

permitted to meet with her lawyers for 1 5 minutes

in the presence of a police representative.

Islamic militants are suspected of planting the

carbomb that exploded outside the Israeli

embassy in London in July 1994. wounding 14

people. Twelve hours later a second carbomb
went off outside the North London offices of a

Jewish fundraising organization, wounding five

people.

British newspapers said at the lime that a

Palestinian widow seeking revenge over the

killing of her husband and son planted at least one

of the bombs.

workers in their regions. They have

forgotten that it is thanks to the

labor council secretaries that they

are sitting where they are today."

Kabbalo promised that this deci-

sion will not be carried out, even if

die laborcouncil secretaries have to

go to court to prevent it
'
“Even the great hero MK Haim

Ramon, who decided two years ago
on three pilot regional labor coun-

cil. couldn't implement it. I am
ashamed of the Labor executive

members who suggested it If they

want to cut back expenses they

should first reduce the Histadrut’s

redundant sections, many of which
are headed by officials with

bureaux, drivers and budgets and
don't do anything for their living,"

he said.

The Histadnu's Likud faction

chairman Ya’acov Shamai yester-

day suggested his faction join (he

Histadrut coalition, maintaining

that a wall-to-wall coalition is

required in view of the workers'

unfortunate situation today.

MK Raphael Pinhasi (Shas)
petitioned the High Court of
Justice over the weekend
against Attorney-General
Michael Ben-Yair's decision to

ask the Knesset again to lift his

immunity.

Ben-Yair’s predecessor, Yosef
Harish, had asked the Knesset
to lift Pinhasi's immunity in

early 1993 so he could stand

trial on charges of attempted
fraud, conspiracy,. falsifying

corporate documents and falsi-

fying his oath. All of the

charges related to Shas’s 1988
Knesset campaign, during
which Pinhasi hired yeshiva stu-

dents - who are not allowed to

work because they receive draft

exemptions - and then failed to

report this to the tax authorities.

He then allegedly submitted a

false set of books to State
Comptroller Miriam Ben-Porat.
The Knesset agreed to lift

Pinhasi's immunity in March
1993, but Pinhasi then peti-

tioned the High Court, which
agreed that the original vote was
flawed and ordered a revote. In

the revote, in July 1993, the

Knesset reversed itself and
decided not to lift his immunity.

Now that a new Knesset has
been elected - and partly due to

pressure from the Movement for

'

Quality Government in Israel -
Ben-Yair decided to try again
earlier this month. Pinhasi
therefore petitioned the court,

arguing- that this is a case of
double jeopardy, and therefore

illegal.

The petition, by attorney Dan
Avi-Yitzhak, argued that: once
any Knesset has voted against
lifting an MK’s immunity, this

is final. To permit an immunity
request to be resubmitted. just
because the Knesset has
changed, he said, would be like
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Winning cards
In yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis

daily Chance card draw, the luckyletting someone resubniit a civil W ywnw uiaw. me mexy

suit to the same courftrhich ear- nine spades seven

lier rejected it just because a *lea
J
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J ^ven diamonds, and
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They speak English,
but do they read it???

The monthly youth magazines of The Jerusalem Post will

encourage your kids to read in English and enjoy it*

The papers which are presented in

an attractive, easy-to-read format,

contain lively material on topics of

interest to young people; current

events, music, sport, science, fashion

and more.

The appear once a month (1 1 issues

per year) and are mailed directly to

your home.

ZOOM
English for children

for ages 9-1

2

YOURS
Easy Engflsh

forages 12-14
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